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proved by the fact that they construct
banks and rather than let the water
just run onto the road they channel
it In such a way that it will cause the least
damage to roads.

The Soil Conservation Advisory Commit-
tee meets from time to time In an en-
deavour to assist the men in the field. At
one time I think I asked a series of ques-
tions, prior to the Previous amending Bill
being introduced, wherein I suggested that
two extra members should be appointed to
the committee. The committee had not
functioned for some time. In fact, It had
met only three times in two years. and I
think that only about half the committee
members turned up at the meetings.

At that time Mr Tom Smith was ap-
pointed and then things really began to
progress. In the field new officers were
appointed. They were called soil conserva-
tion engineers; a designation that we had
not heard of before. Since that time soil
conservation has progressed by leaps and
bounds and in various districts many soil
erosion problems have been solved. I am
not suggesting that mistakes have not been
made. In the first place they commenced
the work of conservation in the construc-
tion of true level banks and these kept
the water on the property to such an
extent that the water banked up for three
or four chains and the paddock, as a re-
sult, could not be worked for some time.
Since then the soil conservation officers
have devised a scheme of making small
gradients by which the water is removed
much more successfully and is then run
into creeks where it cannot do too much
damage to the paddocks. Over the years,
everyone has learnt a great deal about
soil conservation as a result of the work
that has been done.

On same hilly farms a conservation bank
is constructed to take the water around
a certain portion of the hilly country
into a channel which conveys the water to
another part of the farm, where the surplus
water can be disposed of. The gradient is
so slight and the water flows so slowly that
little damage is done to the soil. If pad-
docks are not contoured properly great
problems will arise with the water rushing
straight down to the creeks, and in so do-
ing wash out the top soil. Another disad-
vantage is that the water is not retained
on the property,

I Participate in the second reading
debate mainly to compliment the officers
of the department who are doing this work;
in my opinion they are rendering a great
service to the State. I only wish that some-
times they were able to progress faster
than they have in some cases, and that
more water conservation work could be
undertaken throughout the State.

With those comments I have much
pleasure in supporting the Bill.

Debate adjourned, on motion by the Hon.
C. R. Abbey.

CONVICTED INEBRIATES'
REHABILITATION ACT

AMENDMENT BIL
Second Reading

Order of the day read for the resump-
tion of the debate from the 22nd October.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

in Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

SUPREME COURT ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 22nd October.

THE RON. IR, THOMPSON (South
Metropolitan-Leader of Opposition) ['7.49
P.m.]: It gives me much pleasure to sup-
port this piece of legislation. As I under-
stand the Position, it was initiated by the
Chief Justice. It is a machinery measure,
and will make the enforcement of orders
much easier and less costly.

I support the second reading.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill Passed through Committe without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

House adjourned at 7.52 p.m.

Wednesday, the 23rd October, 1914

The SPEAKER (Mr Hutchinson) took the
Chair at 2.15 p.m.. and read prayers.

PROCEDURE OF THE HOUSE
Members Rising to Speak

THE SPEAKER (Mr Hutchinson): Be-
fore Papers are tabled, may I inform the
House that the Standing Orders have It
that when a member rises in his place he
should do more than merely rise in order
to attract the attention of the Speaker;
he should call, "Mr Speaker". Perhaps I
have contributed -somewhat to a decline in
the usage of that Standing Order, primixr-
ily because there are times when I can
facilitate the business of the House by
ignoring It; but at times it Is difficult to
see a member under certain circumstances.
I therefore ask Ministers and members to
conform with the Standing order by call-
ing "Mr Speaker" whenever they want to
catch the eye of the Speaker.
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QUESTIONS (43): ON NOTICE
AIR TRAN~SPORT

Government Expenditure

Mr T'. J. BURKE, to the Treasurer:
(1) Would he please advise Govern-

ment expenditure since 30th
March, 1974 with-
(a) Ansett/MMA for travel within

Western Australia by Minis-
ters and public servants;

(b) Ansett Airlines of Australia
for interstate travel by Gov-
ernment Ministers and public
servants;

tc) Trans Australian Airlines for
interstate travel by Ministers
and public servants?

(2) Would he please provide full de-
tails of any further Government
expenditure on air travel-
(a) within Western Australia;
(b) interstate;
(c) overseas?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) and (2) The information sought

is not readily available, and could
only be obtained by diverting staff
to its collection. As staff numbers
are being held to a minimum, it
is not considered appropriate at
this time, to undertake the re-
search which would be required.
But if the Member insists on the
information being made available,
I shall arrange for It to be pro-
duced, in due course, and for-
warded to the Member.

POLICE
Fingerprint Records

Mr T. J. BURKE, to the Minister for
Police:
(1) Has he read the comments ad-

dressed to him in the most re-
cent issue of the Good Neighbour
Council Newsletter referring to
dissemination of fingerprint
records?

(2) If so, would he make a state-
ment on the suggestions-
(a) that the legislation ought to

insist that any police force
that will not guarantee to
destroy such information on
request should not be provided
with it:

(b) while the apprehension and
conviction of offenders is very
important it is not more im-
portant than the rights and
freedom of the law abiding
Individual?

(3) Is he concerned by the comments
in the Newsletter that many
migrants who fled to Australia

3.

from just such practices are dis-
turbed that such records are be-
ing disseminated without a
guarantee that they will be
destroyed if there is no convic-
tion?

(4) If "Yes" will he undertake to
secure a guarantee from police
departments receiving the infor-
mation to destroy it on request
and so allay the fears of good
Australians old and new?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) No.
(2) to (4) Answered by (1).

The attention of the Member is
drawn to the undertaking regard-
ing the destruction of fingerprints
and photographs which I gave in
the House when the Police Act
Amendment Bill was being con-
sidered in Committee and the
amendment which I moved to the
effect that the original, negatives
and all other copies available
would be destroyed where a person
is found not guilty.
I assure all who may be concerned
the taking of fingerprints does
not affect the rights and freedom
of the law abiding citizen and
apprehension and conviction of
offenders is fundamental to the
Preservation of those rights.
I have also conferred with mem-
bers of the Opposition on further
points in connection with this
matter.

TRAPflC
Seat Belts: Effect

Mr T. J1. BURKE, to the Minister for
Traffic Safety:
(1) Is he in a position to provide

statistical support for the claim
that-
(a) fatalities;
(b) casualties:
(c) costs,
have been reduced since the com-
pulsory requirement for the wear-
ing of seat belts?

(2) Has an estimate been taken of
the cost savings to Government
hospitals since the introduction of
this measure?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Yes. Although no detailed study

has yet been made in Western
Australia, research by the traffic
accident research unit in New
South Wales indicates the obser-
ved number of occupant deaths in
1972 was 25% below the predict-
able trend number.

(2) Not that I am aware.
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4. BUSWAY compulsory vehicle inspection
Fitz gerald Street

Mr T. J. BURKE, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Is it the intention of the Govern-

ment to proceed with the provision
of a busway in Fitzgerald Street,
Perth?

(2) When will it be provided and at
what point is it proposed to cross
the railway?

(3) Would he please provide full de-
tails of bus services which will
be re-routed when the busway is
provided?

(4) Can he assure the House that re-
gard will be had for the parking
requirements of residents and
business People in Fitzgerald
Street?

(5) Also, will he assure the House
that freedom of access for pri-
vate cars and commercial vehicles
will be guaranteed?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) No. Clearways at specified hours

will be provided.
(2) Buses will cross the railway at

Fitzgerald Street, south of Roe
Street.

(3) Service route numbers 268 (Scar-
borough) 264 (Karrinyup) 262 and
260 (Scarborough Beach and
Karrinyup) 266 (Wembley Downs)
274, 275, 276 and 277 (Tuart Hill)
256 (express Karrinyup).

(4) Fitzgerald Street will be no differ-
ent from any other street with
clearways.

(5) Answered by (4).

BUSES
Exhaust Emission

Mr T. J. BURKE, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) How often are exhaust emission

levels from MIT buses measured?
(2) What action is contemplated to

reduce exhaust emissions of MIT
buses?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Exhaust levels of MIT buses are

not measured by the Department
of Motor Vehicles. However, the
MIT does regularly examine
their own vehicles for this pur-
pose.

(2) Currently the Department of
Motor Vehicles is placing an
order for carbon monoxide emis-
sion testing apparatus to control
carbon monoxide emissions. There
is no Periodic compulsion system
at this stage, and the subject is
pending the introduction of the

6.

7.

scheme, when the diffculty may be
overcome.

TRAFFIC
Accidents: Great Eastern Highway
Mr MOILER , to the Minister for
Police:
(1) Would he show as a comparison

the number of accidents which
have occurred over the past ten
years on the Great Eastern High-
way between Woolowra Road and
Burton Road, Greemount. and
on the Great Eastern Highway
through Sawyers Valley between
Cole Road and eastern intersec-
tion of Phillips Road and Great
Eastern Highway?

(2) How many deaths and serious in-
juries have resulted from the ac-
cidents in both areas?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) and (2) The information the

Member has requested will take
some little time to collate. I will
forward a reply to the Member
as soon as possible.

EDUCATION
School at Wooroloo

Mr MOILER, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Education:
(1) Is it proposed to continue with

the building of a new Wooroloo
primary school?

(2) If so. when is it anticipated it
will be ready for occupancy?

Mr MENSABOS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Mid-1978.

8. GREAT EASTERN HIGHWAY
Improvements at Greenmount,

and Traffic Counts
Mr MOILER, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) When is it anticipated that im-

provements will be carried out on
the Great Eastern Highway,
Greenmount, to remove the sharp
curve between Wilkie and Inna-
mineka Roads, Greenmount?

(2) (a) Have negotiations been final-
ised for the acquisition of
land necessary to carry out
Improvements in the area
listed In (1) above;

(b) if not, when is it anticipated
arrangements will be fInalised
and what is causing the de-
lay?

(3) (a) When was a traffic count last
taken on the Great Eastern
Highway in the proximity of
the area listed in (1) above;

5.
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(b) where was the count located
and what was its findings?

(4) (a) When was a traffc count last
taken on Great Eastern High-
way in the proximity of Saw-
yers Valley;

(b) what was its location and its
findings?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Although negotiations are pro-

ceeding for the acquisition of land,
a firm date for improvement of
this curve has not been deter-
mined.

(2) (a) No.
(b) The policy of the Main Roads

Department is to negotiate
purchase and to give the
occupant ample time to re-
locate. It Is therefore not
possible to state a date by
which finality will be reached.

(3) (a) April, 1974.
(b) (i) West side of Wilkie Road,

average 24 hour flow,Monday to Friday. 12 075.
(if) West side of Dlarlington

Road, average 24 hour
flow Monday to Friday,
9 853.

(4) (a) April, 1974.
(b) East side of Fenton Street.

average 24 hour flow Monday
to Friday 4 989.

9. WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Dismissal of Lecturer
Mr T. D. EVANS, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Education:

Having regard to the fact that
tertiary education Institutions in
the State are largely autonomous
in their administration, but that
the Minister for Education still
possesses considerable Persuasive
influence-
(1) Has the Minister seen. fit to

ask for a comprehensive re-
port concerning the alleged
dismissal from the Western
Australian Institute of Tech-
nology of lecturer James
Callicoat to satisfy himself
that justice is being done
despite, because of reported
academic staff and student
concern at the institute, that
ostensibly justice is not being
done?

(2) If so, would he make a state-
ment on receipt of a report
as to his degree of satisfac-
tion or otherwise?

(3) If the answer to (1) Is "No"
will he call for such a
report?

(4) If the answer to (3) is "No"
why not?

(5) If, as I understand the posi-
tion, no right of appeal to be
heard by an independent body
exists on behalf of an ag-
grieved person in the position
of Mr Callicoat, will the Gov-
ernment give consideration to
legislating for such a right of
appeal?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

(1) The Minister has not seen fit
to ask for a report because
established procedures regard-
ing review of appointment of
academic staff on probation
have been followed.
Academic staff at the Insti-
tute, in their first year of
appointment, are on probation
and their employment con-
tract Provides for one month's
notice by either party of
intention to terminate employ-
ment.
The Head of Department and
Dean of School concerned are
required to recommend to the
Director of the Institute, not
more than eight months after
appointment, if it Is intended
that appointment of an aca-
demic member of staff will not
be continued beyond the prob-
ationary period.
The present situation is that
Mr Callicoat has not received
a dismissal notice but. in
accordance with procedures
outlined above, has been
given a preliminary Indication
that the Head of Department
and Dean of School concerned
have recommended to the
Director of the Institute that
employment of Mr Callicoat
be not continued beyond the
probationary period.
The Director is currently
overseas and on his return will
review the case and announce
his decison in accordance with
standard Procedures.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) NO.
(4) The Minister has no intention

at present of calling for such
a report as he Is satisfied that
the normal Institute appoint-
ment Procedures have been
followed in. this Instance.

(5) The Minister sees no reason
for legislation to provide for
the right of appeal during the
Probationary period.
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10. PE-SCHOOL EDUCATION
Commonwealth Funds, and Staff

Recruitment
Mr T. D. EVANS, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Education:
(1) Can the Minister give an assur-

ance that from an accounting
point of view the informal Year
to be spent by five-year-olds in
the primary school (or pre-prim-
ary centre in some way attached
to or part of a primary school)
will be separate and identifiable
so that Australian Government
pre-school funds may be shown
to be used solely for orthodox
"pre-school" education as distinct
from "Pre-primary" education?

(2) What provisions is the Minister
making for the recruitment of ap-
propriately qualified and experi-
enced staff for the assistance to
and supervision of the teachers
to be employed in pre -primary
centres, bearing in mind there is
a nationwide shortage of such
advisory staff?

Mr mENiSAROS replied:
(1) The Commonwealth Government

has recently transferred responsi-
bility for pre-schoci program-
mes from the Minister for Educa-
tion to the Minister assisting the
Prime Minister. As well, it has
been announced that a children's
commission is to be established
to guide and integrate the exten-
sion of pre-school services.
These recent developments have
left the important questions re-
garding the funding arrangements
for pre-school education yet to be
resolved.

(2) Advertisements for seven pre-
school trained teachers will be
published shortly. Appropriate
supervision and advisory services
to be extended to pre-prinmary
education are under consideration.

11. PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION
Transport, and Attendance Period
Mr T. D. EVANS, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) With respect to the proposed pre-

primary centre at Balingup prim-
ary school, would he confirm that
the reported expenditure of
$27?000 would be for conversion
of the existing building and will
not involve a new and separate
construction?

(2) Would he outline in broad terms
how the said expenditure Is to be
used?

(3) In the case of each of the pro-
posed six (three metropolitan
and three country) pre-primary

centres, how far in terms of kilo-
metres; will each be situate from
an existing or proposed orthodox
pre-school centre?

(4) Will free transport be available
in country areas to children at-
tending pre-primary centres?

(5) Will the normal subsidised fare
on MTT buses applicable to school
children apply to children at-
tending pre-primary centres in
the metropolitan area?

(6) What number of hours per day
will children attending a pre-
primary centre be required to at-
tend?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) The estimated cost of building the

pre-primary centre at Balingup is
$14 000 and will not involve a new
and separate construction.

(2) Alterations to an existing build-
ing will include the Installation
of toilets and haudbasins, the
addition of an Inside storeroom
and kitchen sink, the extension
of the verandah, the provision
of an outside store and the re-
moval of a. section of a classroom
wall, and the erection of an out-
side f ence.

(3) None of the six pilot pre-primary
centres contains within the normal
Primary school intake boundaries
an existing pre-school centre
affiliated with the Western Aus-
tralian Pre-School Board.

(4) and (5) Assistance will be pro-
vided for children travelling to
pre-primary centres.

(6) Attendance at the pre-primary
centres will be on a voluntary basis.
Sessions totalling the equivalent
of four half days per week, each
lasting approximately two and
one half to three hours, will be
provided for each child. The
Provision of these sessions during
the week will be arranged as
flexibly as possible, depending
upon local circumstances.

12. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Jumbo Steel Works; Kwinana

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Premier:
(1) Is he convinced that a jumbo steel

works should be sited at Kwi-
nana?

(2) If (1) is "Yes" what factors have
been taken into consideration In
coming to such a decision?

(3) If (1) is "No" how is this con-
sistent with his reported belief
in "a tremendous future for the
Kwinana, area"?
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Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) This can only be decided when we

have the result of the current
jumbo steel industry study which
will take a Year, or more, to com-
plete, and will include environ-
mental, as well as economic and
other factors.

(2) Answered by (1).
(3) The future of the Kwinana area

is not tied to steel, or any other
single project. Its development,
which is based on a diversity of
industry, has to date been of great
importance and impact, and I
believe it will continue to develop
with equal vigour and diversity in
the future.

13. MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS ACT
Applcations for Licenses

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Consumer Affairs:
(1) How many applicants have been

refused-
(a) a vehicle dealer's i'cense:
(b) a yard manager's license;
(c) a salesman's license.
under the terms of the Motor
Vehicle Dealers' Act?

(2) What are the names of those who
have been so refused in each of
the categories?

(3) How many-
(a) successful;
(b) unsuccessful;
(c) still pending,
appeals have there been against
the determination of the Motor
Vehicle Dealers' Licensing Board
as provided for in section 22 (1)
(a) of the Act?

Mr ORAYDEN replied:
(1) Number of applicants refused-

(a) A vehicle dealer's license-9.
(b) A yard manager's license-4.
(c) A salesman's license-S.

(2) This information will be provided
to the Member on a private basis.

(3) (a) to (c) Nineteen appeals have
been lodged-

Dealers-S.
Yard managers-3.
Salesmen-S.
Total-IS.

14. MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS ACT
Amendment

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Consumer Affairs:

Does he intend to suggest amend-
ments to the Motor Vehicle Deal-
ers Act which has been revealed

by recent litigation as having
flaws which do not protect the
consumer?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
If by recent litigation the Member
means the successful appeals
against the decisions of the board,
the answer is no. The successful
appeals do not at this stage indi-
cate a weakness in the legislation
but have resulted from the normal
processes of law. A number of dis-
missed appeals justifies the board's
attitude particularly In the initial
licensing period.
Other areas of the legislation are
being examined with a Possible
view to some amendment early
next year.

15. POLICE
Convictions for Grievous Bodily Harm:

Marley
Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister
for Police:
(1) Is it a fact that two youths have

been charged with causing griev-
ous bodily harm to an inhabitant
of Farnhamn Way, Morley?

(2) If (1) is "Yes" what were the
verdicts and sentences if any?

(3) Is it a fact that the Police De-
partment is concerned that there
is "a pack of hoodlums" active in
the area?

(4) If (3) is "Yes" what special action
is contemplated to combat the
problem?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) No. Two youths were charged with

assault occasioning bodily harm
and being unlawfully on the curti-
lage.

(2) Both were found guilty and each
fined $200 and $20, plus $11.75
costs.

(3) No.
(4) Answered by (3).

16. EDUCATION
Dental Therapy Clinics

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) At which schools are dental

therapy clinics in operation?
(2) At which schools Is it intended to

establish such clinics in-
(a) 1975;
(bi) 1976?

(3) What is the source of funding for
such clinics?
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Mr UvENSAROS replied:
(1) Balga primary

Brentwood
Kewdale
Marmiori
Newborough
Noliamara
Palmyra
Yokine.

(2) (a) Brookton
Newman
Korrilla
Hampton Park
Forrestifeld
Wfietton
Anzac Terrace
Cssnboon.

(b) Approximately 30 clinics in
country and metropolitan
schools presently being
selected.

(3) Commonwealth Government pro-
vides 100% of development funds
and 75% of recurrent expenses.

17. JOHN GREEN MOTORS
Affidavit of Minister

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister
for Transport:
(1) Was the affidavit of the Minister,

which apparently stated that he
had found John Green Motors to
be reliable and honest, made as
a Minister of the Crown or as a
private individual?

(2) If as a Minister, what are the pre-
cise details of the business trans-
actions which the Minister has
had with John Green Motors?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) and (2) 1 gave no affidavit in

connection with John Green
Motors. The only affidavit given
was in connection with personal
dealings with John Green.

18. GRAIN POOL
Accumulated Reserves

Mr OLD, to the Minister for Agri-
culture:
(1) Is it possible for portion of the

accumulated reserves of the Grain
Pool to be distributed to grow-
ers?

(2) If not, can these funds be applied
to weevil control and research, or
research within the Industry?

(3) Are there any firm plans for the
disbursement of these reserves?

Sir Charles Court (for Mr MePHAR-
LIN) replied:
(1) The Grain Pool of WA advises

that accumulated reserves can-
not be distributed to growers.

(2) Yes, and these funds have been
used for research projects within
the industry.

(3) No. Each request is examined
on merit by the Trustees of the
Grain Pool of WA.

19. HEALTH
Busselton and Mandurah

Medical Centres
Mr BLAISIE, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Health:
(1) Can he advise final estimated coat

of the Busselton and Mandurah
medical centres?

(2) When is it expected they will
be officially opened?

(3) Have any staff appointments been
made, and if so, would he pro-
vide detail?

(4) Have tenancy agreements been
finalised, and if so, with whom
and would he also advise dura-
tion of contract?

(5) What Is the weekly rental cost
of suites referred to in (4) above?

(6) How were these charges arrived
at?

(7) Have any negotiations been com-
menced to incorporate pharmacy
services in either the Busselton
or Mandurah centre?

Mr RIDGE replied:-
(1) Busselton-$450 000.

Mandurah-$500 000.
(2) Official opening dates not set as

yet, expected completion-
Busselton-December, 1974.
Mandurah-March, 1975.

(3) Liaison Officer.
Medical Records Officer for 12
months from 1/7/74 to under-
take survey of Busselton district.
Applications have been called
f or-

Receptionist Clerk
Physiotherapist
Medical Social Worker
Gardener/Driver
P/T Cleaner

(4) These have not been finalised yet.
(5) Busselton-

Medical practitioners--$ 188 per
quarter.

Dentist--$203 per quarter.
Mandurah-

Medical practltioners--$219 per
quarter.

(6) According to consumer price
(housing) Index and floor space.

(71) No.

20. APPLES AND PEARS
Tonnages for Processinmg

Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

Can he advise the tonnages of-
(a) apples;
(b) pears,
used for processing and/or manu-
facture In each year since 1070?
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Sir Charles Court (for Mr MePHAR-
LIN) replied:

(a) and (b) From information
supplied by processors the
quantity of apples and pears
processed and/or mianufac-
tured over the 5 year period
tram 1970 was as follows--

Apples Pears
tonnes tonnes

1970 .... 8650 -

1971 .... 12720 -

1972 .... .1 13950 194
1973 ... 16500 457
1974 .1, 15 200 386

21. COAL MINING TENEMENTS

Vasse Electorate

Mr BLAISIE, to the Minister for
Mines:
(1) How many leases and mining

tenements exist for either coal
mining or coal prospecting in the
Shires of Cape!, Eusselton and
Augusta-Margaret River?

(2) Would he list the names of indi-
viduals or companies concerned?

(3) Can he advise whether explora-
tion to date has been successful in
finding coal and in what type,
quantity and depth?

(4) Do any of the leases show any
indication of being a viable inn-
Ing venture?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

(1) Four hundred and thirty-nine--
(2 temporary reserves--occupancy
rights for coal granted: 434 coal
mining leases and 3 prospecting
areas-applications only-not yet
approved).

(2) Danmpier Mining Company Urn-
ited-327 coal mining leases and
one temporary reserve.
The Griffin Coal Mining Com-
pany Limited-OS coal mining
leases and one temporary re-
serve.
Mines Administration Pty Ltd,-
4 coal mining leases.
Valuemets Pty. Ltd.-one pros-
pecting area.
P. G. Crabb-one prospecting
area.
Rt. A. Given-one prospecting
area.

(3) According to the provision of the
Regulations pursuant to the Min-
ing Act I cannot give any Infor-
mation at this stage.

(4) Answered by (3).

22. NORTH PERTH PRINTING
PREMISES

Breaking and Entering

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister for
Police:
(1) Is it true that the premises of

two printers in North Perth
associated with the magazine
New Press were broken into and
searched on Friday night 19th
October immediately after the
magazine's publication?

(2) Is there any evidence to support
the editor's fear that the breaking
could be Industrial or political
espionage?

(3) Is there any evidence to suggest
that the breaking was part of a
publicity stunt to attract atten-
tion to the magazine?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) and (3) No.

23. SWAN DISTRICTS HOSPITAL

Photo-therapy Unit

Mr SKIDMORE, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Health:

(1) What was the cost of the photo-
therapy unit that the Health
Department refused to provide for
the Swan Districts Hospital?

(2) Would the Minister reconsider
the decision of the department
and thus allow this much needed
unit to be provided to asist in
overcoming Jaundice in new born
babies?

(3) If the total cost of providing the
unit places too great a strain on
the Health Department's funds,
would the Minister have the
department meet some of the cost
involved?

Mr RIDGE replied:

(1) to (3) On 9th September, 1974,
the Managing Secretary, Swan
District Hospital, requested the
provision of a "Merco" FLM 300)
Photo-therapy unit, indicating
that half the cost would be avail-
able locally.
This was approved and ordered
on 4th October, 1974, and advice
sent to the hospital on 8th Octo-
ber, 1974.
The total cost of $450 will be
shared on a $1 for SI basis be-
tween the department and local
funds.
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24. OUILDFORD ROAD

Eassendean: Reroutingr

Mr SKIDMORE, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Has finality been reached regard-
ing the proposed rerouting of
Gluildford Road that would direct
traffic away train the Bassendeani
shopping area?

(2) If "Yes" what Is the cost involved
and when will the work commence
and finish?

(3) When will the Bassendean Howling
Club be required to cease using the
land now occupied by them that is
needed for the proposed new road?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(2) Yes.
(2) Cost will be in the order of

$700 000. Commencement is de-
pendent upon the finalisation of
land acquisition and approval of
the project by the Commonwealth.
Provided the project is approved
and land acquisition finalised it
is anticipated that a start will
be made on the relocation of pub-
lic utilities towards the end of
this financial year.

(3) Negotiations with the bowling
club are being handled by the
Bassendean Shire Council, but
this land is not likely to be re-
quired until the end of this fin-
ancial year.

25. STATE FORESTS

Quarantine Scheme: Eff ect

Mr H. D. EVANS. to the Minister for
Forests:
(1) Which companies hold timber

concessions in the northern region
of the forest divisions?

(2) Will any of these companies be
restricted In their forest opera-
tions by the implementation of a
quarantine system in the jarrah
forest, and if so, to what degree in
each case?

(3) in the event of firms being adver-
sely affected in their operations
by the introduction of a quaran-
tine scheme will they be afforded
compensatory cutting in other
areas?

Mr RIDGE replied:
(1) The following operate under saw-

milling permits-
Bunning Bros. Pty. Ltd.
Millars (W.A.) Pty. Ltd.
Pickering Brook Sawmills.

26.

Charcoal iron and Steel In-
dustry.

Whittakers.
and the following operate under
sawmilling licences.-

G. Coli Pty. Ltd.
Adelaide Timber Co. Fty. LWd.
Dale Timber Co. Pty. Ltd.
W.A. Sawmills Pty. Ltd.
J. Mazzega & Co. Pty. Ltd.
Welshpool Sawinillers (1966)
Pty. Ltd.

(2) During the initial three years of
the quarantine period the log in-
takes of these mills will be pro-
vided from restricted areas out-
side the main quarantine area in
accordance with the provisions of
the general working plan, These
operations will also be subject to
existing forest hygiene measures.

(3) Any possible longer term adverse
effects of the Quarantine scheme
upon these operations are being
fully evaluated. Provision of any
compensatory cutting will be in
accordance with the provisions of
the general working plan.

BEEF

Floor Price Plan

Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) With the implementation of the

voluntary "floor price" for beef
cattle next week is it anticipated
that the price of beef to constum-
ers will rise, and if not, is this an
indication that prices being charg-
ed currently and in recent months
have been excessive?

(2) What will be the scheduled prices
for beef when the "floor price"
commences?

(3) Does the Government propose to
establish a statutory meat auth-
ority, or in any other way give
legislative support and strength to
the voluntary attempts to bring
price stability into the beef indus-
try?

Sir Charles Court (for Mr MePHAR-
UIN) replied:
(1) and (2) 1 understand that the

voluntary floor price proposal has
not yet been ratified by industry
generally.
The recommendations of a steer-
ing committee will be placed be-
fore delegates of the various sec-
tions of the industry on 25th
October.
Prices to consumers are expected
to be maintained at present levels
in the face of recent wage press-
ures On industry.
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(3) The matter of a statutory meat
industry authority is under con-
sideration.
The proposed floor price scheme
is voluntary and does not require
any legislative backing.

27. This question was postponed.

28. APPLE EXPORTS
Final Payments and Price

Support
Mr H. D, EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Have final payments to growers

who exported apples to the United
Kingdom in 1974 season been
made yet?

(2) If not, when is it anticipated these
payments will be finalised?

(3) In view of a news item from the
Australian Broadcasting Commis-
sion on 22nd October, 1974 which
indicated that the Australian
Minister for Agriculture, Senator
K. 12). Wrledt, has requested the
Apple and Pear Corporation to
examine the possibility of provid-
ing price support to apple export-
ers again in 1975, has the Wes-
tern Australian Government taken
any action to present the case of
support for growers of this State,
and if so, what is the nature of
such action?

Sir Charles Court (for Mr McPHAR-
LINI) replied:
(1) No.
(2) The Australian Apple and Pear

Corporation has set a deadline
of late October for finalisation of
shippers' overseas returns. if
this is met it could be anticipated
that processing of returns may be
completed early in November.

(3) It is not considered appropriate
for the Western Australian Gov-
erniment to make specific sub-
missions for the 1975 export sea-
son until the results of the
negotiation between the corpora-
tion and the Commonwealth Goiv-
erment are announced. This
matter can be reconsidered when
details are available.

29. MANJIMUP SCHOOLS
Teaching Staff

Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Educa-
tion:
(1) What is the estimated number of

teaching staff members who will
be appointed to the following
schools in 1975-
(a) Manjimup Senior High

School;

(b) Manjimup Primary School:
(c) East Man jirnup Primary

school?

(2) How many members of the teach-
ing staff of each of these three
schools will not have accommoda-
tion available to them when the
.school year commences in 1975?

(3) if he is unable to give an accurate
reply to (2) will he have a survey
of teacher accommodation re-
quired at Manjirnup carried out
urgently, and using the results of
such survey as a basis of discus-
sion, consult with his appropriate
ministerial colleagues to ensure
that adequate teacher accommod-
ation in the town is available in
1975?

Mr

(1)
MENSAROS replied:

(a) Manjimup Senior High School
-3 1-33 teachers.

(b) Manjimup Primary School-
18 teachers.

(c) East Manjimnup Primary
School-6 teachers.

(2) Until such time as transfers have
been effected and staffing final-
ised, it Is not possible to state
the number of teachers who might
experience accommodation prob-
lems. The reasons for this state-
ment include such factors as-
(a) the number of married

teacher couples, both mnem-
bers being employed,

(b) the number of local residents
to be employed,

(c) the number of teachers who
Prefer Private or hotel board,

(d) the number of teachers who
prefer to live in neighbouring
towns or districts, e.g. Bridge-
town.

However, the Government Em-
ployees' Housing Authority Is
aware of the accommodation needs
in a town containing three schools
and is at present seeking to pur-
chase two additional houses,

(3) The accommodation requirements
generally throughout the State are
under constant review. Additional
housing for teachers Is provided
subject to the availability of fin-
ance and the priorities for teacher
accommodation of other centres in
Western Australia. Every endea-
vour will be made to assist
teachers in Manjirnup through
consultation with ministerial col-
leagues and departmental officers.
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30. SUPERPHOSPHATE WORKS perusal by the commission, will I
Merredin

Mr MAY, to the Minister for Industrial
Development:
(1) In connection with the proposed

establishment of a superphosphate
works at Merredin, has the review
been completed in connection with
both capital and operating cost-
ings?

(2) If so, will he advise when a deci-
sion will be given regarding the
establishment of the superphos-
phate works?

(3) If not, when is it anticipated that
the review will be completed?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) I understand that the company

has sought a quotation from
Davy-Ashmore consultants to re-
view the capital and operating
costs of the project. The Gov-
ernment has offered to assist fin-
ancially with the study.

(2) The commencement date for con-
struction of the works will be a
matter for the company to decide.

(3) Early next year.

31. STATE ELECTRICITY
COMMISSION

Management Structure: Study
Mr MAY, to the Minister for Elec-
tricity:
(1) Has the study being carried out

by a firm of consultants into the
management structure of the
State Electricity Commission
been completed?

(2) If so, will he advise the cost of the
study?

(3) In view of the current public
interest in the State Electricity
Commission generally will he
table the result of the study being
carried out by the firm of con-
sultants?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) 1 am advised by the General

Manager, State Electricity Com-
mission that a draft report has
been received and discussions are
taking place with the consultants
on this draft.

(2) As the study is not complete the
cost is also incomplete.

(3) I am not aware of any unusual
interest in the State Electricity
Commission. The study was com-
missioned and is for the internal
guidance of the State Electricity
Commission. Only when I have
had an opportunity to examine
the document, after internal

32.

be able to decide whether tabling
would be appropriate.

RAILWAYS
Road Transport Services:

Replacement
Mr MAY, to the Minister for Trans-
port:
(1) In view of the known fact that

better results can be achieved from
a unit of energy expended on rail
transport than with any other
form of land based transport, is it
a fact that he has approved of
road transport operating freely
to-
(a) Pinjarra;

(b) Northarn;
(c) York;
(d) Geraldton,
In place of the proposed with-
drawn railway road service in
competition with the railways?

(2) If so, how does he justify-
<a) the easements;
(b) the jeopardizing of railway

revenue at a time when
Treasury funds are in abort
supply;

(c) the credibility of his stated
concern for road safety and
his intention to reduce road
hazards?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) A more liberal policy has been

adopted in dealing with applica-
tions for permits to transport
goods from Perth to Pinjarra,
Northam and York but this was
not due to any withdrawal of
railway road services. There is
no proposal to allow road trans-
port to operate freely between
Perth and Geraldton and the pres-
ent railway road service will con-
tinue to operate.

(2) It is not considered that the ef-
fect on railway revenue is suffi-
cient justification to compel the
use of rail transport over a com-
paratively short distance involv-
ing transit delays of 16 hours,
and frequently longer, for goods
which can be delivered in 2 or 3
hours by road.
As regards the road safety aspect,
this is a matter of vehicle opera-
tion and driver behaviour, and
there is no reason to suppose that
vehicles carrying goods to Pin-
jarra. Northam and York would
constitute any greater danger
than other vehicles using the
roads.
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33. MT CHARLOTTE GOLDMINE
Poisonous Fumes

Mr MAY, to the Minister for Mines:
(1) Has an offical inquiry been con-

ducted into the cause of poisonous
fumes seeping Into the under-
ground workings of the Mt. Char-
lotte goldxnine at Kalgoorlie on
9th October, 1974?

(2) If so. will he advise the result of
the inquiry?

(3) Have there been any after-effects
reported concerning the 14 em-
pioyees taken to hospital?

(4) Do the proposed amendments to
the Mines Regulation Act make
provision for the prevention of
this type of near tragedy?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) It was found that the contribut-

ing factors for the fire were a
build-up of oil in the air lines and
air receiver and temperature of
the compressed air being above
the flash point of the lubricating
oil. As a result of the inquiry the
air receiver is to be replaced and
an oil separator fitted between
the compressor and air receiver.
Compressed air temperature is to
be kept below 1600 C.

(3) No.
(4) Yes.

34. SCHOOL
Huntingdale Park, Gosnells

Mr BATEMAN, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Education:
(1) Will he advise If land has been

allocated in the Huntingdale Park
area of the Gosnells district to
construct a primary school?

(2) If so-
(a) what is the location and type

of school to be constructed;,
(b) when will the school be built

and ready for occupation;
(c) what grades will be enrolled

for the first year?
Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) A primary school site has been

earmarked in the Huntingdale
Park area of the Gosnells dis-
trict. The site has not yet been
acquired.

(2) (a) The location is in Matilda
Street, Gosnells. It is likely
that a cluster-type primary
school will be provided.

(b) No firm decision has been
made as to when the school
will be built. This will de-
Pend on the rate of resi-
dential development in the
area.

35.

36.

(c) The usual policy under such
circumstances is to establish
a school for grades 1-4 but
a definite decision cannot be
made until the housing devel-
opment is known.

MEAT
Delivery under Refrigeration

Mr FLETCHER, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Health:
(1) As the questioner has sighted

careases of sheep or lamb being
delivered to or from more than
one butcher shop per medium of
an unrefrigerated vehicle, includ-
ing a Mini-Minor panel van, is
this practice in contravention of
the Health Act at State or local
government level?

(2) If so, what counteraction is con-
templated to prevent this or like
methods of meat delivery?

Mr RIDGE replied:
(1) The meat transport regulations

do not require vehicles to be re-
f rigerated. All vehicles must be
insulated.
If more than 4 sheep or lambs
are carted they must be a hang-
ing load.
The practice of transporting car-
cases of sheep or lambs in a
Mini Minor panel van would con-
travene the meat transport regu-
lations.

(2) The Public Health Department is
currently surveying methods of
meat transport entering and leav-
ing metropolitan outlets to pre-
vent contravention of meat trans-
port regulations.

STATE FORESTS
Jarrah and Karri: Use and

Replenishment
Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Forests:
(1) In view of his answer to question

19 on 17th October, 1974, in which
he stated that overcutting In State
Forests in Western Australia was
302 400 m3 in jarrah and 66 700 m3

in karri, is it proposed that over-
cutting will continue?

(2) What policy for the future In bal-
ancing the harvest rate of our
forests to the annual incremental
growth is proposed by the Gov-
ernment?

Mr RIDGE replied:
(1) No. Overcutting will be pro-

gressively reduced as already indi-
cated in the Forests Department's
general working plan approved by
Executive Council on 9th Feb-
ruary, 1972.
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(2) Future policy for balancing
forest harvest against annual
growth and for meeting the de-
mands of our increasing popula-
tion has been the subject of sub-
missions to the Forwood Confer-
ence, the H-ouse of Representa-
tives Standing Committee on En-
vironment and Conservation Re-
viewing the Softwood Forestry
Agreement Acts of 1967 and 1972
and other departmental reports.
This policy is currently under con-
sideration and will include:
(a) A progressive reduction in

hardwood intake from State
forests, timed as far as poss-
ible to avoid disruption of the
social and economic stability
of the timber producing
areas.

(b) A progressive increase in the
use of plantation-grown coni-
fers, sufficient of which will
be available to offset the
total reduction in hardwood
sawlog production.

(c) Examination of the means of
achieving the increase in the
rate of softwood plantation
establishment needed to meet
the demands of the future
population of the State.

37. MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES

Patients in Rest Haines
Mr DAVIES, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Health:
(1) Under what conditions are pati-

ents discharged from care of
Mental Health Services to private
"rest homes"?

(2) What control does the department
retain over these patients?

(3) How many have been so dis-
charged in each of the past
three years?

(4) How many of those so discharged
still remain under the "control" of
the department?

(5) How many vacant beds are cur-
rently at Heathcte, Graylands,
Swanbourne and any other hos-
pital under control of Mental
Health Services?

(6) What is the latest figure avail-
able for maintaining a patient in
each of these hospitals per day?

Mr RIDGE replied:
(1) When it is considered that the

patient no longer requires active
psychiatric hospital care but may
be unable to function independ-
ently.

(2) If the patient is discharged out-
right, the department has no con-
trol under the Mental Health

Act. However, supervision and
help is available from depart-
mental officers and other agencies
if required.
Division 5-sections 42-46 of the
Mental Health Act, 1962-1973
deals with patients discharged to
after-care. Briefly, there are pro-
visions which would enable the
patient to be returned to hospi-
tal if necessary or to be dis-
charged outright.
The Psychiatrist Superintendent,
Community Psychiatric Division,
Mental Health Services, and the
department, are examining the
whole area of community psy-
chiatry including persons cur-
rently in private "rest homes".

(3) 1911-72-99
19 72-73-135
1973-74-228

(4)
(5)

Approximately 350
Heathcote Hospital-13
Graylands Hospital-GO
Swanbourne Hospital-63
Lemnos Hospital-3

(6) Heathcote Hospital
Graylands Hospital
Swanbourne Hospital
Lemnos Hospital ....

38.

39.

per day

.. 41.00
1~29.52
... 17.05
... 18.17

ORRONG ROAD
Traffic Flow

Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for
Transport:

In regard to traffic flow in Orrong
Road Rivervale /Carlisle-
(a) what are latest figures avail-

able;
(b) at what points were surveys

made;
(c) when were surveys made?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(a) to Cc) This information will

take some little time to col-
late. I will convey it to the
Member as soon as Possible.

HOUSING
Medina: Suinmerton Road

Mr TAYLOR, to the Minister for
Housing:
(1) Was the residence at 24 Summer-

ton Road, Medina, originally con-
structed under the auspices of the
State Housing Commission?

(2) If so-
(a) on what date was it com-

pleted;
(b) was it one of a number con-

structed under contract;
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Mr
(1)
(2)

(c) if "Yes" to (b),* what were
the lot numbers of the other
units constructed under this
contract;

(d) does the SHC still own any or
all of these units;

(e) if "No" to (d), were any sold
to a private group and if
"Yes" the lot numbers of
which units?

O'NEIL replied:
Yes.
(a) June, 1967.
(b) Yes.

41.

(c) Lots 8, 14. 20, Summerton
Road, Medina.
Lots 213, 220, Gale Street,
Med ina.
Lot 312, Calista Road, Calista.
Lots 38, 44, 203, Kenton Way,
Calista.

(d) and (e) These 10 houses were
built for key employees of
CSBP and Farmers Limited
and the State Housing Com-
mission was recouped the full
cost of the houses and land.

40. MIDLAND JUNCTION ABATT7OIR
Water Consumption

Mr OLD, to the Minister for Water
Supplies:

Will he advise-
(a) the amount of water used in

the past financial Year by the
Midland abattoirs;

Cb) the cost of water consumed
plus the amount of water
rates paid;

(c) the estimated cost of water
and rates for the next 12
months under the new water
rates as advised in the
Budget?

Mr O'NEIL replied.
Ca) 1092 993 kilolitres (1973-74).

(b) Cost of water con-
sumed-1973-74 ..
-Annual fees charged
-1973-74

(c) Estimated cost of
water consumed-
1974-75 ... ..

'Annual fees charged
-1974-75 ... ..

67 1

0;7 1

8732

8732

-The Midland Abattoirs is r
rated but annual fees2
charged for each water 54
vice provided.

The estimated cost of water
consumed In 1974-75 is based
on the assumption that the
amount of water used In that
year will be the same as In
1973-74.

ESTIMATES OF REVENUE
AND EXPENDITURE

Staff Numbers: Indication
Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

Apropos the papers giving details
of the estimates of revenue and
expenditure for year ending 30th
June, 1975, can he advise-
(a) why the column Showing staff

numbers of various depart-
ments for the Period 12
months prior to the year just
concluded has been omitted;

(b,) where is expenditure shown
for 1973-74 for those "vacant
positions" listed for which an
estimate is shown for 1974-75?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(a) In the previous presentation,

staff numbers shown for the
preceding year represented
persons on the pay-roll for
the last pay period of that
Year while numbers for the
current year disclosed the ap-
proved establishment of a de-
partment and, In some in-
stances, included proposed
new appointments. The dif-
ference between the numbers
in each column reflected
vacant positions and pro-
posed new appointments.
Bly showing separate figures In
the 1974-75 estimates for
vacant positions and new
staff, the same information is
now given in one column in
lieu of two, thereby improving
the presentation.

(b) Where such expenditure was
incurred, it is included in the
amount listed against the re-
lated classification.

21 42. PUBLIC HEALTH AND
MEDICAL DEPARTMENTS,

18 AND HOSPITALS
18 Staff Numbers

Dr DADOUR, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Health:
(1) What was the number of staff em-

ployed In each of the following-
23 (a) Department of Public Health;

and
45 (b) Medical Department,

- for the years 1944, 1954, 1964,
68 1974?

- (2) What was the total number of
iot employees at each of the following
ire hospitals-

er- (a) Royal Perth Hospital, includ-
ing annexes;
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(b) Fremantle Hospital;
(c) Princess Margaret Hospital;
(d) King Edward Memorial Hos-

pital; and
(e) Sir Charles Oairdner Hospi-

tal,
for those abovementioned years?

Mr RIDGE replied:
(1)-

1044 1054 1084 1974

(a) Department of Public Health S6 143 325 050
(b) Medical Department, exclud-

ing staff employed at hospi-
tals............0 40 77 20

The figure of 290 includes staff
in the accounts (108) and the
records (8) branches which pre-
viously formed part of the Chief
Secretary's Department.

(2)-
1044 1054 1084 1974

(a) Royal Perth Hospital includ-
ing annexes ... .1.407 1272 2016 3872

(b) Fremantle Hospital including
annexes .............. 181 306 647 1206

(c) Princess Margaret Hospital 220 434 845 1 126
(d) King Edward Memorial Hos-

pital .... ............... 94 250 425 761
a) Sir Charles (lairdner Hospital

(Opened 1058) . ... .. 11 451 1 703

43. EDUCATION
Allowances: Breakdown

Mr BRYCE, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Education:
(1) What allowances are available to

be paid to individuals for educa-
tion Purposes in respect of prim-
ary, secondary and tertiary levels
of education (including corres-
pondence education)?

(2) What amounts of money were
spent on each type of allowance
in-
(a) Western Australia as a whole:
(b) the Legisative Assembly Dis-

tricts of Kimberley. Pilbara,
Qascoyne and Murchison-
Eyre,

during 1973 and 1974?
(3) Will the Minister provide a break-

down of the sources of the finance
in each case; i.e., Western Aus-
tralian Government or Australian
Government?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1), (2) (a) and (3) -

Western Australian Government
1972-73

S
Bloarding allowance .. ... 6085678
Supervision allowance - -. 35 142
Text book sbsidy (Govt. schools) 322 067
Text book subsidy (nion-Govt. schools) 102 683
Tax; book subsidy (tchclnical) .. 12 770
Exhibitionts............2160
Scholarships and bursarles . 76 810
Free books (indigent parents) .... 18 292

1073-74

24 408
1 750

373 466
89 125
17 620

70
44 318
3? 169

Commnonwesalth Government
Assistanee for Isolated chldtren 818 271 1 706 693
Aboriginal secondary education grants 88 W8 1 207 654
Commonwealth secondary scholar-

ship scheme -. 1. 279 682
ommonwealth senior secondary 2709 6 2

scholarship schema 8,. .. 476set 756 50s
Comoealth advanced education

scholarship scheme 6390O1l 270 800
Secondary allowance schems 104ot207
Aboriginal study grants scheme 154 536 174 460
Commonwealth University scholar-

ship scheme........ .... 26645683 645 544
Tertiary allowance schema (now

tertiary education allowance
scheme)........447

Commnonweslth technical scholar- 47
ship scheme............1 821 32 246

Post graduate awards 297 306 351943
Pie-school teacher education allow-

ances schema . .. .. 197 7 3
National service vocationl raining 4 70 27 3

scheme.............89781 76 744
Disabled members and widows tramn-

Jng scheme .- Il 106 5
Commonwealth teaching service 006 76

scholasilp scheme 1-43 201 47 978
Agricnltural extension service ... 0802 55683

(2) (b) Statistics are not maintained
on the basis of expenditure
on schools in individual elec-
torates.

QUESTIONS (7): WITHOUT NOTICE
1. PARK AT REABOLD HILL

Inspection by Members
Mr J. T. TONKIN, to the Premier:

My question relates to the pro-
posed visit by members of Parlia-
ment, in conjunction with repre-
sentatives of the Perth City
Council to Reabold Hill for the
purpose of seeing at first hand the
area which is the subject of a
motion on the notice paper. Has
the Premier yet been able to final-
ise arrangements for the visit and,
if so, is he prepared to give the
details to the House?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
I appreciate the opportunity pro-
vided by the Leader of the Oppo-
sition to give some information to
members in this Chamber regard-
ing the proposed visit. I also ex-
press appreciation to the Leader
of the Opposition for his ready
acquiescence In my suggestion that
we defer his motion until such
time as we can arrange a visit by
members of both Houses of Parlia-
ment to the Reabold Hill site so
that they would better be able to
appreciate the terrain, topography,
general location and the current
state of development of the area
in question.

Mr A. R. Tonkin: Good move!
Sir CHARLES COURT: I am able to

advise now that the Perth City
Council can co-operate in such a
visit on Thursday, the 31st Octo-
ber. It was originally suggested that
the visit should take place on the
30th October, but this did not prove
to be practicable. All members of
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both Houses will receive a notice
tomorrow morning relating to this
visit. It Is proposed that buses
will be provided by the Govern-
ment and will leave Parliament
House at 1.45 p.m. on the day in
question. The buses will take the
Party to strategic points so that
members can better appreciate the
location and its general appear-
ance and terrain. Of course, the
buses will bring members back.
We are hopeful that the entire
tour can be undertaken so that the
House can resume its business at
4.00 P.m. on the Thursday. When
members receive their notices to-
morrow, it would be appreciated If
they would advise their respective
party secretaries or Whips whether
they will be attending this tour.
I will arrange with the Speaker
the time of re-assembly, but I
think It can be taken for certain
that the House will not be meet-
ing before 4.00 p.m. on that day;
so, there can be no indecision re-
garding absentees who cannot
accompany the party on the In-
spection.

2. MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS ACT
Licenses: Appeals

Mr A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister
for Consumer Affairs:

Th the third part of my question
13 on today's notice paper I asked
the results of the appeals against
the determination of the Motor
Vehicle Dealers' Licensing Board.
The Minister's answer was-

Results are as follows--
However, no results followed.
Could the Minister supply this
answer?

Mr ORAYDEN replied:
The answer I gave to part 3 of
the honourable member's question
was complete Inasmuch as I said
that 19 appeals have been
lodged as follows--

(a) Dealers .... ... 8
(b) Yard Managers ... 3
(c) Salesmen ... 8

Total 19

However I have some other in-
formation that goes along the
lines of what the honourable
member is now suggesting in his
question without notice and I
will certainly supply It to him. It
reads--

(a) Dealers-
Dismissed ... 3
Upheld . 2
Withdrawn 1..
Adjourned ... 2 8

(b) Yard Managers-
Dismissed ..
Upheld

2
1 3

(a) Salesmen-
Dismissed ... 4
Upheld .... 2
Listed for

hearing 2 8

19

Composite Figures--
Dismissed ... 9
Upheld 5
Withdrawn .... I
Adjourned .... 2
Listed for

bearing 2 19
One dealer, whose appeal has
been dismissed, has given no-
tice of Intention to appeal to
the Supreme Court.

3. ROAD TRAFFIC BILL

Police Union Attitude

Mr T. H. JONES, to the Minister for
Police:
(1) Did he read today's issue of The

West Australian wherein a state-
ment appeared quoting that the
Police Union is to hold a meeting
in the Maylands Town Hall next
Sunday to determine the union's
attitude towards the Road Traf-
fic Bill?

(2) In view of this announcement
will he defer the debate on the
Hill until next Tuesday in order
that the attitude of the Polle
Union will be known and Parlia-
ment will have a clear apprecia-
tion of the union's attitude?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) No. As far as I am concerned I

believe we should proceed with
the Bill on Thursday. There is no
chance of the Bill reaching the
Committee stage this week, and in
view of that members of the Po-
lice Union will have an opportun-
ity to have their attitude ex-
pressed either in this House or in
the Legislative Council.

Mr T. H. Jones: That Is different
frm the assurance you gave me.

Mr O'CONNOR: What was that?
Mr T. H. Jones: You said If I wanted

longer time I could have it.
Mr O'CONNOR: You have had a fort-

night.
Mr T. H. Jones: Ten days only!
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4. QUESTIONS ON NOTICE to ask the question. However, my
Release of Information before Replies

Mr T7. J. BURKE, to the Premier:
I am Pleased to see the Premier's
co-operation in regard to proposals
for Reabold Park. I regret that the
information sought in question 1
is necessary, and I would like him
to make it available.

I now direct a question without
notice to him in view of the an-
nouncement appearing on page 38
of today's issue of The West Aus-
tralian and the fact that notice of
question 4 on today's notice paper
was given last Thursday. Would
he-
(a) ask his Ministers to have re-

gard for this place and pro-
vide Parliament with infor-
mation requested before giv-
ing it to the Press;

(b) assure the House that
proper regard will be had for
the Parliament and that ques-
tions of members will not be
treated in this contemptuous
manner in the future?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(a) and (b) If the honourable
member would ask his ques-
tion in two parts, in view of
the fact that they refer to
separate matters, I will give
him the necessary informa-
tion. I gather he wants an
answer in regard to question
1. If he will deal with that
first, I will then provide him
with an answer.

AIR TRANSPORT
Government Exp~enditure

Mr T. J. BURKE, to the Premier:
I ask for confirmation of the as-
surance he has given in the
answer to question 1 on today's
notice paper; namely, that he will
supply the information sought.

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
I told the honourable member In
my answer that if he insists on the
information being made available
and the expense being incurred, he
will get the answer in due course,
but he must be patient.

6. QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Release of in formation before Replies

Mr T. J. BURKE, to the Premier:
I refer now to question 4 on
today's notice paper and I have
not given any notice, because I
did not expect to be called upon

question Is--
In view of the fact that an an-
nouncement appears on Page 38
of today's issue of The West
Australian, which answers ques-
tion 4 on today's notice paper,
would he-
(a) ask his Ministers to have

regard for this place and
provide Parliament with in-
formation requested before
giving it to the Press;

(b) assure the House that pro-
Per regard will be had for
the Parliament and that
questions of members will
not be treated in this con-
temptuous manner In the
future?

Several members interjected: Hear.
hear!

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

Not having made a full study of
question 4 appearing on today's
notice paper, am I to assume it
was postponed?

Mr T. J. Burke: Not at all; it was put
on the notice paper, and the
answer was given to the Press
Yesterday.

Mr May: A shambles!

Sir CHARLES COURT: Today is Wed-
nesday, and if the question was
submitted last Thursday, I assume
it would have been on the notice
Paper Yesterday.

Mr T. J. Burke: It was given to the
Clerk last Thursday.

Sir CHARLES COURT: That is why I
asked if it were a postponed ques-
tion.

The SPEAKER: Order! If I may speak
for the Chair I have just learnt
from the Clerk that the question
referred to by the member for
Perth was handed in after the ex-
piry time on Thursday, which
means that it would not legit-
imately reach the notice paper
until today.

Mr O'Neil: It was not put on the
notice paper.

Sir CHARLES COURT: In answer to
the honourable member I can tell
him that I have requested Mini-
sters, where Practicable, to give
the answers to Parliament first
when they should be given to
Parliament first, but there will be
circumstances when, of course,
answers are forced onto the Gov-
ernment ahead of the time that
might be normal for the notice
paper.

5.
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I suggest that the honourable
member put his question on the
notice Paper. I Will have the full
circumstances examined and I will
answer the question in the House
tomorrow.

Mr May: You did not answer mine.
Sir Charles Court: Which one?
Mr May: The answer to the question I

asked last Thursday.
Sir Charles Court: Why did you not

ask the question again?

Mr May: I asked it.

7. QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Release of In ornnattoit Before

Replies
Mr B. T. BURKE, to the Minister for
Transport:

As he was the Minister involved In
question 4 on today's notice
paper, perhaps he can dispense
with unnecessary investigation by
explaining how the answer which
he gave this afternoon in this
House appeared in this morning's
paper?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
This I cannot answer, because I do
not know.

Mr Davies: Oh!
Mr O'CONNOR: That is all right; I

did not give the statement to the
Press. If the honourable member
had dealt with the question in the
normal manner he probably would
have received an answer earlier,
but to answer the honourable
member's question without notice
fairly, I say I do not know.

BILLS (5): INTRODUCTION AND
FIRST READING

1. Lake ILefroy Salt Industry Agreement
Act Amendment Bill.

2. Dampier Solar Salt industry Agree-
ment Act Amendment Bill.

Bills introduced, on motions by Mr
Mensaros (Minister for Industrial
Development), and read a first time.

3. Local Government Act Amendment
Bill.

Bill Introduced, on motion by Mr
Rushton (Minister for Local Gov-
ernment), and read a first time.

4. Fisheries Act Amendment Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr

Stephens (Minister for Fisheries
and Fauna), and read a first time.

5. Press Council of Western Australia
Bill.

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr
A. R. Tonkin, and read a first time.

HOUSING OWNERSHIP AND FINANCE
inquiry by Royal Commission:

Motion
MRt BARNETT (Rockingham) [3.02

p.m.]: I move-
That in the opinion of this House

the Government should give consider-
ation to the appointment as soon as
possible of a Royal Commission to In-
quire Into home ownership and all
finances pertaining to home owner-
ship in the State of Western Australia.

My reasons for this motion would be pain-
fully obvious to all members of the House,
but perhaps more Painfully obvious to
those Western Australians who do not have
the opportunity to earn the salaries which
members of this Parliament earn.

Mr O'Neil: You had better talk to the
Federal Minister for Housing (Mr John-
son) about that.

Mr BARNETT: If the Minister will
only wait I will tell him my reasons for
this motion. I did hope that he would
treat this motion with a little more respect
than to interject straightaway.

Sir Charles Court: You are about the
last person who should talk about respect!

Mr BARNETT: Before the Minister gets
carried away he should wait and listen to
see wvhether he supports the motion. I will
point out later he made a request for the
appointment of a Royal Commission In
MIIch this year for the same reasons.

Mr B. T. Burke: That was before the
State election!

Mr BARNET:
home ownership in
diminished over a
years.

The opportunity for
this State has severely
period of a very few

Mr O'Neil: Over the period since the
beginning of January last, under the Com-
monwealth and State Housing Agreement.
I suggest you read It.

Mr Bertram: Why does not the Minister
rise to his feet to speak?

Mr B. T1. Burke: We certainly expect
that from Your leader but not You.

Mr BARNETT: A generation ago my
parents could have bought a block of land
with a house thereon almost anywhere In
the State for the purchase price of just a
block of land at the Present time. I am
most concerned about the reasons for that.

Mr Rushton: Your statement Is In-
accurate.

Mr BARNlETT: The Minister has his
reasons-

Mr Rushton: You should be accurate.
Mr BARNETT: -for the higher charges

on houses, and I have mine. Almost every-
body In the State has a different reason.

Mr Rushton: All I am asking you to do
is to be accurate,
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Mr BARNETT: No doubt the Minister Mr O'Neil: Where?
disagrees with my reasons for the increase
In prices, and that Is the Purpose of my
motion.

The SPEAKER: I would ask members
not to interject so frequently, because the
member for Rockingham Is only beginning
to develop his argument.

Mr BARNETT: Thank you, Sir.
Mr O'Neil: He probably never will de-

velop his argument.
Mr EARNETT: It will be agreed that

home ownership Is the right of all Aus-
tralians, and not just Western Australians.

Mr O'Neil: I wish you would speak to
the Federal Minister (Mr Johnson) about
that.

Mr Bateman: The Minister should stop
blaming the Federal Government. He
should be prepared to stand up and be
counted.

Mr O'Ne il: I am prepared to stand up
and be counted.

The SPEAKER: Order! When I rose
there were still a few members who wanted
to interject. I ask members to have regard
for Perhaps one of the most important
Standing Orders. I would like the member
for Rockingham to be given the oppor-
tunity to make his speech. I would not
like it to be obstructed; but at the same
time I do not want to Interfere with legiti-
mate interjections and queries which are
made from time to time. However, there
should be no obstruction to a member's
speech.

Mr BARNETT: Thank You, Sir. I. too,
do not mind interjections from time to
time, and I am grateful for the oppor-
tunity to continue my speech and to de-
velop my argument a little further, even
though in doing so I might Perhaps draw
more interjections.

I would like to make this statement: In
the 12 Years of office of the Previous Liberal
Government the opportunity to acquire a
block of land and the opportunity of home
ownership grew way beyond the reach of
the normal working person. That is a
statement I wish to clarify.

Mr O'Nell: You need to clarify ft. and
to prove it as well.

Mr BARNETIT: I shall prove it. Ten
years ago one could purchase a block of
land in Rockingham-and the Minister for
Local Government would be well aware of
this, because at that time Rockingham was
within his electorate-for $400. Today the
same block of land costs over $4 000 or
more; that is, a ten-fold increase.

Mr O'Neil: Fully serviced block?
Mr BARNETTl: Not fully serviced.
Mr O'Neil: Can a person buy a block of

land in Rocklngham which Is not fully ser-
viced?

Mr BARNET'T: Yes.

Mr BARNETlT: At Warnbro.
Mr J. T. Tonkin: Any more questions

from the minister!
Mr O'Ne il: You say blocks at Warnbro

are not fully serviced. I thought You were
the member for the district!

Mr BARNTT: The Minister hides him-
self in Parliament House day after day,
and he would not have a clue about what
is going on in Western Australia. He is
trying to tell me that the price of land
has not risen ten-fold in the last 10 years.

Mr O'Neil: I am asking you whether a
person can buy an unserviced block of
land in Rockinghamn.

Mr BARNETT: What has that to do
with the motion?

Mr O'Neil: You Maid a person could. You
know very well that a person cannot buy
such land without services being Provided.

a1
Mr BARNETTl: What does the Minister

mean by serviced?
Mr O'Neil: I mean fully serviced.
Mr BARNETT: Does the Minister mean

that fully serviced land is sewered land?
Mr O'Neil: Not necessarily. You could

have a septic system on the land. Why
do you not learn more about the subject
before you launch on an argument like
this?

Point of Order
Mr B. T. BURKE: On a point of order,

I take exception to what appears to be a
deliberate attempt by members opposite
to frustrate the member for flockingham
in his efforts to Present to this House a
very serious matter.

Mr O'Neil: The matter is serious, and
the facts have to be correct.

Debate Resumed
Mr O'Neil: The member for Rockinghamr

has a responsibility not to mislead the
House.

Mr Bateman: He is not misleading the
House.

Mr BARNETT: I would now like to deal
with the quality of workmanship of
houses, rather than whether building land
is sewered or street kerbing has been the
cause of the ten-fold increase in the price
of land in the last 10 years. The point is,
it has gone up 10 times, and the quality
of workmanship has dropped. This Is a
point which could be raised before the
proposed Royal Commission, because it is
obvious that some members do not agree
with the reasons for the increases. I am
rather sorry about that. The quality of
workmanship has dropped.

Mr O'Neil: Talk to Ray Clohessy about
that.
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Mr Bateman: It is the Pederal Govern-
ment's fault; blame It! You blame it f or
everything else.

Several members Interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr BARNET'T: A generation ago one

could purchase a home, regardless of the
cost, and be assured that it would be built
to a livable standard and would still be
standing today. But what is the position
now? The standard has dropped to an al-
most deplorable level in many cases. The
day before yesterday I had the opportun-
ity to visit a house In Rockingham and
the builder will he nameless for obvious
reasons,

Mr O'Neil: The reasons are obvious!
Mr BARNETT: The Minister for Im-

migration would jump on me severely it I
mentioned the name.

Mr O'Neil. The reasons you do not men-
tion the name are quite obvious.

Mr BARNETT: Half the house I visited
was covered with cracks. When the gentle-
man came to my office and indicated he
had a real problem because he had
bought a house and no-one seemed to
want to take responsibility for the prob-
lems which had occurred In connection
with It, and consequently he asked me
for help, I thought he was another per-
son making more of his problems than
they warranted. He asked me to visit his
house and Inspect It.

Mr Nanovich: You have many who do
that, have you?

Mr BARNETT: Yes. I was a bit reluc-
tant to visit the man, but when I did I
was amazed. I could fit my hand into
some of the cracks. The floor was three
Inches from the wall and the only thing
holding the wall up was the interlocking
of the bricks.

Mr Rushton-. Are you sure you weren't
in the carport?

Mr BARNETT: This Is only one ex-
ample, but the Minister for Local G3ov-
erment is well aware of many others In
Rockingham Park because when the elec-
torate of Dale included Rockinghamn Park
he received numerous similar complaints.
I am sure he will agree with that state-
ment. The standard of workmanship has
dropped considerably.

Mr Nanovich: What action did the pre-
vious Minister take to rectify the position?

Several members Interjected.
Mr Taylor: The then member was not

doing his Job.
Mr Rushton: That is a crude old state-

ment.
The SPEAKER: Order! I will have no

more interjections.
Several members Interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr BA2RNETT: As It is obvious there is
a concerted effoart to Put rue off what I
am trying to say, I will pause a moment
to reflect on what the Minister for Immi-
gration said to me yesterday and I want
to tie his remarks in with the shoddy
workmanship that is evident. Yesterday
I asked the Minister for Immigration
whether he would give an assurance to
migrants, and employees of Landalls Pty.
Ltd., that the Government would ade-
quately cater for them during the prob-
lems currently being experienced by
Landalls.

Mr Grayden: They would get that
assistance without any prompting from
YOU.

Mr BARNETT: The Minister could not
answer my question yesterday. Obviously
he has spoken to his Premier since. In
answer to the question he said-

In reply to the member for Rock-
ingham, I want to say, first of all,
that he did not set out to convey any
Information to me.

He was referring to the question I asked
on the 8th August when I informed him
that Landalls was experiencing financial
difficulties.

Mr Grayden: You had one objective In
mind, and you know It.

Mr BARNETT: To continue-
He set out, in concert with other

individuals on that side of the House,
to bring about the demise of a firm.

He is now gloating over It, and he
can continue to gloat, but there are
many Western Australians who will
suffer as a consequence of that indi-
vidual.

That was his reply to me. In other words,
he wants to place the blame for a com-
pany's financial difficulties on someone's
shoulders and he picked mine because he
thinks I am a good target.

I have been referring to shoddy work-
manship. One of the biggest developers
In Rockingham is Landalls and regardless
of what anyone in this House likes to say,
Landalls is renowned for Its shoddy work-
manship. The company is well known and
People will not buy its homes.

Mr Grayden: it is strange that the Con-
sumer Protection Bureau is not receiving
any complaints like that.

Several members Interjected.
A member: What about Alcoa?

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr BARNETT.: I will come to Alcoa, too.

Mr Mensaros:' It is an easy thing to flog
a dead horse.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: You are in the wrong
seat.
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Mr BARNETT: Prom 1966 onwards it
was obvious to anyone who had the re-
motest knowledge of how the share market
operated that Landalls had problems. The
Minister said I did not have any know-
ledge of the stock market.

Mr Grayden: You know that applies to
every company listed on the Stock Ex-
change.

Mr BARNETT: In 1966 they all had
problems? Do not talk rubbish.

Mr Orayden:. They all have at present.

Mr BARNETT: I will agree. In 1969 the
State had a boom period and everyone
progressed, including Landalls.

Mr Grayden: Are you delighted the firm
has collapsed?

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr BARNETT: There Is plenty of evi-
dence to show that while Landalls was
gaining kudos from this boom, it had no
liquidity. In fact, it had to obtain loans
from all sorts of companies all over the
State. Plenty of evidence exists to verify
that statement. In 1970, having a look-

Mr Orayden: Is this--
The SPEAKER: Order!1 I want the

speech to proceed largely without inter-
jections, unless the speaker himself pro-
vokes them. I advise members that my
patience has almost gone at this par-
ticular time as far as interjections are
concerned and that the appropriate
time for members to reply to what the
member for Rockinghiam Is saying is when
they have an opportunity to speak them-
selves.

Several members: Hear, hear!

The SPEAKER: I do not want any
applause from the gallery.

Mr BARNETT: In 1970 1 was fortunate
enough to have a little extra money and
I thought I would invest it in the share
market. At the time I was living in Rock-
inghamn and I had a lock at what was
occurring in that area. I found that on
the surface Landalls appeared to be doing
exceedingly well, erecting approximately
eight houses a week in Rockingham alone.
It was a tremendous effort. I continued
to think about the subject and to watch
the share market to ensure that my money
would not be invested unwisely. By 1971
Landalls was obviously going downhill;
this was evident to anyone watching the
share market.

However, because of my question on the
8th August the Minister tells me I brought
about the demise of ILandalls. To anyone
with any knowledge of the share market It
is obvious that in 1966 Landalls was going
down the drain.

Mr Cirayden: This Is a campaign waged
over years by members from your side of
the House. --

Mr EARNETTl: It is patently obvious
that I am not responsible for the demise.

A Government member: Where did you
Invest all that money?

Point of Order
Mr GRAYDEN: On a point of order,

some time ago those on this side of the
House were prevented from debating the
subject of Landalls. We have before the
House a motion which we~cannot debate
because a ruling bas been given that such
a debate would be sub judice. Here we
have the member for Rockingham talking
freely on this subject when I have been
denied the opportunity to do so.

Mr O'Neil: That is the only reason for
his motion.

The SPEAKER: I have had regard for
this matter and I take the point. However,
at this juncture the honourable member
Is speaking about a recent. happening in
regard to Landalls and so far I feel he has
not Infringed Standing orders, but I will
continue to watch the situation.

Debate Resumed
Mr BARNETT: Thank you, Mr Speak-

er. I have taken great care not to infringe
Standing Orders and I will very soon dis-
pose of the matter altogether.

Neither I nor any of my colleagues Is
responsible for the demise of Landalls. In
fact, one of the main contributions to the
demise of Landalls has been brought about
by the company itself in the form of bad
workmanship.

Mr Grayden: No, that cannot be sub-
stantiated.

Mr BARNETT: It can be substantiated.
Why was it that one of the capitalist-
type organisations In the form of Alcoa re-
fused to give Landalls a contract on the
grounds that its workmanship was shoddy?

Mr Rushton: That is not so.
Mr BARNETT: A $1 million contract

was lost because the workmanship of the
company was shoddy.

The SPEAKER: Order! I would ask
the member for Rockingham to speak
through the Chair rather than speak
directly to individual members. He would
make it easier for me if he would try to
avoid Interjections.

Mr Blalkie: Does the member mean to
say-

The SPEAKER: Order! The member
for Rockingham.

Mr BARNETT: It would appear, on the
surface, that the only people responsible
for the demise of Landalls are Landalls
themselves.

Mr Orayden: I do not accept that.
Mr BARNETT': I will move off that sub-

ject because I do not like to upset members
on the other side too much.

Mr Young: So we noticed!
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Mr BARNETT: Yesterday I had the
opportunity to present a petition to the
House. I am not really well versed In the
presentation of petitions. The petition
contained 1 235 signatures collected by the
residents of Rockingham. I imagine, judg-
ing from the petitions I have seen present-
ed here, that a total of 1 235 would be a
large number of signatures.

Mr Hartrey: A substantial number.
Mr BARNETT: Thank you; a substan-

tial number. The petition requested the
Government to appoint, or give consider-
ation to the appointment of, a Royal Com-
mission-exactly what I am speaking
about today-to Investigate home owner-
ship and the interest rates pertaining to
home ownership in this State.

No real need exists to highlight the
problems associated with Interest rates but
I will mention one or two for the record
so that those who read Hansard, in 100
years or so, will be able to laugh. State
Housing Commission loans were recently
made available to people to give them an
opportunity to pay off their mortgages at a
lower rate. I am not quite sure how the
system works and I apologise to the Min-
ister in that respect.

Mr O'Neil: The member for Rocking-
ham must have received my circular; I
sent one to every member. Perhaps he did
not understand it.

Mr BARNETT: All that was necessary,
In order to obtain some relief from inter-
est rates, was for the Minister to agree
there was a necessity for It. In those cir-
cumstances people In difficulty would be
able to pay at the lower rate by virtue of
a low interest loan, and be in the same
position as the Minister and myself, and
the rest of the people in Western Australia.
However, the Minister removed that pro-
tection, whatever it was, and I intend to
quote an example.

Mr O'Nell: Did the hionourable member
say I removed this protection?

Mr BARNETT: I Said I was not sure
how it worked.

Mr O'Neil: The honourable member said
something about my removing this pro-
tection.

Mr BARNETT: It was necessary for the
Minister to give permission in writing to
building societies in order that they could
increase Interest rates.

Mr O'Neil: No, it was not.
Mr BARNETT: I have a letter which

says it was necessary.
Mr Young: The member is misinformed.
Mr O'Neil: He is completely misinform-

ed.
Mr BARNETTr: The building societies

are misinformed because the letter was
sent by them.

Mr O'Neil: The honourable member had
better speak to his leader. The States
have no control over interest rates-

Mr BARNETT: The first case I will
mention concerns an increase from $73 to
$110 a month on an SHO loan. I do not
want to start an argument; I have already
said I am not too sure how the system
works. However, I point out that in this
case the increase has been something like
50 per cent.

Mr Rushtofl: That is because of the
action taken by the Reserve Hank.

Mr BARNETT': Another instance, which
has nothing to do with the State Housing
Commission, concerns a loan of $14 000 re-
payable at $103 a month. That repayment
has now been increased to $146 a month.
Another one-and I will not name the
company concerned because I seem to get
into trouble when I mention companies-
concerns an increase from $128 a month to
$215 a month. That loan was taken out
only five months ago.

Mr Sodeman: My loan has gone up in
the same way; what is the point?

Mr 'Taylor: The member opposite had
better vote in favour of the motion.

Mr BARNETT: Does the member op-
posite agree that there is a Problem?

Mr Sodeman: Certainly, but Mr Whitlam
said he would reduce the interest rate to
3 per cent.

Mr BARNETTl: I am not interested in
what Mr Whitlam said.

Mr Sodeman: Well, why not sit down?

Mr BARNETT: I am trying to point out
that a Problem exists and the only way to
solve the problem, I believe, is to appoint
a Royal Commission.

Mr O'Neil: What Royal Commission has
ever solved a problem?

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for
Rockingham. We do not want a barrage
of interjections.

Mr BARNE1T: Besides the 50 per cent
increase in monthly repayments, the In-
crease will reflect in the total repayment
of the loan. Instead of paying an amount
of $30 000 over a 30-year period, the final
figure will now be $45 000. That increase
has occurred within a Period of eight
months.

Mr Nanovich: It was a deliberate action
on the Part of the Federal Labor Gov-
ernment.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr BARNETT: I am really heartened by
all the interjections. It is obvious that
all members on the other side will speak
to the motion. However, they should keep
their interjections until they have an op-
portunity to speak.
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Considering the increases which have oc- First Schedule to these regulations. in
curred within a period of eight months I
wonder how long it will be before we reach
the situation where people in this State
will not be able to afford to buy their own
homes. As I have said, it is the right of
every Western Australian to own his own
home; it is not a privilege which should
be extended to only a few who might still
have some money in a few years' time.

Mr Nanovich: The Labor Party believes
in People renting homes, and not owning
them.

Mr EARNETTr: It seems that the Federal
Government is totally to blame; that is the
argument of the member opposite?

Mr Nanovich: Totally.

Mr BARNETT: Last night we heard the
second reading speech for the introduction
of an amendment to the Money Lenders
Act. The amendment seeks to allow the
interest rates to be increased to a max-
imum of 18 per cent. The Minister reading
the introductory speech used the argu-
ment that in Victoria the maximum rate
was 46 per cent. However, a maximum of
46 per cent in Victoria does not make the
situation right. I believe that by increasing
the maximum rate, by means of the pro-
posed amendment to the Money Lenders
Act, we will allow the building societies
again to increase their interest rates.

Mr O'Neil: How will that come about?

Mr BARNETIT: How did the last increase
come about?

Mr O'Neil: I am asking the member op-
posite.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! One interjection
at a time. There is a query to be answered
if the member so wishes.

Mr BARNETT: The last increase came
about because the building societies had
to increase their interest rates to compete
with other people.

Mr O'Neil: What other people?

Mr BARNETT: If money lenders are
allowed to increase their interest rates to
18 per cent then surely the building so-
eleties will increase their rates. A person
who can obtain 18 per cent Interest is not
likely to put his money into a building
society at 10 per cent. I want to point out
an anomaly which exists, I believe, in the
Building Societies Act. Section 18C of
that Act sets out that a building society
must give notice on a prescribed form.

Section 39 of the Act says-
39. For the purposes of section 1AC

of the Act, the notice required to be
sent by any society to a person re-
ferred to in that section Is a notice
in the form of Form No. 57 in the

which notice all particulars have been
duly completed.

Form No. 27 Is set out as follows--
Western Australia.

Building Societies Act, 1920

NOTICE.

of .........................................
You are hereby notified that, sub-

ject to certain terms and conditions,
the Society has approved of the mak-
ing of an advance to You of the sum
of $ ....................

Particulars of some of the matters
relevant to the advance are set out
below:-

1. Period over which advance and
interest thereon is to be repaid
will be............ years........
months,

2. Rate of interest payable on the
advance will be............... per
centum. per annum.

In other words, people are told the inter-
est rate will be 8 per cent, or whatever It
is, per annum; not "perhaps". It con-
tinues-

3. Date on which interest com-
mences to be charged is.......

..................... ............. 19 ....
4. Th~e advance is to be repaid by

instalments of $........... ....
payable each calendar month,
the first Instalment being pay-
able in the month of..........

5. There will/will not also be
payable to the Society, before
the due date for the payment
of the first monthly instalment,
an additional amount or
amounts in respect of interest
accrued before that date.

6. Particulars and amounts of all
other fees, charges and ex-
penses paid or to be paid by
you are as follows:-

In my naivety-and it is obvious I am
naive because I am getting many Inter-
jections-I think that It is set out per-
fectly clearly in black and white. It says
the interest will be so much per cent per
annum, the payments will be so much,
and payment will finish on such-and-
such a date. But it is not true any more.

Mr Sibson: It never has been.
Mr BARNETT: Why is it there?
Mr Hartrey: It is the law.
Mr BARNETIT: Why is it the law if It is

not true?
Mr O'Neil: Why has it not been chal-

lenged?
Mr BARNETT: A Royal Commission

might challenge It.
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Mr O'Neil: A Royal Commission has no
right to challenge the law. The member
for Boulder-Dundas and some of his col-
leagues have different points of view on
this matter.

Mr BARNETT: Of course. Nearly
everyone in the State has a different point
of view on this matter. That Is why we
need a Royal Commission. Broadly, some
of the terms of reference of the Royal
Commission should be: to stop any fur-
ther increases In Interest rates until an
equitable solution for all Is reached.

Mr O'Neil: Can a Royal Commission do
that?

Mr BARNETT: No, it cannot, but it
can look at the possibility. It can per-
haps investigate legislation which would
have a stabilising effect on interest rates;,
it could conduct an investigation into the
internal operations of the institutions
which make loans available.

Mr Rushton: You said you presented a
petition containing 1 200-odd names of
people from your electorate.

Mr BARNETT: No;, collected by people
in the electorate.

Mr Rushton: I have taken out 1.0 sheets
which contain the names of '77 people
from your electorate. Let us not have
any misrepresentation. The signatories
come from all over the place and include
the member for Geraidtofl.

Mr BARNETT: it would be rather ludi-
crous for me to Present a, petition without
askring my colleague sitting beside me to
sign it. I said the signatures were col-
lected by residents of Rockingham.

Mr O'Neil. And you said it was import-
ant that an area the size of Rockighani
could have so many signatoies. You
again misled the House.

Mr BARNETT: The Minister does not
listen.

Mr O'Neil: I listened very carefully.
Mr BARNETT: The Minister too often

sits with his eyes closed. I said an area
the size of Rockinghami can collect so
many signatures, no matter where they
came from. The people in the Minister's
electorate could collect just as many sig-
natures, could they not? The Minister
shakes his head;, his constitutents are
obviously quite happy with the interest
rates.

Mr Sibson: Of course they are not.
Mr Clarko: Who caused them? The

Prime Minister said to the whole of Aus-
tralia that he had adopted tight liquidity
and was In favour of high interest rates.
That is what he said.

The SPEAKER: Order! The honour-
able member has made his point.

Mr BARNET'T: Nobody disputes that he
said that. What Is disputed is whether it
is necessary, after he increases the bond

(87)

rate by a certain percentage, for building
societies to put up their rates by a larger
percentage.

A Royal Commission would look at the
possibility of fixing interest rates over an
agreed length of time. It would perhaps
be able to investigate legislation which
would eliminate the shoddy workmanship
which Is currently evident In house build-
Ing throughout Western Australia. I
understand that during Its last term In
offce the Labor Government Introduced
legislation which was specifically designed
to tighten up on shoddy workmanship but
It was thrown out by the other House
which Is controlled by the iberal-Country
Party coalition.

I would like to conclude by saying that
If the people of the next generation are to
be able to purchase homes and have the
opportunity of home ownership which I
believe Is their right, It is imperative to
appoint a Royal Commission now to clear
up some of the an6malles. I am sure solu-
tions to some of these Problems will be
found.

The Minister for Housing has been inter-
Jeoting a great deal during my speech. I
am Pleased he has because I want to read
something which is contained In my maiden
speech. I quoted from a news release by
the Minister which was made on the 10th
March this year when he was fighting for
his life to be re-elected. He was then the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. I will
finish my speech by quoting the concluding
words of his news release. He said-

We want a Royal Commission to
find out all the facts, and to recom-
mend urgently a programme to restore,
without reservation, the right of home
ownership which Australians desire.

Opposition members: Hear, hear!I
Mr BARNETT: I commend the Minister

on his attitude and look forward to his
support when the time for voting arrives.

MR O'NE1Ll (East Melville-Minister for
Housing) [3.37 pi..] Mr Speaker-

Point of Order
Mr A. R. TONKIN. On a point of

order-unless the Minister for Housing is
going to second the motion-

Debate Resumed
Mr O'NEIL: I second the motion and

speak to the motion. I must point out
that the fact that I second the motion
is a clear Indication that I do not need to
support It.

Mr Mclver: Do not amend it.
Mr O'NEIL: I will not amend It. I sug-

gest the House reject the motion. I amn
pleased the member for Rockingham con-
cluded his speech on a humorous note.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: It was not humorous.
You are going to honour It, surely.
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Mr O'NEIL: I1 had imagined--and I was
not very long in finding out I was right--
that the real purpose of the motion was to
enable the member for Rockingham to have
another crack at a company which Is now
down and which he is wanting to kick.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: Absolute rubbish!

Mr Young: Spot on.
Mr O'NEIL: The truth of what I have

to say will be left to the judgment of
members.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: I am surprised at the
Minister saying such a thing.

Mr O'NEIL: In answer to the final re-
marks of the honourable member, on the
10th March-I think that was the date-
I, as Deputy Leader of the Opposition,
made a statement to the effect that we
wanted a Select Committee or a Royal
Commission to inquire Into the situation in
regard to home ownership In this State.
At that time I was completely disgusted
with what was happening In Western Auis-
tralia and I felt such a course was well and
truly warranted.

Mr B. T. Burke: And that it would get
votes!1

Mr Bertram: Has anything changed
yet?

Mr O'NEIL: Some of the members who
have been in this House longer than just
this Year will recall the debate that took
place here on the Commonwealth and
State Housing Agreement Act Amendment
Bill. The Previous Government and all
other State Governments entered Into an
agreement with the Commonwealth. I
spoke for some considerable time to that
Hill and I was critical of many parts of
the agreement. I said that had I been
Minister for Housing of the day I would
not have recommended that my Premier
sign the agreement. I still say that people
on low and moderate incomes-itn other
words, the workers-are being Penalised
under the terms and conditions of the
agreement which provides for the Housing
Commission to build certain homes for
workers, and for money to be made avail-
able to building societies for workers.

Unfortunately I am unable to discuss
this matter with the previous Minister as
he is no longer a member, but I have
had discussions with the officers of the
commission. I agree that the officers to
the extent that they were able, and to
the extent the Minister was able, arranged
for the agreement to be relaxed in one
area at least. It took nine months to
Persuade the Commonwealth Government
to agree to this Provision; that is, in res-
pect of eligibility for assistance for work-
ers north of the 26th Parallel.

Many other parts of the agreement
which relate to the provision of housing
finance I find completely disgusting when
we realise they are imposed upon the States
by a so-called workers' Government in

Canberra. I make no bones about this. I
am happy to say that I hope to be able
to present to this Chamber In the not-too-
distant future two amendments to that
agreement to relax further the provisions
relative to eligibility of workers for home
ownership. I trust that those In Opposition
will assist in the expeditious passage of
this legislation because, following my visit
to Canberra, there is available to this State
nominally $10 million to allow workers to
buy homes.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: Is It dependent upon
the passing of the legislation you are re-
ferring to?

Mr O'NEIL: It will be.
Mr J. T. Tonkin: So your failure to

bring it here earlier is responsible for the
delay?

Mr O'NEfL~: My failure to bring it here
is because of the failure of the Common-
wealth Government to Produce a draft of
the amendment. This came to my office
today, and which Mr Johnson-

Mr A. R. Tonkin: Are you going to Play
football? You are a real squealer-you
squeal all the time.

Mr O'NEIL: I am not a squealer. The
Federal Government admits that an inhibi-
tion on the allocation of this $10 million
for housing for workers is contained in
the agreement which the previous Govern-
ment signed, and I have been fighting
against this ever since my appointment.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: And which the Gov-
ernments of New South Wales. Victoria,
and all other States signed.

Mr O'NEIL: That is right. The Prem-
iers of the other States signed the agree-
ment because they knew if they did not
sign it they would get nothing. There
have been two meetings of the Housing
Ministers since the signing of the agree-
ment. The first was the State Housing
Ministers' Conference, chaired by me, and
the second was a meeting of Housing Min-
isters-although I do not regard that as a
conference of Housing Ministers--chaired
by Mr Johnson.

Just two meetings have been held since
the agreement came Into being in June.
The first meeting was held at Port fled-
land and all State Ministers complained of
the strictures under the agreement which
inhibited them from helping workers to
buy houses.

Sitting suspended from .3.45 to 4.04 p.m.
Mr O'NEIL: As the House suspended I

was in full flight and I am afraid, Mr
Speaker, you cut me off at the socks.
There was a lot of noise in the Chamber,
mostly coming from me. I will revert
to completing my reply to the query of
the Leader of the Opposition as to the
reason no amendment to the Common-
wealth and State Housing Agreement is
before the Parliament at this time. I was
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pointing out that all State Ministers for
Housing were writhing under the agree-
ment which was imposed upon them by
the Commonwealth, despite the fact they
had all recommended to their Premiers
that the agreement be signed. I under-
stand this was done on the basis that if
they did not sign the agreement they
would not receive any funds from the
Commonwealth. We have heard that sort
of statement Publicly expressed by mem-
bers of the Commonwealth Parliament.

I was expressing some sympathy for the
then Minister for Housing for being placed
in such a position, and I was-albeit un-
generously-complimenting him on the
efforts he made in respect of certain
workers north of the 26th parallel in that
he managed to obtain an alleviation of
the very strict eligibility conditions con-
tained within the agreement. I will refer
back to the situation relative to the Com-
monwealth and State Housing Agreement
in a short time.

The motion before us requests that the
Government give consideration to the
appointment of a Royal Commission to
Inquire into the matter of home owner-
ship and home finance. Let me say the
Government has given consideration to
the appointment of a Royal Commission
into the whole issue; and by way of
answers to questions in this place I indi-
cated that consideration led us to believe
such an action was not necessary.

Members will appreciate that immedi-
ately the Government changed I took it
upon myself to call to my home the Gen-
eral Manager of the State Housing Com-
mission, for whom all members of this
Parliament have a great deal of respect,
to request him to undertake a study of a
number of initiatives in the field of hous-
ing-in both the private and public sec-
tors-which were part of our policy. I
expected that operation would not take
a very long time.

The policy of the Government was placed
before Mr R. B. MacKenzie and a group
of officers he had gathered about him who
are expert in the field of housing and
have a great deal of knowledge. Little by
little suggestions and ways and means of
implementing our policies were put for-
ward in documentary form and accepted
and Implemented by the Government.
However, I have to say that the operation
of the Housing Study Group, as it Is
known, has continued well beyond the
period It should have taken to advise the
Government on the implementation of its
policy measures, mainly for the reason
that the high interest rate structure -Is
affecting home purchasers right across the
nation. I will come back, again at a later
stage, to the Initiatives which have been
taken and in which the Commonwealth
Government is interested in respect of
endeavouring to overcome the problem,

I want to come back to those parts of
the Commonwealth policy in respect of
housing with which I disagree and to
which I have expressed my violent oppo-
sition in this place.

Mr Taylor: Excuse me for interrupting,
but does it pertain to home finance?

Mr O'NEIL: Yes, money for housing.
Mr Taylor: No, for home finance, which

is purchase and not rental.

Mr O'NEIL: It is for both.
Mr Taylor: I will listen with interest.

Mr O'NEIL: I thank the member. When
the Federal Government was elected in
December. 1972, I was very interested to
see the first statement made by the new
Minister for Housing and Construction
(Mr Johnson). The previous Common-
wealth and State Housing Agreement ex-
pired in June, 1973. However, there was
a limbo period during which the States
were not operating under an agreement
and advances were made by the Common-
wealth to be appropriated and used in
the terms of the previous agreement by
mutual arrangement between the States.

Duiring that time, State Ministers for
Housing-I happened to be one of themr-
were endeavouring to put together a Com-
monwealth and State Housing Agreement
which would be more acceptable than the
ones under which we had previously oper-
ated. Times and circumstances change,
and the Provisions of previous agreements
have been updated from time to time.
However, that did not eventuate for a num-
ber of reasons, Particularly the change of
Government in Canberra. The State Min-
isters for Housing were left operating
under the terms of the Previous agree-
ment on advances mutually arranged.

The first meeting of Ministers which was
called by the new Government had pre-
sented to it a new Commonwealth and
State Housing Agreement In the terms laid
down by the Commonwealth. However,
prior to this, I noticed that Mr Johnson In
a Press statement said he would like to
see drawn up a Commonwealth and State
Housing Agreement under which no houses
would be built for sale. In other words,
he did not believe State authorities should
sell any houses which were built by them.

Mr Barnett: Did he not believe that the
ones that had already been built should
be tied up?

Mr O'NETL: I do not know what he
believed, but he said unequivocally that he
would like to see an agreement under
which no houses built from money made
available by the Commonwealth on loan
conditions could be sold.

Mr Bertram: Is that what he said, or
what he was reported as saying?

Mr O'NEIL: I am saying It unequiv-
ocally; that is what Mr Johnson said.
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Mr Bertram: Or what he was reported
to have said?

Mr O'I4EIL: It was what he was re-
ported to have said and also what he said.
I suggest the honourable member asks his
own colleague, the previous Minister for
Housing; it Is quite clear. I am certain
that pressures were placed upon Mr John-
son by the then Western Australian Mmn-
ister for Housing and by every other State
Minister for Housing Informing him that
the proposition he was considering regard-
Ing home ownership was totally and
completely unacceptable to the Australian
community. It is unacceptable to the
member for Rockingham; he has said so.

So, what happened? A provision was
inserted Into the agreement which stipu-
lated that not more than 30 per cent of
houses built under loan funds made avail-
able under the agreement may be sold.
Previously, any percentage could be sold
and In this State the number of units sold
by the State housing authorities was in
excess of 55 per cent and in some years
was as high as 60 per cent. The provision
relating to not more than 30 per cent of
houses to be sold was In accordance with
a modification of the policy of the Federal
Government.

There was another proposal to which I
expressed violent objection. In previous
Commonwealth and State Housing Agree-
ments, It was provided that not less than
30 per cent of the funds made available
should be allocated for home purchases
through building societies and approved
Institutions-that was the definition then
-for workers on limited incomes. The
present arrangement restricts the alloca-
tion of those funds to terminating societies
and not "other approved Institutions" and
also stipulates that not more than 30 per
cent may be made available. Here again,
Is the Commonwealth philosophy on home
ownership being implemented? Not more
than 30 per cent of houses built by the
State housing authorities may be sold;
only three people In every 10 who move
into commission homes built under the new
agreement may buy their homes. Further,
not more than 30 per cent of the total
funds may be made available through
terminating building societies for low in-
come families. Many of these societies are
run by unions-the Trades and Labor
Council, the Police Union-

Mr Cowan: The fire brigades union.
Mr O'NEIL; Yes, and the fire brigades

union. Many of these unions had funds
made available at concessional interest
rates; these funds were allocated through
union societies so that they could assist
their members to purchase their own
homes. So, in that area again, the Com-
monwealth has restricted home ownership.

The member for Rockingham says that
home ownership Is a matter in which every-
one believes: however, quite clearly, the
Commonwealth does not believe in this
philosophy.

There Was another aspect of that agree-
ment to which I was violently opposed.
The States had the right to determine
on a means test of income who were the
People entitled to be assisted. Previous
agreements simply referred to assistance
to workers receiving low and moderate
incomes. It was left to the States in their
wisdom and experience to determine what
that figure would be. In fact, the pre-
vious State Labor Government of West-
em Australia substantially lifted the ceil-
ing of income eligibility during the period
it was in office. But what happened?
Under the new Commonwealth and State
Housing Agreement, the figure for eligi-
bility for assistance from the Housing
Commission was set by the Common-
wealth at 85 per cent of average weekly
earnings. I am speaking only in round
terms, but that would be not much more
than $102 or $103 a week.

This had the effect of denying 10 Per
cent of previously eligible applicants the
chance to receive assistance by way of
Housing Commission loans. The State
Housing Commission has had to put those
people to one side. The Commonwealth
also said in the agreement that people who
wanted to buy homes from the money
made available to them through building
societies had to be in receipt of not more
than 95 per cent of average weekly earn-
ings. In round terms, that is about $114
a week. However, under the terms of
the agreement, that figure includes over-
time.

I am Pleased to say that the amend-
ments which I will be bringing before the
House as quickly as I can will delete the
overtime provisions. For anyone to assess
that overtime earned by a man can be re-
garded as part of his average weekly earn-
ings for the purpose of this kind of exer-
cise simply does not have due considera-
tion for the interests of the worker: and,
the Commonwealth Government does not.

Many members have approached me to
ask whether I could provide special as-
sistance for special classes of people in
country towns. However, the Common-
wealth and State Housing Agreement
does not provide for any flexibility where.
for example, the workers of Alcoa could
be given an entitlement to buy houses
under agreement funds. Mr Ray Clohessy.
Secretary of the Building Workers Indus-
trial Union, has approached me and Mr
Johnson and for once we were both on the
same side of the argument. He said, "For
goodness sake, give the States the flexi-
bility to serve the workers with this
money."

However, Mr Johnson refused. If mem-
bers cared to read the transcript of the
meeting at Port Hedland, they would see
that Mr Johnson does not believe that
anybody receiving in excess of 95 Per cent
of average weekly earnings is entitled to
use funds made available by the Com-
monwealth in the form of a loan for wel-
fare housing. He said It was not fair
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that workers in the upper income brackets
should be entitled to receive handouts from
the Commonwealth. They are his words;
they are not mine. It was passing strange
and completely amazed me to sit around
a table with other State Ministers for
Housing-four of whom were non-Labor
and two of 'whom were Labor-and to be
united in attacking the Commonwealth on
its housing policy as it related to the
workers.

It is completely beyond me. One would
imagine that I was the spokesman for the
Building Workers Industrial Union when
I attend these meetings. However, it is the
Federal Minister who sits in his place and
who says: "No worker who earns more
than 95 per cent of the average weekly
earnings including overtime will be assist-
ed with money from Commonwealth loan
funds, and no worker who earns in excess
of 85 per cent of the average weekly earn-
ings, including overtime, will be eligible for
State housing assistance." The same Min-
Ister had said he would like to reach an
agreement where no houses were sold. So
much for the attitude of the Common-
wealth Government towards home owner-
ship.

Mr Bertram: Would it not be socialistic
to be otherwise?

Mr O'NEIL: The implications of the in-
terjection completely escape me and I
suggest that you, Mr Speaker, would advise
me to ignore it in the circumstances.

Mr Bertram: Should not the State Gov-
ernment be propping up the people all the
time?

Mr O'NEIL: What people? The workers?
Mr Bertram: The Australian people.
Mr O'NEIL: The member for Mt. Haw-

thorn should go outside and sort out his
views with the member for Rockingham
because in this issue I am on the side of
the member for Hockingham.

Mr Bertram: I want to hear your views
at the moment.

Mr O'NEIL: I have made my views quite
clear: namely, that this Government, which
the member for Mt. Hawthorn would like
to imply grinds the workers into the dust.
is one that is fighting for the interests of
the workers because of a Commonwealth
Government which said unequivocally that
there should be no Commonwealth assist-
ance for home ownership; that no worker
who earns in excess of 95 per cent of the
average weekly earning should be eligible
for assistance from Commonwealth loan
funds. If that Is the attitude of the Com-
mionwealth Government no wonder it is in
trouble with unions.

Mr Moiler: Does the figure of 95 per
cent of the average weekly earnings in-
clude the earnings of the wife?

Mr O'NEIL: No, the average weekly
earnings of the applicant. There is only
one concession in the agreement which is

of interest; that Is, the States are allowed
to accept either the average weekly earn-
ings in the State or the average weekly
earnings in the Commonwealth, whichever
It prefers, and Western Australia has selec-
ted the figure which happens to be the
greater. It is the figure produced by the
Commonwealth Statistician in the Decem-
ber quarter, or a basis similar to that.

I mentioned that the State Goverrnent
Is Inhibited in providing houses for work-
ers, particularly in rural areas. There Is a,
modification of the agreement in respect
of areas north of the 26th parallel, but
elsewhere the eligibility is the same as the
metropolitan area.

We have a situation in Pinjarra-at the
town of Carcoola-where the Alcoa com-
pany Is desirous of entering Into an agree-
ment with a building society-and the
building society happens to be the Trades
and Labor Council Building Society-to
provide houses for workers in the town of
Pinjarra. What is the situation? Of 70
workers who want to buy houses in that
town, only four are eligible under the Com-
monwealth agreement. So no matter what
I think, and no matter how sympathetic I
am towards those workers, I cannot
advance money to the building society for
that purpose. The Secretary of the Build-
ing Workers Industrial Union (Mr Clo-
hessy) has seen Mr Johnson in this State
and In Canberra. I received a letter only
yesterday from the Secretary of the Trades
and Labor Council-none other than Mr
Coleman. He has said to me that Mr
Clohessy has advised the TLC that all I
have to do is to approach Mr Johnson and
he will give me an expeditious reply. So
I have written to Mr Johnson, Indicating
to him that Mr Coleman has suggested Mr
Johnson will give me an Immediate reply.
However, I do not know what authority
Mr Coleman has to make that statement.

However, let me say that this very issue
was raised not a fortnight ago In Can-
berra with Mr Johnson. At the request
of the Ministers all he is prepared to do Is
not to alter the eligibility basis, but make
provision for more frequent adjustments,
and he Is occasioning some surveys to be
made by the Commonwealth Statistician to
see whether or not reliable figures are pro-
duced more frequently upon which adjust-
ments for eligibility may be made. That
Is a farcical situation, anyway. It is fair
enough that, at the beginning of a year, or
at least at some time during the year. an
announcement is made by way of a procla-
mation that the eligibility for State hous-
ing assistance or building society assist-
ance is X dollars.

Let the figure stay static for that year
so at least there is no confusion and no
complication. If we do It on a quarterly
basis, what happens? An applicant comes
In on the last day of the quarter and an
officer at the desk says, "I am terribly
sorry that, because of your rate of pay and
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average weekly earnings, you are not elug-
ible for assistance.' However, if the appil-
cant had come into the office the next day,
he would have been eligible. Admittedly
that happens once a year at the moment.
but under the philosophy of Mr Johnson it
will happen four times a year. That Is
completely farcical, and completely Indica-
tive that Mr Johnson who, although he is
a very nice person, does not have any
practical experience.

At the meeting of the Housing Ministers
in Canberra recently, the Minister of Hous-
ing in Victoria seemed to be a little more
vocal than I was and he was adamant that
Victoria would move outside the confines of
this agreement and fund a separate housing
operation for workers with different eligi-
bility, with revolving funds that had been
generated under previous agreements, be-
cause the Victorian State Government can-
not work under this policy.

Mr Taylor: They tried the same with
education.

Mr O'NEIL:
this State for

Mr Taylor:

We have been doing It In
a long time.
With education?

Mr O'NEIL: The member for Cockburn
should realise that this State has found
ways outside the strictures of this agree-
ment in his time, and within my time.

Mr Taylor: That is interesting.
Mr O'NEIL: It Is interesting. Victoria

has not caught up to it yet, but at least the
Victorian Minister of Housing did not walk
out of the meeting, as was implied. He
made it clear that he had to attend some
other function. The Victorian Press said
he walked out of the meeting in disgust.
It is true that he walked out In disgust,
but not for the reasons implied; It was
because he had to perform some other
duty.

All the comments I have made are re-
lated to that Part of the motion referring
to home ownership. I would like to make
sure that everyone who possibly can pur-
chase a home Is able to buy one, but that
is not the Philosophy of the Federal
Labor Government. Its philosophy has
been expressed in words: it has been re-
ported In the Press; it has been declared
In Pariamnent, and it is embodied in an
agreement under which this State is
writhing.

To prove again that this attitude Is
false, and at least to indicate that there
is some semblance-

Mr T. D. Evans: What has this to do
with the motion for the appointment of
a Royal Commission?

Mr O'NEaL: Has the honourable memi-
ber read the motion?

Mr T. D. Evans: Yes.
Mir O'NEIL: What does it say?
Mr T. D. Evans: The Government should

give consideration to the appointment of
a Royal Commission.

Mr O'NEIL: If the honourable member
had been listening, he would have heard
that I have just said that all the matters
I have outlined are examples of the atti-
tude of the Commonwealth Government
in respect of that Part of the motion re-
ferring to home ownership. I just urt-
tered those very words only a moment
ago.

Mr T. D. Evans: You have said nothing
about the appointment of a Royal Com-
mission.

Mir O'NEIL: I doubt whether the mem-
ber for Rockingham mentioned a Royal
Commisison. I have been talking about
the subject of the motion. The question
is that consideration be given to the ap-
pointment of a Royal Commission. If
the member for Kalgoorlie wants me to
speak specifically to the wording of the
motion, I will certainly do that, but I have
been commenting on the attitude of the
Commonwealth Government In regard to
home ownership, which is embodied in
the motion. I have not touched the area
of finance yet, but I will do so.

Mr Barnett: You could tell the Royal
Commission that when it is appointed.
couldn't you?

Mr O'NEIL: If the honourable member
thinks I have all the information, why
does he want a Royal Commission?

Mr B. T. Burke: Because It depends
upon the mind considering the informa-
tion. That is why.

Mr O'NEIL: Those without minds can-
not consider Information at all. It ap-
pears that even the member for Kal-
goorlie, who I thought had an astute
mind, did not appreciate that two seconds
before he interjected I explained how my
remarks related to the motion.

I understand this is private members'
day and I would not want to take up
too much time of the members of the
Opposition, but if they desire to interject
and occasionally occupy my time, I am
perfectly happy to reply to them.

Once again I think they have success-
fully diverted me from the course I was
following, and perhaps that is their pur-
pose.

The philosophy of the Commonwealth
Government, embodied in the Common-
wealth and State Housing Agreement,
signed, albeit reluctantly, by the previous
Labor Government of this State. without
doubt is all against home ownership. I
have said it is rather strange that the
knights in shining armour who have to
fight for the workers of Australia are
the State Ministers for Housing only two
of wvhom I think are of Labor philosophy.

Let me say this: It was most enjoyable
to be at a conference such as the one
I attended in Canberra and find that
Tasmania and South Australia did not
differ one iota in philosophy in respect
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of home ownership from all the other
States. The only person standing on his
own was the unfortunate Federal Minister
for Housing who, I believe, in his own
heart Is disappointed with the attitude
of his own Government in respect of
the form of assistance given in this field.
He has since said so publicly. He was
disappointed that his own Treasurer in
the present circumstances had not recog-
nised the need for additional housing
finance,

The poor unfortunate fellow had to sit
at the table and allocate to each State an
amount of money from a very small cake.
That is his Job and he did it well. He had
my private sympathy, but publicly natur-
ally, as is my responsibility I suppose, I
had to say that Mr Johnson did all right
in the circumstances, but he certainly did
not have the support of his Federal
Treasurer.

It is Important at this time in respect
of home building, to give some assurance
to those people 'who are seeking houses
and those 'who are involved in the building
industry that as quickly as Is legislatively
possible I am prepared to make an allo-
cation of the $10 million which will go via
the Home Builders' Account to individual
home purchasers to buy the home of their
choice. This will achieve two things. It
will step up the flagging applications for
houses because of the lack of finance,
and it will certainly move somewhere along
the way towards helping the situation in
a flagging building industry.

I would dearly love there to have been
more money, but in essence, of the $50
million made available for this purpose
by the Federal Treasurer, Western Aus-
tralia was able to obtain $10 million, a
fifth of all the money available. It might
be thought that that is a rather good eff ort.
I am almost ashamed to say that it was
through no efforts of mine that we received
the lion's share of the money allocated. I
have never seen a more inexpert allocation
of Commonwealth loan funds than the
allocation at that meeting. Again the de-
tails are in the transcript.

What happened was this: We arrived in
Canberra for this particular meeting and
as members know Western Australian
Ministers have a long jomrney there and a
long one back, and r had little time to
be wasting in Canberra. Mr Johnson had
made an announcement the day before we
arrived there. It was reported in The West
Australian that he would be advising the
Ministers of the allocation of funds.

We arrived at the meeting and he read
us out a whole list of things the Common-
wealth Government was doing to improve
liquidity in the financial situation, all of
which we had read about and commented
on. He then said, "Gentlemen, I am sorry
that while I can tell you how much we
have in toto, I have not had the opportu-

nity to check the validity of your requisi-
tions." He used the word "validity", and
I became hostile. The truth of a State's
case to the Commonwealth in regard to
financial matters should not be doubted. I
would say that no matter what Govern-
ment made a representation.

Mr Taylor: This is certainly not in the
motion.

Mr O'NEIL: We are still talking about
housing finance and the motion includes
that subject.

Mr Taylor: The validity of a dep art-
mental report?

Mr flushton: It is all relevant.
Mr OVElL: I am talking about repre-

sentatLions made by a Minister, I do not
know what the member for Cockburn did
when he was a Minister; perhaps he asked
the department to make a submission for
him. I do not. At that conference every
Minister made a request concerning hous-
ing finance, and this is about which I am
speaking.

I know members opposite do not want
me to proceed, but I will do so provided
I do not infringe Standing orders. I am
talking about housing finance.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: It seems you are talk-
ing about the Australian Government.

Mr ONEIL: I am, because the Australian
Government~

Mr J. T. Tonkin: Why not get on with
some other aspects of the motion?

Mr O'NEIL: I know what I am saying
is unpalatable to members opposite, but
I hope you will allow me to proceed, Mr
Speaker.

After the Federal Minister had made
his statement to us, I said to him, "Mr
Minister, you could have told us by tele-
ram that you had $50 million for the

Home Builders' Account. What we have
come here to find out is how much each of
us will get, and then to discuss other mat-
ters within the building agreement. How
much has each State requested?"

He said, "Contrary to usual practice, I
will start with the smaller States." He then
commenced with Tasmania, Western Aus-
tralia, South Australia. and went down
the list indicating the amount of money
for which each State had applied. The
total was something like $32 million more
than he had available. on the bottom of
the list, because it is known as the senior
State, was New South Wales which had
applied for $50 million. The Federal Min-
ister then said, "I could make the alloca-
Lion in the order I have just read out
and New South Wales would get what
is left." That is exactly what happened:
that is the way a Federal Minister allocated
housing finance in Australia!I

I must say that I did not argue the
point because I was so far in front I was
lonely. I was eligible for $10 million of
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the $50 million and I was not so generous
as to come back to my Premier and tell
him that New South Wales was so badly
off I had offered $2 million of my alloca-
tion; but Mr Johnson made the sugges-
tion that the States go away and decide
out of the goodness of their hearts to make
an additional amount available to New
South Wales. However, I did not do it.

I have never been so disgusted and
appalled at the ineptitude of the Minister
and his colleagues in making an alloca-
tion of building funds on that basis. How-
ever we were in front. It was like being
at a casino.

The issue of housing finance must be
considered in the philosophies and com-
petence of that Government, whatever its
political colour, because it has the respon-
sibility to make the money available,

Ur Barnett: Do you agree it should be
looked at by a Royal Commission?

Mr O'NEIL: No. Rubbish!
Mr Barnett: We should take your word

for it?
Mr O'NETL: Getting back to the sug-

gestion of a Royal Commission, there would
not be a body of people with a greater
knowledge of the current housing and fin-
ancial situation in Western Australia than
the Housing Study Group headed by Mr
R. B. MacKenzie.

Mr J. T. Tonkin; Why did you think it
desirable In March to support the idea of a
Royal Commission?

Mr O'NEIL: The very simple answer Is
that when in Opposition I had been so
critical of the arrangements into which
the Previous Government had entered-
admittedly under duress--with regard to
housing finance that I felt something
needed to be done. It was not for me to
know I would be the Minister for Housing
or even in the Government after the 30th
March.

Mr T. D. Evans: Have circumstances
changed?

Mr O'NEIL: I have answered a question
to that very effect. There has been estab-
lished, since the day after the election,
a special Housing Study Group compris-
ing experts with availability to call upon
any area.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: Have they finished
their study?

Mr O'NEIL: I had hoped the matters
and the initiatives under which they were
to operate would have been completed but
because of what has been happening since,
the group is still studying various aspects.
The Leader of the Opposition would know
that in respect of certain difficulties with
housing finance he and I have attended a
number of protest meetings--I have been
to a couple with him, he has been to others,
and so have I-and we have both ex-
Pressed a great deal of concern about and

appreciation of the problem with which
people find themselves faced in regard to
interest rates.

The Leader of the Opposition also knows
-and I do not think he would mind my
saying this-that where it has been pos-
sible for me to provide him with the results
of the inquiries, the information, and the
calculations of the Housing Study Group,
I have made them available to him. Prior
to the meeting of the Independent Home
Buyers' Action Group in Subiaco I made
av~ilable to him and to the committee the
results of the research that had been
carried out into the problems of housing
finance, variable interest rates, and even
some research on the effectiveness of the
Government's proposed tax deductibility of
housing interest, and so on.

There is no desire on the part of the
Government to deny anyone this infor-
mation. In fact, the Independent Home
Buyers' Action Group received an offer by
the permanent building societies to Pay
fares for representatives to go to Can-
berra to talk to the Federal Minister for
Housing, the Leader of the opposition, or
whomso~ver they wished about the prob-
lem. The invitation was accepted, and I
offered the services of the Housing Study
Group to provide the representatives with
any information they wanted-not MY story
but the information they desired-because
that group had communication with the
permanent building societies, the terminat-
ing societies, banks, insurance companies,
the Housing Commission, the lot. The
group covers every possible aspect of avail-
able housing finance and costs. The infor-
mation is there and if any Royal Commis-
sioner wants to make money easily all he
has to do is ask that group what the situa-
tion is because it has the facts, To my way
of thinking, that is a better way to obtain
the information than through the
appointment of a Royal Commissioner.

Mr T. D. Evans: How are the public made
aware of this accumulation of knowledge?

Mr ONEIL: Perhaps the honourable
member would like me to insert another
Paid advertisement in the newspapers. I
do not know how many times I have tried
to explain the situation which exists and
the services which are available to people.
I even went to the extent of sending a
circular letter over my signature to all
State and Federal members of Parliament
in this State to indicate clearly certain
procedures which are available in respect
of thoge people who find themselves in
financial difficulties because of the interest
rates.

The information is available. I invite
any member of this Chamber to ask any
question on either a specific issue or a
general issue, or to discuss with the Hous-
ing study Group any Particular aspect of
the problem. I issue that invitation. The
information is not secret, It is the result
of solid, hard research which has been
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carried out to cover all the aspects which
a Royal Commissioner could cover under
the terms of this motion.

I must say something else in case there
is still some doubt that the Housing Study
Group does not have the expertise to
provide all the answers which a Royal
Commissioner might find, When I heard
--only on the grapevine-that the Federal
Minister for Housing was coming here a
week or so ago, I learnt that he intended
to discuss the situation with the Inde-
pendent Home Buyers' Action Group, the
Building Workers industrial Union, the
Housing Industry Association, and, I think,
the Master Builders Association. I was
told Mr Johnson and his officers. Intended
to talk to at least four groups. I sent
him a telegram saying I had heard of his
impending visit to Western Australia and
I thought he might lie to take the oppor-
tunity to discuss the matter with the Hous-
ing Study Group. My office received a
phone call to the effect that Mr Johnson
and his officers were prepared to do that
and asking where the meeting would be
held. I replied that it would be held in
my office. At 11 O'clock on the morning
before the meeting was to be held, Mr
Johnson rang me and said that unfortun-
ately he had to return to Canberra to
prepare for our meeting with him. So I
was not able to be present, nor was Mr
Johnson, but his officers certainly had a
long discussion with the Housing Study
Group.

It was as a result of that discussion and
his meeting with other people involved in
the building and home finance industries
that he made the statement that there
would be a substantial boost for housing
in Western Australia. He also made the
statement-these are not my words-that
the situation In the building industry in
Western Australia was worse than that in
any other State, and he gave a number
of reasons for saying so, one of which was
that there were no alternative areas of
employment such as might be available
in the other States. In view of all that,
there was a feeling that perhaps we would
do a little better than we did.

During the course of those discussions
Mr Johnson must have heard about the
procedures which the State Government
had established to look at ways and means
of assisting people who were experiencing
trouble in meeting their repayments be-
cause of interest rate increases. I am
certain all members have been supplied
with information regarding the procedures
which may be adopted and the methods
which are available to people to seek relief
and assistance.

Following the meeting in Canberra Mr
Johnson approached me personally and
indicated he was very Interested in the
organisations which had been set up in
Western Australia, conjointly with the
building societies, the Housing Study

Group, and the State Housing Commission,
to meet the needs of people who were
caught in this interest rate escalation. He
suggested I might not be unwilling to send
an officer from the State to Canberra to
have discussions with his own officers on
the procedures and the format which had
been established. I was only too willing
-and I was happy that the Federal Min-
ister for Housing had asked me-to send
an officer from that particular Housing
Study Group to Canberra to discuss with
his officers the situation, the background,
and all the research that had been car-
ried out in relation to the problem of
high interest rates.

I believe that body has all the infor-
mation, has made all the inquiries, and
knows some of the solutions to the prob-
lem. Hence, there is absolutely no need
whatsoever to set up a Royal Commission
to look into the matter.

Incidentally, I do not know whether
members have an appreciation of how
much It costs for a Royal Commission.
I wonder whether the Premier might be
able to interject,-

Mr Hartrey: Does It cost as much as a
referendum on daylight saving?

Mr O'NEIL: -and give the House the
benefit of his knowledge of the cost of the
Royal Commission into gambling.

Mr H. D. Evans: Less than a. referendum.
Mr O'NEIhL: I am sure it ran into

hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Mr B. T. Burke: I did not hear him say

that.
Mr O'NEIL: It is pointless to appoint a

Royal Commission to obtain information
which Is already well known.

I would like to refer specifically to an
aspect mentioned by the member for Rock-
inghanm. He said that a Royal Commils-
sioner might be able to recommend ways
and means in which a housing loan ob-
tained from a building society-I do not
know whether he referred to banks and
other Institutions as well-might be ar-
ranged on the basis that the interest rate
would not vary during the period of the
loan; or, alternatively, it would vary at
fixed times during the term of the loan.
There is a very simple example which
shows why this is impracticable.

Before I give the example I should ask
myself a question and then answer it. If
I bad $15 000 which I was Prepared to
lend to Mr Smith for a housing loan, would
I be prepared to say he Could have that
money over 30 years at, say, 5 per cent?
The answer to my question is, "No." I
am sure every member in the Chamber
would agree none Of us would be Prepared
to say he would lend a large sum of money
over a long period of time at an Interest
rate which is fair and reasonable today. Is.
there such a member? Of course not.
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Mr J. T. Tonkin: Don't be so sure. You
said "what is fair and reasonable today".
Do you know it is difficult to get debentures
which will give you the present rate of
interest beyond three years?

Mr O'NEIL: I think that is another
question. Let me ask the leader of the
Opposition the question I posed to myself
and to all other members.

Mr B. T. Burke: That is not the way it
works though, is it?

Mr O'NEMh: As I received no answer to
my question it is abundantly obvious that
no member of this House would be pre-
pared to lend, say, $15 000 for 30 years at
a fixed rate of interest which is the present
ruling rate.

Mr B. T. Burke: Who is asking members
to?

Mr O'NEIL: Nobody is.
Mr B. T. Burke: That is right; no-one

will.
Mr O'NEfL2 : Anyhow, neither you, Mr

Speaker, nor I, nor any other member
would do so.

Mr Bryce: I will satisfy your curiosity.
I would.

Mr O'NEIL: The member for Ascot
would lend me $15 000?

Mr Bryce: Yes, if I had $15 000.

Mr O'NEIL: Well, I have not that much
money; that is why I wanted to borrow
it from someone as generous as the mem-
ber for Ascot.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: Before we get off the
point: the Minister is definitely indicat-
ing that in his view the interest rates
will not come down below the level they
are at now. I do not believe that.

Mr O'NEIL: I did not say that at all.
Mr J. T. Tonkin: That is what you Im-

plied.
Mr O'NEIL: I did not imply it. How-

ever, if interest rates were to drop would
a person who had lent $15 000 be pre-
pared to accept a reduction in the interest
rate during the term of the loan, or would
he simply say it is not worth wasting time
on such an investment?

Mr Bryce: Are you suggesting there are
no institutions which have lent money
at interest rates fixed over the term of
the loans?

Mr 0 NEIL: I am not suggesting that;
I simply posed the question.

Mr B. T. Burke: What is the point of
your question?

Mr O'NEIL: I posed the question to
myself and answered it on my behalf, and
I challenged members to answer it. The
answer was, "No." The situation is that
a long-term, high value loan is arranged
through an organisation, whether it be a

bank, an insurance company, a solicitor, or
some other agent. It is arranged on the
basis that when the original contributor
to that institution wishes to withdraw his
money, that money cannot be taken from
the man who has borrowed it, so it must
be replaced by a further contributor at the
then ruling rate of interest. Therefore,
a housing loan of $15 000 is taken out by
one person, but over the period of 30
years that money is supplied by five, six,
seven, or eight individual people, each of
whom invests along the line at the then
ruling rate of interest. So the situation
basically is that no-one can expect-un-
less lhe has a very friendly banker-to
obtain a long-term loan at a rate of inter-
est which will not vary.

In some situations--and solicitors know
this well-fixed-term mortgages are ad-
vanced; in other words, a large sum of
money is advanced at a reasonably accept-
able rate of interest over a short term. The
borrower must pay the interest for that
ternm, and at the end of the term he has
done nothing more than pay the interest,
and he must either return the money or
enter into a further arrangement for that
money to remain invested in the house he
has bought at another rate of interest.

There Is an organisation, of course,
which can make long-term housing loans
at a fixed rate of interest; and that organ-
isation happens to be the Commonwealth
Government. Under the current agreement
housing loans are made available to the
States for a term of 53 years. The States
make that money available to home buyers
over a maximum term of 45 years. The
interest rate is held down because the re-
payments from the clients are made over a
shorter term than are the repayments by
the State to the original lender. That is one
reason the interest rates can be held at a
fairly low level-because the money is re-
Paid by the clients faster than it must be
repaid to the original lender; and, of course,
the scheme has the whole and thorough
backing of the people of Australia. How-
ever, the availability of that sort of money
is being inhibited by the policies of the
Federal Government, which I have ex-
plained to no end.

There are problems. The problems of
People who are purchasing houses essen-
tially fall into the field of those who have
entered into housing mortgages over the
last, say, three years-although it may be
a little longer. It is standard practice for
lending institutions involved in the provi-
sion of housing finance to use what is com-
monly called the quarter rule; that is, the
borrower of housing finance should not
commit himself to repayments which ex-
ceed one-quarter of his salary. That is a
very general rule; there may be circum-
stances under which a lending institution
will go beyond that rule, and there may
be circumstances under which it will not
go that far. Under normal circumstances.
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with normal escalation of the price of
money and the use of the quarter rule,
varations in interest rates do not really
matter because normally incomes Increase
at a rate faster than the rate at which
loan repayments are increased as a result
of higher interest rates.

I would suggest that most of us, unless,
we have bought houses in the last few
years, would find we are paying a smaller
proportion of our take-home pay In hous-
ing loan instalments than we were paying
when we entered into our original con-
tracts. That generally applies. However,
there are two problems in respect of people
who have bought houses in the last two
or three years. The first is the rapid In-
crease in interest rates, which has lifted
repayments to a figure above one-quarter
of income: and the second is the fact that
when people move into a house naturally
they want to have carpets, new furniture,
a refrigerator, and all sorts of other amen-
ities, and the great bulk of these are bought
on hire purchase. So the family income-
and usually it is the family income-is
committed to the amenities within the
home, most of which will be Paid for
within two or three years.

There is an added burden on the income
of the wage earner and his wife, because
frequently she decides to continue working
until they have obtained all the amenities
for their home before they have a family,
and so the wage earner is committed to
an amount beyond the quarter rule.
Normally, a couple can struggle and meet
these commitments. They are young and
willing to develop their assets and this
can be done. However, in those circum-
stances, there is little consolation In
having to be told, "Just wait for three
Years and You will be right", because we
all know how hard it is to wait three years.
I believe this is the principle, but as I say,
it is little consolation for those who have
to wait three years. Nevertheless we still
have the greatest degree of sympathy for
those who happen to be caught in this net.

There is no point in anyone denying that
the situation in regard to interest rates
generally is brought about by the direct
policy of the Commonwealth Government.
It is a tool of economic control that all
Governments have the right to use, and
which all Governments do use. If there is
inflation in the economy: if the demand
Is exceeding the supply, what do we do?
We cut off the power to demand. We cut
off the Power to be able to purchase, so
that the demand Is diminished and the
supply then meets the demand and the
economy is stabilised. I think they call
this demand-pull as distinct from cost-
push inflation.

That is the policy adopted if the Gov-
ernment sees the economy running amuck.
It applies the simple tool of saying, "Money
will be dearer; we will make it harder for
you to buy a refrigerator, a house, or a

motorcar. We will make it more difficult
for the consumer to buy." So theoretically
the demand falls off and the price drops.
The Commonwealth Government has said,
"This is the tool we will use to combat in-
flation." I listened very carefully to the
Federal Treasurer's speech when introduc-
ig the Budget. He made It quite clear that
the policy of making money dearer was a
deliberate policy of the Commonwealth
Government to take the heat out of the
economy. At that time he said, "I cannot
see the point where we can take the pres-
sure off. All I can promise is the possi-
bility of the higher cost of money."

Those remarks can be found in the Fed-
eral Treasurer's speech when introducing
the Budget. He was honest, clear, and fac-
tual. Nobody can deny that, because the
Commonwealth has admitted that the
high cost of money-which is really
brought about by the high interest rates-
is a tool of the Commonwealth and part
of its policy.

It is true that in recent times several
other moves in the economic field have
been undertaken by the Commonwealth to
increase liquidity and the like. These tools,
unfortunately, take some time to take ef-
fect. For example, it has been said that
the rearranging of savings bank ratios in
regard to allocations will have the effect
of making money available for housing.
It will, but not today or tomorrow-prob-
ably in a few months.

I cannot see a situation where the pre-
sent high cost of money-let us forget
about inflation because there are many
other factors-will be overcome in the
short term. we may find ourselves in the
situation in which other countries have
found themselves for a long time; that is.
learning to live with higher interest rates;
having to accept this as Part of our eco-
nomic operation; that the cost of money
will be '7 per cent, 9 Per cent, or some
other figure. If we know this and know
that these rates will apply over a long
Period of time, then we can adjust; we
can cut our cloth to suit ourselves. How-
ever, it is these sudden and numerous in-
creases in interest rates which have caused
a number of people to find themselves in
some difficulty.

There is no need for a Royal Commis-
sioner to tell us what the problem is, be-
cause we know what it is. There is no
need for a Royal Commissioner to examine
all the aspects in respect of both the pro-
vision of housing and unemployment, be-
cause unemployment relates to housing
and the availability and cast of housing
funds. We know what all those aspects are,
and the Commonwealth knows. Solutions
to the Problem have been suggested; solu-
tions such as making available additional
funds to the private sector to provide
housing; solutions such as subsidising in-
terest rates. I know that the Common-
wealth Government has undertaken to
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make interest rates tax deductible. I
will talk about that in a little while be-
cause it is another aspect of housing
finance.

The Western Australian State Govern-
ment, the building workers in this State.
the Independent Home Buyers' Action
Group, the building societies, and every-
body else has Maid to the Commonwealth
Government, "We know that income tax
deductions In regard to interest rates will
be of assistance to the home buyer. " It
was a policy statement of the Federal Gov-
ernment that, to the average worker, this
would mean a saving of $5 a week. As I
have said, the Housing Study Group con-
ducted some exercises, and I provided the
Leader of the opposition with copies of
reports on these. I think they were a little
ambitious with their figure of 5 per cent,
but in essence, there would be something
in excess of 3J per cent or 4 per cent saving
for the person in the middle income group
who is buying a home at the ordinary
rates.

We have been critical of the Common-
wealth Government in that the home pur-
chaser wants assistance when he Makes
his monthly payments,-not at the end of
the year. He wants the benefit of the as-
sistance in his take home pay. Mr John-
son, the Commonwealth Minister for Hous-
ing, has written to me and has said that
the Federal Treasurer has Implied that to
introduce this tax deduction on a pay-as-
you-earn basis would prove to be impracti-
cable. He did not elucidate; he just said
that it could not be done. In Ids letter
he went on to say that if any home pur-
chaser found himself in a difficult posi-
tion he could approach the Deputy Com-
missioner of Taxation in this State to
make appropriate arrangements to have
deductions made on a "pay-as-you-earn'
basis. What I Just could not understand
was why it could not be done as a general
rule, but Could be done with indi-
vidual cases. It becomes obvious that the
Deputy Commissioner of Taxation in this
State (Mr Slattery) will be inundated with
people seeking such deductions and he will
have to judge each case on its merits, and
determine how much relief will be ranted
to each person.

I do not know whether I am a simple-
ton-maybe I am-but all members know
that when they fill in their ordinary form
to claim normal tax deductions and hand
it to the pay clerk, we claim for depend-
ants only, but they are fixed amounts.

we can claim so much for a wife and
so much for each dependent child. They
are fixed amounts.

Mr J. IT. Tonkin: According to the time
at which they are dependants.

Mr O'NETL: I am talking about the
actual claim form for deductions. The
advantage that one gets in one's take-home
pay is based on the deductions which are
fixed. There Could be an adjustment in

respect of a dependent child who is over
the age allowed, or something of that
nature. It is true that no other deduc-
tions can be made that would affect one's
take-home pay, except perhaps where the
pay clerk wants the employee to give him
a little more or the employee to take a
little mOre-but I think that is illegal,
anyway. One cannot make an assess-
ment of how much it will cost for hos-
pital benefits, union dues, and so on, and
have them deducted from one's pay.

So it is true that the deduction that one
claims which will be of advantage to one's
take-home Pay is in respect of a fixed
deduction only.

I cannot understand why, if I determine
that my interest bill for the ensuing 12
months is to be $1 000 or $50, that I cannot
say, "I will pay $1 000 in interest this
year", and therefore, in the circumstances,
why I cannot claim a deduction under a
"pay-as-you-earn" system, and let the tax
man make an adjustment at the end of
the year. He could say to me, "You have
to pay mec some more".* or "You have
over-paid me and I will give you some
back," That would be quite feasible. For
the life of me I cannot see why one
cannot claim a certain amount for interest
and obtain an appropriate deduction in
tax every pay day, with an adjustment
being made at the end of the year.

Mr Bertram: What about if the claim
was double the $1 000 by reason of an
error in calculations?

Mr O'NEIL: The person concerned
would have to pay it back. Not too many
of us escape the clutches of the tax man.
If the taxpayer makes an error it is an
error on his Part and he would have to
rectify It. If he claims too much, that is
his fault: but if he claims too little, he
gets a little back.

That is fair enough. I do not know
what the Position is In respect of pro-
visional tax. In this Instance does not the
taxpayer have to make an assessment of
the tax he will pay in the forthcoming
financial year?

Mr Bertram: That is, if he has difficulty
in raising the amount.

Mr O'NEIL; It is not Impracticable to
make a taxation deduction on the basis
of take-home pay where it relates to an
interest payment that will be made for
the whole of the year.

Mr Barnett: That is not the total solu-
tion.

Mr O'NEIL: It is not the total solution.
but it would be a great help. There
Could be some way of doing it. I am
certain that Mr Johnson would pass this
suggestion onto his Treasurer, because I
think he would be sympathetic, but for
the Treasurer to say It Is Impracticable
to do it as a general rule Just does not
make sense. He suggests that anybody
who finds himself in difficulty could make
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an approach to the Deputy Commisioner
of Taxation and an adjustment will be
made in association with his employer. I
feel there is no reason in that suggestion.

Let us assume there are one million
people in Australia who are buying houses.
I do not think I would be tar wrong in
suggesting that figure. That would mean
that there would be one million people
who could be eligible for a deduction of
$5 a week in respect of Interest. That
represents $5 million a week, which
amounts to $250 million a year in round
figures. I think the real reason for not
agreeing to this suggestion Is that if the
Commonwealth agrees to it-which I
believe to be workable with some attend-
ant problems, of course-it would deny
itself $250 million a year Interest-free
money. I believe that to be the real
reason, because, in fact, that is what
would happen.

All the money that we pay to the tax
man at the moment is being used by the
Commonwealth Government and no
interest is being paid on it- That is f air
enough. I suppose the Commonwealth
revenue benefits to that extent and so
taxes are lowered to that extent, too.
Nevertheless I believe the basic reason for
rejecting this proposition, which has been
put to the authorities in Canberra by all
sections of poliltical groups of different
colours, and by all sections of the com-
munity, is not that It is impracticable, I
would trust that any of us who make
representations to the Federal Treasurer,
would implore him to institute this system
on the basis that it will have its effect
where it Is really needed; in the worker's
pay packet each week and not as a recoup
at the end of the year.

I think most of us commit our expected
tax refunds long before we receive them;
and the ordinary person buying a home
is in no different position. I reject the
proposition that a Royal Commission is
required either to measure the depth of
the problem or to find solutions to ItL
Once again I invite members of this House
to pose any Question ofl any specific sub-
ject they like, and I shall refer it to the
Housing Study Group for examination, or
I shall talk to the members themselves.
Members will find a great amount of
factual information is available.

Mr T. D. Evans: H-ow does the ordinary
person in the street obtain access to this
body, whereas he has access to give evi-
dence before a Royal Commission?

Mr O'NEIL; I have only to point out to
the honourable member, who has been
Attorney-General, that a Royal Comnmis-
sion has been inquiring into a two air-
lines system in the north of the State.
The town most seriously affected is Port
Hedland, and this is a vital issue to the
town. Did anyone turn up from that town
to give evidence?

Mr T1. D. Evans: You are dodging the
issue.

Mr O'NEIL: The honourable member
knows as well as I do that information and
expertise are available;, and that it is
pointless to appoint a Royal Commission
simply to find out something we already
know. When the Federal Minister (Mr
Johnson) visited Western Australia he
indicated that he was prepared to appoint
a subcommittee to advise him. He nom-
inated Mrs Lesleigh Benda who is the
Secretary of the Independent Home Buyers'
Action Group to be a member of that
committee. I wonder who the other mem-
bers are to be! There has been no
announcement about this. The Federal
Minister discovered the problem, decided
to appoint a committee, appointed only
one member, and then went back to Can-
berra.

Mr Harman, Your Government took
three months to appoint someone to a
committee; in fact, it has not even done
that as yet.

Mr Q'NEIL: I would like to know what.
the committee set up by the Federal
Minister is supposed to do. What is the
reason for the appointment of the com-
mittee? What members Opposite are ask-
ing me to do is to appoint a Royal Com-
mission to Investigate a subject which has
been under close scrutiny by expert officers
of this Government-the same officers who
served the previous Labor Government
exceptionally well-when the knowledge
and co-operation of everyone Involved In
the building industry are available.

Mr B. T. Burke: You have taken 1+
hours to say "No."

Mr O'NEIL: I could go on for another
1J hours If the honourable member who is
interjecting would like me to.

Mr B. T. Burke: You would still be say-
ing ".No."

Mr O'NEIL: I said "No" when I com-
menced my speech. it I had merely got
up and said "No" without any further ex-
planation members opposite would have
complained.

Mr B. T. Burke: If you had sat down
then you would not have had to repeat
yourself so often.

Mr O'NEIL: The member for Balga
seems to be a young Turk In the back
bench of the Opposition!

Mr Harman: The Mfinister is Indulging
In personalities. All he can do is to attack
the personalities of members on this side.

Mr o'NEIL: I shall treat that Lnterjec-
tion with the contempt it deserves,
because every member of the House knows
that It is a Hie.

MR TAYLOR (Cockburn) (5.19 p.m.]:
The Minister who has resumed his seat has.
suggested that a member on this side of
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the House said he was a simpleton. 'rho
Minister replied that he may or may not
be one.

Mr O'Neil: I suggested it.

Mr TAYLOR: The Minister is not a
simpleton. He is a very clever and able
Minister, and In his contribution to the
debate be gave us a lesson in debating
techniques In the 1 hours that he spoke.
We were treated to a circus of melodrama.
We sat quietly hanging onto the words of
the Minister, as he told us his little bits
and pieces which he strung together like a
long string of beads. However, when we
take into consideration the points he has
made we find that they are merely indiv-
idual beads not joined together. It con-
stated of disjointed material and mixed
facts. and much of it was subject to
counter argument. Certainly he embel-
lished his contribution with some gems.
One of his gems was his criticism of the
Australian Government's Minister for
Housing; but I hope to counter that gem
by giving the Minister a larger one in my
chain of remarks,

The Minister did not-I repeat he did
not-cover the points made by the member
for Rocklngham who presented a very
worthy submission for the appointment of
a Royal Commission. On this occasion we
find that the reply of the Minister Is lust
one more of a string of rejections for In-
quiries to be made by this Parliament, or
through the Government of the day,

As in the motions regarding environ-
mental protection and Industrial safety, in
respect of the motion before us there are
members on the Government side who
would be well able to make a valuable con-
tribution to such an inquiry if they were
given the opportunity. I refer to, among
others, the members for Albany, Bunbury.
Murray, and Narrogin. Most members of
this House find housing problems In their
electorates, but they are to be denied the
chance to put forward their views.

The reply of the Minister was one more
example of the anti-Australian Govern-
ment tirades on which the State Govern-
erment has launched, and the Minister
embellished his contribution by giving little
snippets of personalities relating to his
attendance at the conference of State and
Commonwealth Ministers for Housing.

In his contribution the Minister failed
to cover about three-quarters of the home
building industry in this State. He con-
centrated almost exclusively on public
financed housing, on the State Housing
Commission, and on Commonwealth-State
arrangements. Roughly three-quarters of
the building Industry-that is, the private
sector-was not given the attention that
it surely deserved.

In talking about Commonwealth-State
relations, most of the Minister's speech
seemed to me to support the motion, be-
cause his comments criticised Common-

wealth and State Housing Agreements and
the way the moneys were required to be
spent. He made the point to indicate why
these agreements should be changed, and
he expressed the opinions of other State
Ministers for Housing and the way they
felt. Every point which the Minister raised
in fact supported the motion moved by the
member for Rockingham that there was a
need for the appointment of a. Royal Com-
mission to inquire Into all aspects of
finance for housing.

The Minister barely made mention of the
factor which is of most concern to the
electorate; that is, the present high Inter-
est rates. He did make some comments in
blaming the Australian Government; how-
ever, in refusing the appointment of a
Royal Commission he has denied the people
concerned the chance to put forward their
contributions. Finally, the Minister Ignor-
ed completely the question of the quality of
building workmanship, which was a matter
raised by the member for Rockinghain.

As a palliative, the Minister came for-
ward with certain points. He said that
whereas on the 30th March last he believed
a Royal Commission should be appointed
to inquire into the home building Industry
-which incorporates home finance-once
he became the Minister for Housing he
then thought there was no longer a need
for such a Royal Commission, because he
as an individual had decided that, in-
stead, departmental officers would be able
to give him the information he want-
ed. Incidentally he has not been given
that Information as yet. He now says he
thinks that his officers will be able to give
him the Information to satisy him that all
is well with regard to the financing of
home ownership.

That Is the reason put forward for con-
sideration not to be given to the appoint-
ment of a Royal Commission; the Minister
having now taken over the Housing port-
folio believes that his officers can give him
the answers he wants. That being so, as
the member for Kalgoorlie elicited by
Interjection, the Minister 'will know about
housing Problems but nobody else will
know.

The Minister has put forward a repe-
tition of the type of argument on each
matter that has been raised by this side of
the House. Let us examine some of the
arguments used by the Minister in assert-
ing there was no need to consider appoint-
ing a Royal Commission. First of all, he
gave a dissertation about the alleged In-
eptitude of the Federal Minister for
Housing. This brought back some mem-
ories to me. because as members would
know at one time for a period I was also
Minister for Housing. The Minister said he
was disgusted or disappointed as were the
Ministers of some of the other States that
the States had to accept a proposition put
forward by the Australian Government
Minister for Housing.
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This Is where I would also like to Intrude
a little melodrama; I would remind him
that in 1971 not only were the Ministers
for Housing from all the States disgusted
with the then Federal Liberal Minister for
Housing in the McMahon Government. and
not only would all the adjectives which the
Minister for Housing has used In this de-
bate In countering the proposal of the Aus-
tralian Government Minister for Housing
also apply then, but that was the only
occasion when all the Ministers for Hous-
Ing from all the various States-Liberal,
Country Party, and Labor-walked out on
a State and Federal Housing Ministers'
conference.

Let us put that Into its proper perspec-
tive. The proposition put forward by the
present Federal Minister for Housing is
said to be so bad that, according to some
State Ministers for Housing, they had to
accept it with reluctance and they regard-
ed It as something which was forced upon
them. Yet I make the point that three
years previously the Ministers for Housing
from all the States were so disgusted and
disappointed that they walked out of a
conference of Housing Ministers: and that
was the only occasion when such a thing
occurred.

If more melodrama is needed in count-
ering the alleged ineptitude of the present
Australian Government Minister for Hous-
ing, let us refer to that previous occasion
when after a five-year agreement had
lapsed, all the States sat around waiting
for something from the Commonwealth
Government, so as to provide them with a
lead as to what future finance might be
forthcoming. The State Ministers for
Housing of the day, including myself, at-
tended that conference not knowing what
was in the mind of the then Liberal
Minister for Housing, except for some
papers which we received a few days
earlier.

We saw the absurd situation when cer-
tain matters were being discussed at that
meeting of the Ministers for Housing that
the then Federal Minister for Housing
demonstrated his ineptitude. He was sum-
moned suddenly from the meeting. We
heard about a telephone call coming
through to summon him, and it was under-
stood by all present that the then Prime
Minister (Mr McMahon) had been listen-
ing over the public address system. At
the time the meeting was being held in
the Chamber of the House of Represen-
tatives. It was accepted as common know-
ledge that the then Prime Minister had
been listening to the discussions. When
the telephone call came through the
Federal Minister for Housing left the
Chamber.

Mr Davies: You were bugged on that
occasion?

Mr TAYLOR: Yes, and it appeared that
the Federal Minister for Housing left the
Chamber to get further instructions.

The comments made by the present
Minister for Housing of this State in the
debate on the motion should be put Into
their Proper perspective. At the first
meeting of the Ministers for Housing,
after the previous State Liberal Govern-
ment had been in office for 12 years, some
problems were experienced. What about
the meeting which took place after the
previously mentioned five-year agreement
had lapsed, and all the Ministers for
Housing arrived and found nothing was to
their satisfaction, and consequently they
all walked out?

A newspaper report at that time indi-
cated that a month later the Ministers
did get together, and that report went on
to deal with my own comments and my
disappointment with the result of the con-
ference. I made the point that New South
Wales and Victoria were not happy with
the result, because they did not get the
help they sought to cope with the cost of
urban renewal; these claims for help had
been ignored,

At least, that money is now forthcom-
ing from the Labor Government. The
Minister for Housing, in his comments-
facetiously I thought, with a twinkle in his
eye and with the appropriate gestures-
said that somehow or other Western Aus-
tralia had come out best from the recent
conference with the Australian Labor
Minister for Housing. Somehow, Western
Australia had come out best. That is a
nice statement to make! I am able to
match that statement. I am able to report
to the House that in 1971, as Minister for
Housing, I came back fromt a conference
with the then Australian Liberal Minister
for Housing and I was able to say that
Western Australia had come out worst.
Now we can compare the two cases: one
presented by the present Minister and one
presented by myself. At the last con-
ference, the Minister has told us we were
lucky-or it had happened by error-
because this State got more money than
perhaps we should have done for housing.
I am able to say that just three years
previously when we were the Government
Western Australia came out the worst of
all the States-and not by accident-
under an Australian Liberal Government.

As I have already mentioned, we are
not to be given any chance to put forward
our views on housing finance problems
and the only action taken will be that- offi-
cers will conduct an inquiry. The Minister
also said he was pleased that the new Aus-
tralian Government Minister for Housing
sought a new housing agreement subse-
quent to December, 1972. It is interesting to
note that it was only in August, 1971, that
a Liberal Minister drew up a new five-year
agreement for the States, but the present
Minister for Housing was Pleased to see
that the agreement was to be changed so
soon. That agreement was drawn up by a
Liberal Minister for Housing.
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The Minister was critical of the Aus-
tralian Government for including certain
prohibitions on the expenditure of Com-
monwealth money. He said the Australian
Government dictated the terms. I wish I
had been allowed more time to prepare
for this debate but as members can see I
made my notes on the back of today's
notice paper. My recollection is that the
two major States-New South Wales and
Victoria-were not spending their housing
money in the proper way. They were
spending it in a manner which the Aus-
tralian Government believed helped indi-
viduals who should not have received
assistance.

Let me take the Minister's further point
that the Australian Government had set a
limit for eligibility for assistance at 85
Per cent of the average weekly wage. The
Minister ret himself up as a supporter of
the working man. It seems the Minister
is claiming he wants to help the working
man whereas the Australian Government
stated that any person who received more
than 85 per cent-or in certain instances,
95 per cent-of the average weekly wage
was not eligible for assistance. The Min-
ister wanted to remedy that situation.

I put it to members:, surely in limiting
the amount of income to 85 per cent of the
average weekly wage the Australian Min-
ister for Housing, at the time, was aiming
to help those in most need. He was helping
those on the lower rung of the income
ladder. To raise the limit any higher would
allow a greater proportion of People to
apply. If any money was left over that
would show the Australian Minister for
Housing was possibly wrong, and that he
misjudged his priorities. However, to my
knowledge no money has been left over
from any account and no State has a
surplus under this particular scheme. So.
one has to assume there is a need to set
the limit of 85 per cent, or less, of the
average weekly earnings. That direction
came from the Minister in the Australian
Government In a move effectively to help
those most In need: it was not a case
at all of this State's Minister of the day
being the guardian of the workers.

To enlarge a little on that point, the
Minister referred to the Alcoa workers.
Alcoa has a major refinery in my elec-
torate; I had lunch there the other day.
Even after commenting as I Intend to do,
I hope to be able to go back for lunch
again. However, I make the point I do
not think the Alcoa workers should get
cheap homne finance ahead of thoqe who
may be on lower incomes. I do not ques-
tion that they should have an opportunity
to purchase homes, but I am saying if
limited funds are available then those
funds should not go to those workers on
the higher income level.

Another example given by the Minister
referred to Carcoola as being a disadvan-
taged rural area. It appears to me that

the Minister, and his Government, may
desire to use Australian Government hous-
ing funds in areas where the State Gov-
ernment feels they are needed, rather than
in other areas where the needs of the
people might be greater. Thus, the money
could be used to house Alcoa workers at
Ewinana or Pinjarra, or elsewhere, while
at the same time there is a waiting list
of over 1 000 people for purchase of com-
mission homes in the Fremantle area.
Whereas over 1 000 people are waiting to
purchase homes in the Premantle area, no
more than about 100 are waiting to pur-
chase homes in the Kwinana area. Is
this is an error in construction or an ex-
ample of Government assistance to In-
dustry?

I believe further confirmation of this
point is demonstrated by the fact that
one of the first statements made by the
Premier, after the change of Government,
was that in spite of money to be made
available by the Australian Department of
Urban and Regional Development for the
purchase and servicing of land, so that
people could purchase that land at rea-
sonable prices, the proposed development
at Salvado was not to go ahead. That
proposal near the metropolitan area was
cut out, but a new area in the eastern
goldfields was to be included where de-
velopment of nickel and other ores was
starting to take place. I suggest that the
decision not to proceed with Salvado-
close to the metropolitan area-and the
proposal to include the eastern goldfields,
is confirmation of the point I am making.

In other words, money was to be ob-
tained by this Government-from the Aus-
tralian Government-to assist workers on
a needs basis, but that money was likely
then to be used to assist workers In other
areas where a company would otherwise
have been responsible for housing. No
other explanation seems possible. Certain-
ly, the criticism that the limit of 85 per
cent of the average weekly wage was in-
hibiting aFslstance to workers is not worthy
of contemplation.

Any number of reasons can be given to
support an inquiry, or an investigation, or
the need for a Royal Commission. During
the last 10 to 15 years the number of ini-
stitutions which lend money for housing
has grown. No longer is the builder the
main operator with the purchaser, but
rather it is now a developer-who is a
businessman and whose qualifications are
managerial-who marshals the tradesmen,
on the one hand, and the financial in-
'4itutions, on the other hand, and he pro-
vides housing to the client in the centre.

The old ways have changed over the
last 10 to 15 years. A greater variety of
methods of financing homes Is now avail-
able through a multitude of organisations
including banks, insurance companies.
merchant banks, and Permanent and ter-
minating building societies. Previously,
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the building societies Provided only a
small proportion of finance, but that has
changed out of all proportion.

The developers have formed into inter-
locking groups with finance companies and
that is where the business comes from.
That is where the average person now
purchases his home. No longer does that
direct contact exist between the builder
and the home purchaser. A house can
be commenced by one builder and, per-
haps unknown to the purchaser, completed
by a different builder.

A Royal Commission could look into such
matters and clarify and codify the many
forms of agreements which now apply, and
also examine and pronounce upon such
matters as the efficacy of the timing and
extent of interest rates. These thoughts
came to me merely in the short time I
listened to the Minister making his speech.
A Royal commission could examine and
pronounce upon the validity of the various
types of agreements and, surely, that would
provide some assistance to those people
who are at present concerned.

I do not think the Government should
have ignored the petition presented yester-
day. Despite a Minister's claim that the
signatures came from all over the State,
surely a petition containing over 1 200
signatures is worthy of consideration. AL
total of 1 200 people represents a property
value of something like $200 000 and surely
that, in itself, warrants some considera-
tion. However, the petition has been ig-
nored.

I expected the Government to accept
this Motion. I know the minister for
Labour and Industry is keen to get to his
feet and speak and I hope he will support
the motion because it would give the com-
Dany, whose name has been bandied around
this Chamber for some time, a chance to
appear before the Royal Commission. That
company, and others, would be able to
give their points of view. Those people
who consider they have been maligned
would have a chance to speak.

However, those chances have been re-
jected by the Minister. if ever there was
a reason for agreeing to this motion it
was the fact that the company which
has been referred to would be able to ap-
pear before a public tribunal In order to
clear its namne. That opportunity has
been denied. We are to have an inquiry
by officers of the department but I think
we should give other people, and com-
panies, a chance to put forward their
ideas. The building societies would have
an opportunity to put forward their views.
The Minister, and the officers of his de-
partment, could put forward their ideas
and air their worries with respect to the
present criticisms and procedures. The
Minister has told us that the officers of
his department are working on these mat-
ters.

The Minister said he had thought be
would have received a report by now but
the inquiry is larger than he believed It
would be and it Is larger than his officers
believed it would be. Those officers would
have an opportunity to put their views to
a Royal Commission, but that has now
been denied.

This motion should have been supported
for any number of reasons. I1 suggest that
one reason could be to examine the value
of establishing a department of housing,
above the State Housing Commission,
which would guide and assist the private
sector. Of course, finance would be the
major consideration. As a matter of fact.
when in Government it was part of our
programme to establish a department of
housing and we almost reached the stage
of presenting a Bill to Parliament.

A proposal such as that could be put
to a Royal Commission. The priorities
and policies of the State Housing Com-
mission could be examined at a publir
inquiry. I have mentioned that over 1 000
people are waiting for homes in Fremantle,
and they have been waiting since 1968 and
1969 with little chance that the waiting
list will be cleared up.

During a 1*-hours speech the Minister
presented the usual form of attack on
the Australian Government and almost
completely Ignored the motion. Many of
the problems he alleges are confronting
the Government could have been solved
by a Royal Commission. Certainly, the
Problem associated with Landails could
have been cleared up. Also, the problem
of the Australian Government and the
State relationship could have been aired.
However, the Minister chose to reject the
motion and I do not think he gave one
satisfactory reason for so doing. I sup-
port the motion.

MR GRAYDEN (South Perth-Minister
for Labour and Industry) [5.45 p.m.):
Contrary to the statement of the member
who has just resumed his seat, I am not
anxious to get to my feet at all on this
particular subject. I would have liked much
more time to gather some Information
which would have been extremely helpful
to this debate.

Mr Taylor: I had two hours; you had
about 2,, hours.

Mr GRAYDEN: I would have welcomed
the opportunity to gather this information,
but of course, I was not able to leave the
Chamber. I am rising solely to refute the
spurious claim made by the member for
Rockinghamn when he Introduced this mo-
tion to the effect that some months ago he
was able virtually to forecast the economic
difficulties into which Landalls subsequent-
ly fell.

Mr Barnett: That is Your claim, not
mine.
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Mr GRAYDEN: This Is the statement
made by the member for Rockingham; I
have it here. It is quite an involved state-
ment, and I will not read it. However, let
us accept it, because It Is in Hansard.

Mr Skidmore:, Read the lot.
Mr GRAYDEN: Way back on the 8th

August the member for Rockingham asked
the following question-

Is the Minister aware that the State
Government is giving official backing
to Landails Pty. Ltd., under the
development company nomination
scheme, which allows Landalls to con-
tinue to bring migrants into this coun-
try and sell them houses which in
some cases Involves up to three mort-
gages and that this situation Is still
being allowed to continue when Lan-
dalls' shares at a par value of 50c are
currently being sold on the share
market for 25c0

Mr B. T. Burke: All true!
Mr GRAYDEN: And the honourable

member then asked-
Does the Minister agree that when

a company's shares are being sold at
such a low level, It would appear that
that company Is In severe financial
straits?

Mr T. J. Burke: So It was.
Mr GRAYDEN: What an incredible

deduction to arrive at from a situation of
that kind.

Mr B. T. Burke; Pretty accurate, wasn't
It?

Mr GRAYDEN: Landalls shares had a
par value of 50c. but were currently being
sold on the share market for 25c, and this
led the member for Rocklngham to make
the statement that the company was In
severe financial straits. This all happened
way back on the 8th August.

Mr Barnett: No, since 1966.
Mr GRAYDEN: I have the current copy

of The Bulletin, and I would like to read
the first paragraph of an article which I
believe is extremely relevant to the remarks
made by the member for Rockingham. it
commences-

THE 1974 stock market crash is worse
than the plunge recorded In the Great
Depression of the 1930s. Figures re-
leased privately to members last week
show the fall in share prices to be the
worst since records were first kept at
the Sydney Stock Exchange in :1892.

Point of Order
Mr B. T. BURKE: I rise on a point of

order, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Blaikie). MY
point of order is that the Minister's state-
ments bear in no way on what was said by
the member for Rockingham today, al-
though he did refer to Landails. and bear
in no way on the motion that the member
moved.

Mr O'Connor: Of course It does.
Sir Charles Court: He is answering what

the man said.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Blaikie): I

will ask the Minister to continue his speech
and to relate it to the motion.

Debate Resumed
Mr GRAYDEN: Thank you, Mr Acting

Speaker. I will quote from the member's
speech. He said this-

In 1970 I was fortunate enough to
have a little extra money and I thought
I would invest it in the share market.
At the time I was living at Rocking-
ham and I had a look at what was
occurring in that area. I found that
on the surface Landalls appeared to
be going exceedingly well-

Point of Order
Mr BARNETT; On a point of order, Mr

Acting Speaker, I understand that speeches
made in this House are not available to an-
other member until they have been cor-
rected by the member who made the
speech, or alternatively, another member
may seek the permission of the member
who made the speech to obtain an un-
corrected copy. I have not given my con-
sent in this case, and I am at the moment
correcting my speech.

Mr Bertram: Missing files!
Mr Bryce: Secret documents!
The ACTING SPEAKER; What is your

point of order?
Mr BARNETT: My point of order is

that the Minister should not have a copy
of my speech at this time.

Mr GRAYDEN: I am referring to state-
ments made by the member for Rocking-
ham earlier today in this particular de-
bate.

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! The
Minister will continue.

Debate Resumed
Mr ORAYDEN; The point I am making

is that here the member for Rocking-
ham-

Points of Order
Mr TAYLOR: The point of order taken

by the member for Rock ingham was that
the Minister was reading from an uncor-
rected copy of a speech the honourable
member made earlier today. I understand
that is against Standing Orders. I ask you
to direct the Minister not to read from
that speech until it has been corrected, or
until he has the approval of the member
for Rockingham.

Sir Charles Court: He is not reading
from the transcript.

Mr Mensaros: There is no Standing
Order like that.
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The ACTING SPEAKER: What Stand-
ing Order Is the member for Cockburn re-
ferring to?

Mr H. D. Evans: This is under the rules
of the House.

Mr J. T. Tonkin: The Minister should
not need to have the Standing Orders
Imposed on him; he ought to know the
rules.

The ACTING SPEAKER: The point
made by the member for Cockburn Is
noted. The point made by the member for
Rockingham is noted. I ask the Minister
to continue his speech, without unduly
reading notes.

Mr ORAYDEN: Thank you, Mr Acting
Speaker. I have no wish to read from it.

Mr J. T. TONKIN: On a point of order.
Mr Acting Speaker, it Is as well that this
should be firmly established at this stage.
This Is only putting Hansard in difficulty.
It is a recognised rule of this House that
an uncorrected copy of a member's speech
Is not made available to anyone without
the member's permission. Now In this case
the member's permission has not been
granted and I suggest, Sir, that you re-
quest the Minister to refrain from using
the speech.

Mr Davies: And return the copy.

The ACTING SPEAKER: I Inform the
Leader of the Opposition that I believe I
had already made it clear to the Minister
that he should continue with his speech
anid not refer to notes. I hope that point
was made quite clear to the House. The
Minister for Labour and Industry.

Debate Resumed

Mr GRAYDEN: I assure the House that
I did not intend to quote from the copy
of the speech. I did so for the sake of
greater accuracy. The transcript was sent
to me a few moments ago by Hansard,
probably for the purpose of correcting in-
terjections. When the member for Rock-
ingham denied making the statement to
which I referred, for the sake of greater
accuracy I said I would quote the words
he used. If the member for Rockingham
continues to deny that he said this, I can
oniy ask members to look at his speech
when it is corrected. His statement was
that he was able to forecast the collapse
of Landalls.

Mr Barnett: Since 1968.

Mr GRAYDEN: I want to compare
share prices in 1970-and it was not a
peak year, It was an average year-with
what Is happening at the present time to
Indicate that it was quite impossible to
ascertain the company's economic situa-
tion from Its share prices. Let us look at
the share prices In August, 1970. from
the relevant copy of The West Australian.

At that time Bell Eros. stares were quoted
at 520c a stare. In today's copy-

Mr Skidmocre: They got into financial
difficulties too, didn't they?

Mr GRAYDEN: -we see that they are
58c a share.

Point a) Order
Mr H. D. EVANS: On a point of order,

how did Bell Bros. become involved in this
particular debate?

Sir Charles Court: It happens to he re-
lated to what the honourable member said.

The ACTING SPEAKER: I understand
that the Minister for Labour and Industry
was making a point relative to share
prices. During the debate that took place
in the House prior to this, it became
apparent to me that share prices formed
part of the argument put forward by the
member for Rockingham in support of his
motion. I see no point of order.

Mr H. D. EVANS: I 'Would like to pursue
my point of order, Sir, because in my
opinion the subject matter of share prices
is outside the scope of the building
industry.

The ACTING SPEAKER; I ask the Mini-
ister for Labour and Industry to continue
his speech and to relate it to the motion
under discussion.

Debate Resumed
Mr GRAYDEN: I am doing this, Sir. I

made it quite clear when I commenced
speaking that I intended to reply to some
comments which were made by the mem-
her for Rockingham when he introduced
the motion. one of the things he spoke
of was the price of Landalls' shares, and
I amn simply quoting other share prices
of the same period.

Point of Order
Mr BARNETT: I rise on a point of

order, Sir. On no occasion in my speech
did I refer to the price of Landalls' shares.

The ACTING SPEAKER: There is no
point of order. The Minister for Labour
and industry may continue.

Debate Resumed
Mr GRAYDEN: I appreciate, Sir, that

there is certainly no point of order.

Point of Order
Mr TAYLOR: I rise on a Point of order,

Mr Acting Speaker. If the member for
Rockingham is correct in his statement
that he made no reference to Landalls'
shares, then the point of order taken by
the member for Warren is well taken. I
ask you, Sir, to reconsider his point of
order that share prices, as mentioned by
the Minister for Labour and Industry,
should not be quoted.
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Sir Charles Court: He talked about
shares--you know what your member
talked about.

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! I will
leave the Chair to obtain a copy of the
speech.
Sitting suspended from 5.56 to 6.02 p.

The ACTING SPEAKER: The member
for Cockburn referred to a point of order
raised by the member for Warren. On
reading the Hansard duplicate, I find that
the member for Rockingham said as
follows--

From 1966 onwards it was obvious
to anyone who had the remotest
knowledge of how the share market
operated that Landalls had problems.

Another reference to the share market
was made later in the honourable mem-
ber's speech. 'The member for Cockburn
did not actually raise a point of order,
but referred my attention to a particular
matter, floes the honourable member wish
to proceed?

Mr TAYLOR: No. I do not wish to pro-
ceed on that point in the light of the
fact that you have now quoted words used
by the member for Rockingham. However,
on a point of clarification and to change
the subject slightly, I would like you to
give the House an assurance that copies
of speeches which are uncorrected and
which relate to the subject of a debate
currently in progress in future should not
be presented to members on the opposing
side of the House, no matter what side
that may be.

The ACTING SPEAKER: I take the
point the honourable member has made.
I would request members in future not to
use uncorrected copies of other members'
speeches.

Mr TAYLOR: With respect, Mr Acting
Speaker, you said that you would "request"
members. May I ask for an assurance?

The ACTING SPEAKER: I give the
honourable member an assurance and I
ask members in future not to use uncor-
rected copies of speeches when the debate
is in progress. I call the Minister for
Labour and Industry.

Mr ORAYDEN: I should like to add to
that point.

Mr O'Connor: Don't they have any
more frivolous points of order?

Mr GRAYDEN: I made a statement
from memory and it was denied by the
member for Rockingham. It was only
when I received a denial that, for the sake
of clarity. I read what the honourable
member said. I read from a piece of paper
handed to me by Hansard only a few
minutes earlier to permit me to correct
an interjection I had made; that is how
the situation arose.

Debate Resumed
Mr GRAYDEN: What I was pointing

out to the member for Rockingham was
that, by his reasoning, virtually every
solid company in Australia, including the
Hank of New South Wales and Broken
Hill Pty. Co. Ltd., is on the verge of col-
lapse. I shall refer members to figures
relating to the performance on the stock
market of some of these companies and
then I will depart from that subject. In
197Z0, B-ip's shares stood at $17.80; today,
they are selling for $5.02, less than one-
third of their previous value. On the
reasoning put forward by the member for
Rockingham, BlIP is on the verge of col-
lapse.

Mr Skidmore: That is rubbish. Broken
Hill is an entirely different example.

Mr GRAYDEN: This also applies to
Bunnings and virtually every company in
Australia. During the 1929-1931 depres-
sion, the Sydney Ordinary Share Price
Index was cut by half. However, we find
that during the market crash of 1973-74.
the index was slashed by more than halt
in Australia's greatest stock market dis-
aster. However, that does not mean these
companies are on the verge of collapse.

The argument put forward by the mem-
ber for Rockingham was a spurious one
and has been proven to be spurious. I
quoted those figures to indicate to all and
sundry that the statements he made were
spurious in the extreme.

Let us get on to another subject.
Mr Taylor: It had better be on the

motion.
Mr GRAYDEN: It still pertains to the

remarks of the member for Rockingham.
Having referred to the subject of share
prices, he turned to the question of shoddy
workmanship. He gave the impression
that Landalls had received a tremendous
number of complaints about shoddy work-
manship. Of course, this Is a new angle
which has; been brought forward at this
late stage merely to support his argument.
We have been debating the Landalls ques-
tion in this House for a period of months
and it has also been debated elsewhere,
but never has the question of shoddy
workmanship been raised. Yet at this late
stage, the member for Rockingham chose
to introduce it. I say his allegations are
Patently false. I have seven files in my
office relating to this company. I keep
them in my office, of course, for safekeep-
ing because I would not know what would
happen to them if they were kept In the
department.

The files indicate that Landalls has
had no more complaints about shoddy
workmanship than any other building
company. Landalls has brought 2 000
migrant families to Western Australia and
obviously some minor complaints must
arise somewhere along the line; that is
inevitable. But this applies to every other
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company engaged In bringing migrants
to Western Australia under the assisted
passage scheme. What a spurious state-
ment to make!I

Mr Taylor: Would niot an inquiry bring
this out?

Mr GRAYDEN: These statements are
designed to further damage this company.
The company has collapsed as a result
of a political campaign waged against it
over several years.

MJr Bryce: What about Mainline?
Mr GRAYDEN: The unbelievable thing

Is that when the matter was raised
recently, the complaints against the com-
pany were updated by members opposite
by the simple expedient of obtaining
statutory declarations relating to Inci-
dents which occurred several years ago. I
asked members who referred to statutory
declarations to let me see them, but only
one has been given to me: it deals with
an incident which occurred four years ago.
Obviously, I am not going to get the
opportunity to go into that aspect of the
matter tonight.

Mr Skidmore: Landalls went to the wall
because it was speculating and got its
fingers burnt.

Mr GRAYDEN: There Is a great deal
I want to say in respect of the remarks
of the member for Rockingham and I
therefore seek leave to continue my re-
marks at the next sitting of the House.

The ACTINTG SPEAKER: In accordance
with Standing Order 152. the Minister
has sought leave to continue his speech
at the next sitting of the House. If
there is a dissentient voice, leave will not
be granted. As there is no dissentient
voice, leave is granted.

Debate thus adjourned.
Sitting suspiended fraon 6.10 to 7.30 p.m.

SUPERANNUATION AND FAMILY
BENEFITS ACT AMENDMENT BiLL

Second Reading
SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-

Treasurer) 17.30 P.m.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
This measure seeks to amend the Super-
annuation and Family Benefits Act, 1938-
1973 which, as members will know, is the
Act which provides superannuation bene-
fits for members of the Public Service and
employees of statutory authorities.

The Bill is not designed to alter the
benefits available to contributors or pen-
sioners, but is, in the main, designed to
enlarge the investment powers of the
board, to improve administrative machin-
ery, and to correct certain anomalies.

The Bill proposes to remove limitations
upon the board's powers of investment by
way of mortgages over freehold land. At

present the board's power to mnake such
investments is limited to investments with
a term not exceeding seven years, and
that, in effect, limits the board to making
mortgage investments of the fixed mort-
gage type. The board has had many
approaches in recent times for moneys to
be lent by it on good security at attractive
rates of interest, but over terms in the
10 to 20 year range, and the earnings of
the fund would be enhanced if the board
had the power to make such investments.

The board has for many years lent sub-
stantial amounts of money to local and
semi-governmental authorities, and the
board has given an assurance that it will
not reduce the volume of its lending to
those authorities. ]investments under the
enlarged powers sought by the Bill will be
funded only from increases in the board's
annual investable funds derived from
increases In contributions and increases in
maturing securities. Members may also
note that the principal Act requires the
board to obtain the approval of the
Treasurer for its Investment programmes-

The Bill also proposes to enable con-
tributors to make standing elections to
subscribe for units to which they become
entitled by reason of future salary
increases. At present a contributor whose
salary is increased is required to make a
separate election for any further units he
wishes to take up as a result of that
increase.

Employee organisatlons representing
contributors have requested the board to
devise a procedure whereby contributors
could make standing elections for units
arising from salary increases; the board
too, favours such a procedure, and it is
hoped that when adopted, the procedure
will substantially reduce the considerable
clerical work involved in Processing, for
example, the thousands of individual elec-
tions which result from a national wage
decision. This proposal, which is contained
in clause 5 of the Bill, will require regu-
lations to implement its more precise
details, but it is to be noted that the
proposal will In no way affect the right
of individual contributors who so wish to
continue to make individual elections.

Section 35 of the principal Act requires3
the board to accept a person as a con-
tributor to the fund without further
medical examination if the contributor
satisfactorily has passed a medical exam-
ination within six months of his becoming
an employee. Although that provision
satisfactorily protects the fund in the
great majority of cases, there are instances
in which years can Pass between a per-
son's becoming an employee and his sub-
sequent election to Join the fund. In these
latter cases the board is Presently obliged
to accept the applications without furthr
medical examination notwithstanding that;
the medical certificate presented to the
board may be some years old, and it is
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desired to amend the Act so that under no
circumrstances is the board required or per-
mitted to accept an election to become a
contributor supported by a medical certi-
ficate issued more than six months pre-
viously.

Section 49 of the principal Act requires
the board to Impose interest at a rate not,
exceeding 5 per cent whenever a con-
tributor Is in arrears with his contribu-
tions. As the average earning rate of tne
fund is in excess of that figure it is necs-
sary for the interest rate to be adjusted
from time to time to accord with the
average earning rate. On the other nand.
there are occasions in which a contributor
has fallen into arrears through no fault
of his own; for example, in cases where
the contributor's rates of contribution have
been wrongly assessed and deducted by the
salaries clerk of his employing authority.
In those circumstances the board has felt
for some time that it ought not to be
obliged to require the contributor to pay
interest on his arrears, and the Bill decks
to confer a discretion on the board in
respect of imposing Interest on arrears of
contributions.

In the eight Years the principal
Act has provided for the up-dating of
the whole or parts of pensions with ef-
fect from January In each year, based
on movements in the Consumer Price In-
dex-all groups--for Perth published by
the Commonwealth Statistician. The in-
creases first become payable to a pen-
sioner with effect from the 1st January
in the year after he has retired, sub-
ject to his having been retired and on
pension for at least three months. There
are, however, many instances where em-
ployees continue on in service beyond their
65th birthday for varying periods, and,
in the case of magistrates, commonly for
up to five years after their 65th birthday.
The provisions of the Act have always
been administered on the understanding
that persons who in fact retire, say, at
the age of 68, should, upon retirement,
commence to receive pension notionally
up-dated by the same cost-of-living ad-
justments which they would have received
had they actually retired on their 65th
birthday. We appreciate, of course, that
most of these people stay on because it
suits the convenience of the Government
of the day.

The justification for this practice Is
firstly that those persons are unable to
take further units of pension after their
65th birthday despite salary increases
which may have since occurred;, and see-
ondly, that by continuing on in service,
those persons have deferred taking any
Government share of pension. The strict
legality of the board's practice has been
questioned and clause 7 of the Bill seeks
to ensure that pensions payable to per-
sons retiring after their 65th birthday may
be adjusted In the manner explained.

This is substantially a matter of sorting
out certain anomalies and correcting some
discrepancies that have crept in and, of
course, it also ensures that certain prac-
tices will be strictly legal. I think on re-
flection members will find the Bill to be
a very desirable one and I commend it to
the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr
Taylor.

PERTH MINT ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands--
Treasurer) [7.41 P.m.]: I move:

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

In 1970 the Perth Mint Act was enacted
for the purpose of taking over the Perth
Mint.

In Providing for the Pension benefits of
certain existing Perth Mint employees,
that Act credited those employees with
such number of fully paid-up pension
units under the Superannuation and
Family Benefits as would, at age 60, pro-
vide pensions equivalent to the Imperial
benefits those employees would have re-
ceived under United Kingdom conditions
of service. Certain Mint employees have
Indicated their intention to remain on in
service after attaining their 60th birth-
day.

It is felt that the employees concerned
should, if they desire to subscribe for
further units of pension arising from sal-
ary Increases, be able to do so on the
same terms as all other contributors to
the State Superannuation Fund; namely,
at age 60 rates or at the lower age 65
rates, according to their Individual choices.

The Bill so Provides and Is retrospective
to the 1st July, 1970, to validate certain
existing elections.

I commend the Bill to members.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr TI.

Dl. Evans.

PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
(CONTRIBUTIONS) BILL

Second Reading
SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-

Treasurer) (7.44 P.mn.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
This is the first of four measures design-
ed to give effect to the revenue-raising
proposals which I announced when pre-
senting the Budget.

As I explained the reasons for these
mneasures in the course of the Budget
speech, I do not Propose to repeat them on
this occasion beyond Pointing out that the
Government must take steps to obtain
additional revenue if we are to maintain
government services and make some
worth -while advances.
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I would also remind members that not-
withstanding the extra income to be de-
rived from the measures I am Putting be-
fore them today, the Government is still
facing an estimated deficit of $8.7 million
this financial year.

I was most heartened by the fact that
the member for Mt. Hawthorn does not re-
gard that as being of any great conse-
quence.

Mr Bertram: Subject to the qualifica-
tion that the total Budget is $1.5 billion!

Sir CHARLES COURT: It is still more
than we can afford, and at some stage dur-
ing the Budget debate we will have to
make it clear that whatever we take out
of capital funds to balanee the Budget is
that much less we can spend on water
supplies, schools, and hospitals.

There is therefore no alternative but to
move In the way Proposed unless we are
prepared to draw even more on our capital
funds to fund the gap in the revenue
account.

Similar steps have been forced upon all
State Governments as inflation of wages
and other costs outstrip the revenue re-
sources available to us. It Is particularly
galling to note the enormous increase in
income tax receipts expected to accrue to
the Commonwealth Government this year
and to reflect that a substantial part of
this buoyant natural growth rightly belongs
to the States.

The Commonwealth Government's own
Budget estimates allow for a 40 per cent
Increase In Income tax receipts in 1974-75,
which represents additional income from
this source alone of $3 000 million.

By contrast, Commonwealth Payments to
the State for general revenue purposes,
which are designed to compensate us for
the loss of our Income tax rights, are
estimated to rise by only 23.5 per cent.

During times of rapid inflation, it cannot
be expected that the financial assistance
grant formula will adequately reflect the
revenue needs o f the States. Although the
formula takes into acecunt the movement
In average wages and thereby reflects to
some extent the added needs of the States
in endeavouring to cope with soaring wage
bills, the grant constitutes less than half
of the States' revenue.

It is the remainder of our revenues that
lack the inbuilt growth characteristics
which would enable the Government to
cope with rising costs without increasing
the rates at which State taxation is levied.

Where a large part of a Government's
revenue is derived from income tax, the
tendency of that tax to grow faster than
incomes compensates for the much lower
growth characteristics of taxes on business
transactions.

Where, as In our case, a Government does
not have access to income tax it is par-
ticularly vulnerable to cost inflation and
has no alternative but to increase tax rates

in order to bring the growth of its revenues
more into line with the rise in the cost of
providing government services.

It was therefore not unreasonable for the
Premiers of all States to seek a supplemen-
tation of the financial assistance grants
this year in recognition of the problems
engendered by inflation and the expected
huge lift in Commonwealth income tax
receipts.

As I informed members when introducing
the Budget, our representations fell on deaf
ears and we were told that we would have
to solve our financial problems ourselves.

That is the background against which
the Government's actions must be judged.
We have taken the only responsible course
open to us In the circumstances and I
think it must be considered that we have
done so in a way which nminimises as far
as possible the impact on the general
public.

In large measure the steps we now pro-
pose merely bring Western Australia into
line with action taken in other States some
years back. In the case of stamp duty on
cheques and liquor license fees, the pro-
posed new rates parallel those applying or
about to be applied In most other States.

The Bill now before members seeks to
require certain statutory authorities to
make an annual contribution to State
revenue equal to 3 per cent of their gross
revenues during the preceding year.

At present, the major State business
undertakings are exempt from any re-
quirement to pay income tax and, with
the exception of pay-roll tax, are free
from most State taxes.

As a result, business undertakings which
operate profitably make no contribution to
the general revenues of the State whereas
those that incur losses are a heavy drain
on the State's resources.

The Government can no longer afford
this wholly one-way flow of funds from the
Consolidated Revenue Fund in support of
business undertakings and Proposes to fol-
low the lead of other States in requiring
a contribution to be made to revenue by
those undertakings which are in a position
to generate regular annual profits.

Victoria was the first State to introduce
a State levy on certain business under-
takings when, in 1966-67, legislation was
introduced to Impose a levy of 3 per cent
on the gross revenues of the State Elec-
tricity Commission and the Gas and Fuiel
Corporation. The levy was increased to 4
per cent in 1971-72.

In addition, the Victorian Government
has for many Years imposed a levy on the
Melbourne Harbour Trust equal to 20 per
cent of the revenue received from tonnage
rates and wharfage on goods landed at the
port. The levy was altered recently to 4
per cent of the gross revenue of the port
In line with the charge on the Electricity
Commission and the Gas and Fuel Cor-
poration
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The South Australian Government im-
posed a levy of 3 per cent of gross revenue
on its electricity authority in 1970-71 and
increased the rate to 5 per cent last year.

Tasmania also introduced the levy In
1971-72 at the rate of 5 per cent.

The Government has decided that In this
State the levy should be set at 3 per cent
of gross revenue and that It should apply
to the State Electricity Commission, the
Metropolitan Water Board, and the Fl'e-
mantle Port Authority.

As I remarked when Introducing the
Budget, annual losses on the operations of
the country areas water supplies are im-
posing a severe burden on the revenue
fund. It is therefore not unreasonable
that the Metropolitan Water Board, whose
operations are confined to the more econo-
mical terrain and distances of the metro-
politan area should assist in meeting losses
on country operations.

Similarly, harbours overall are a drain
on the Budget as the Government Is re-
quired to meet losses on the operations of
the smaller ports; that is, the regional
ports. The proposed contribution to Con-
solidated Revenue from the State's largest
Port will help to offset losses on other
harbour operations.

The Bill provides that the authorities
concerned will pay to Consolidated Rev-
enue in 1974-75 an amount equal to 3 per
cent of their gross revenues In Z973-74.
Subsequent payments will follow the same
pattern being based on revenue received
in the preceding year.

Provision has been made for the payment
to be made at such times and in such
manner a~s shall be agreed by the Treasurer
and the authority concerned- In the un-
likely event that agreement cannot be
reached, the Bill provides that the issue
shall be determined by the Governor.

Similarly disagreement could arise as to
what constitutes the revenue of an author-
ity on which the levy is to be based. In
this event, it is proposed that the Auditor-
General be empowered to make a deter-
mination.

The estimated revenue yield from this
measure in 1974-75 is as follows-

State Electricity Commis-
sion 2 298 000

Metropolitan Water Board - 618 000
Fremantle Port Authority 420 000

which is a total of $3.336 million.
I think on reflection members will ap-

preciate that what we are doing is to bring
ourselves into line with the practice adopted
in other States although our provisions
are not as severe as those applying In some
States and particularly in South Australia
and Tasmania. There is some justice in
levying aL charge against these authorities
which pay no Income tax and it does give
us some contribution to our Budget to help

offset the very huge loss we will make in
respect of country water supplies In par-
ticular.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr T'. D.

Evans.

LIQUOR ACT AMENDMENT Bill1
Second Reading

SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands--
Treasurer) [7.55 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

Mr Speaker, this small Bill-and I know
it is often catastrophic to use that phrase
here, as evidenced by the late Eon. E.
Nulsen-is the second measure required to
implement revenue raising proposals out-
lined In the Budget. It will increase liquor
license fees paid by hotels and clubs from
51 per cent of liquor purchases made by
the licensee In the previous year to 7 per
cent, and the fee for stores and taverns
from 7j per vent to 8 per cent,

It is not proposed to vary the fee for
wholesale merchants, brewers, and yin-
geronis' licenses or for permits as set out
in the fourth schedule to the Act.

As I Informed the House In the course
of the Budget speech, four other States
have announced new rates; namely-

New South Wales ... ... d
Victoria ..... .. 8
South Australia .. ... 7
Tasmania .. ..-.. ... 8

Other States follow the practice of charg-
Ing a uniform fee for all licences, al-
though in Victoria retail liquor-stores are
required to pay a sm all additional flat
fee.

As I also mentioned previously, the pre-
sent differential between fees levied on
stores and taverns on the one hand, and
hotels and clubs on the other, has been
the subject of representations by the Li-
cenised Stores' Association. It Is difficult to
justify the continuation of a 2 per cent
differential and it is proposed to vary the
Increase so as to reduce the margin to 1
per cent.

Members who were here when the
Liquor Act was placed on the Statute book
will recall the arguments and measons
used as to why there was a 2 Per cent
differential. That differential has now
been reduced to 1 per cent. The other
States do not have the differential except
in one case where a small additional flat
fee is imposed in Victoria In respect of re-
tail liquor stores.

it is proposed that the new rates shall
come into operation from the date of
assent to the Bill. As licenses for prem-
ises situated south of the 260 Parallel are
assessed on a calendar year basis, and
have been taken out to the 31st December,
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1914, the new rates will apply to
premises for the licensing period
mencing on the 1st January. 1975.

these
comn-

The licensing period for premises north
of 260 is the year ended the 30th June.
As licenses have been taken out and fees
assessed for the 12 months ended the 30th
June, 1975, the new rates will apply to
these premises after that date. In other
words, they get a respite of six months.

This measure is expected to yield
$474 000 in 1974-75 and $1.052 million in a
full year.

I commend the Hill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr T.

D. Evans.

RURAL AND INDUSTRIES BANK ACT
AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)

Second Reading
SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-

Treasurer) [7.59 P.m.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
In line with the Proposal that certain
statutory authorities be required to con-
tribute to the revenues of the State. this
Hill provides for the Rural and Indus-
tries Hank to pay 50 Per cent of Its net
profit to the Consolidated Revenue Funid.

The Rural and Industries Bank has
grown considerably in strength and in Its
diversity of activities in recent years, and
Is now beyond the developmental phase
during which retention of the whole of its
profits could be Justified.

The bank Is in direct competition with
private banks which, of course, are re-
quired to pay income tax to the Com-
monwealth Government.

The Commonwealth Trading Bank Is
not only required to pay income tax but
must also contribute to the Commonwealth
Treasury 50 Per cent of Its net profit after
making provision for Income tax. Other
State banks are exempt from the require-
ment to pay income tax but are required
to pay 50 per cent of their net profit
to Consolidated Revenue.

The bank's financial year ends on the
31st March and the Bill provides that.
within three months of the end of its fin-
ancial year, It shall pay one-half of the
profit for that year, as certified by the
Auditor General, to the revenue fund. The
first payment Is to be made In respect of
the year ended the 3sat March, 1975, and
will be received by the Treasury in this
financial year.

As some doubt could arise concerning
the appropriate treatment of certain pro-
visions such as amounts written off bank
premises or amounts set aside for contin-
gencies and for bad or doubtful debts, the
Bill provides that, In arriving at the net
profit of the bank, any such provisions
shall be subject to the approval of the
Treasurer.

Because the amount to be Paid in
1974-75 will depend upon the profit real-
ised by the bank on the current year's
trading. it is difficult to forecast the gain
to the Budget from this measure. How-
ever, in the light of previous years' re-
sults, an amount of $750 000 has been in-
cluded in the Revenue Estimates for this
year.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr J.
T. Tonkin (Leader of the Opposition).

STAMP ACT AMENDMENT BILL
(No. 2)

Second Reading

SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands--
Treasurer) [8.04 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

Mr Speaker, this is the last of the meas-
ures required to implement the revenue
raising proposals outlined in the Budget
speech.

The main purpose of the Bill is to in-
crease from 6e to 8c the stamp duty pay-
able on cheques and bills of exchange or
promissory notes payable on demand. At
the same time the opportunity has been
taken to seek the correction of an old
drafting error in the Act.

Some years ago, the expression "ad va-
lorem" was wrongly inserted in section 52,
subsection (4), which concerns cheques.
As the duty imposed on cheques is at a
flat rate, the reference to "ad valorem"' is
not correct and should be deleted which
the Bill aims to do.

The principal amendment calls for very
little further comment from me except to
explain that the Bill provides for the new
rate of duty to come into operation from a
date to be Proclaimed. It is Intended that
the operative date should be the 1st De-
cember, 1974, and the estimated revenue
to be obtained in this financial year is
based upon that commencing date.

Allowing for a lag of one month before
returns of tax are received at the new
rate, it Is estimated that the measure will
yield $500 000 in 1974-75 and $1 million
in a full year.

I should mention that all other States
except Queensland have taken action to
increase the duty on cheques to 8c. The
new rate will apply from the 1st November
In New South Wales, from the 1st Decem-
ber in Victoria and South Australia. and
from the 1st January in Tasmania.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr J.
T. Tonkin (Leader of the Opposition).
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RIGHTS IN WATER AND IRRIGATION
ACT AMKENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

MR O'NEIL (East Melville-Minister
for Water Supplies) (8.07 p.m.]: I move-

That the Hill be now read a second
time.

The Hill before members Is to amend thte
Rights in Water and Irrigation Act, 1914-
1973, to reduce the possibility of pollution
of rivers, lakes, lagoons, swamps, marshes.
and subterranean water sources.

Although we in Western Australia are
fortunate in that we have been spared
the destruction by discharge of effluent of
an~y of our rivers or lakes, increasing in-
dlustrial development and our growing
population make it desirable that we have
on the Statute book strong legislation
which will enable the present satisfactory
state of affairs to be maintained.

The present Act already includes a sec-
tion designed to control pollution. Sec-
tion 10 provides that it is an offence for
any person to throw or convey or permit
to be thrown or conveyed any rubbish.
dirt, filth, or other noisome thing, or cause
the water of any sink, sewer or drain, or
other filthy water belonging to him or
under his control to run or be brought
into any river, creek, stream or water
course, lake, lagoon, swamp, marsh, or
subterranean water source. This section
formed part of the Act when it was en-
acted In 1914 and, while it goes into some
detail, it is ineffective because it is too
general. For example, it makes no pro-
vision for the setting of standards to
which effluent must be treated before dis-
charge. It does not have the authority
to stop the disposal on land of material
which may be subsequently washed into
watercourses or seep into underground
aquifers. Having regard for the difficul-
ties being experienced in administering
the Act under modern conditions and the
likely developments in the future, the
section is entirely inadequate.

A further defect In the Act is that the
limited powers to prevent pollution can
be applied only when a specific portion
of the State Is proclaimed under the Act.
Some members may think this is fair
enough. However, if this is done, all per-
sons using water in the area so proclaimed
must be licensed. Because of these diffi-
culties, that Part of the Act which pur-
ports to control pollution applies only to
half of the State's river systems, and less
than half of the State's underground
waters are Protected.

Section 10 of the Act also exempts those
persons causing pollution if they have a
right or privilege conferred by the Mining
Act. This has created problems.

At the present time a beach sand miner
in the Capel area is discharging muddy
water into the Capel River which creates

problems for farmers irrigating from the
river further downstream. The suspended
solids in the river water are also detri-
mental to marine life.

Another example of the difficulties which
can arise from the exemption granted for
mining is the case of a mine in the Meeka-
tharra region which discharges an acid
waste into a watercourse. This has killed
the flora which grew in the river bed.

Under the Act as amended, miners will
still be able to dispose of their effluent.
However, they will need a license to do
so and the effluent will have to meet
criteria to ensure that it will not be dele-
terious to the environment or other users
of the waters.

The Bill also provides for appeal against
a decision of the Minister in regard to
the granting, refusal, or revocation of a
license.

There is also a provision that the cioy-
ernor, on the recommendation of the Min-
ister, may declare that portions of the State
may be excluded from the provisions of
the Act. This is to ensure that the Act,
as amended, shall not overlap, in respect
of the disposal of effluent, the area con-
trolled by the Swan River Conservation
Board or any future estuarian conserva-
tion authority.

T believe we, in Western Australia, can
be proud of the efforts we have made to
date to protect the environment. Certainly
the benefits accruing from the Swan River
conservation legislation are obvious to all
who use the river. It is interesting to note
that the effectiveness of this Act in con-
trolling pollution was commented upon by
the Senate subcommittee which recently
conducted an inquiry into water pollution
throughout Australia.

if we accept that the waters of the
Swan Estuary should be protected, then
there should be no denying similar protec-
tion to the other streams, rivers, lakes.
and marshes of the State.

I commend the Hill to members.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr

Moller.

FACTORIES AND SHOPS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
MR GRAYDEN (South Perth-Minister

for Labour and Industry) [8.13 p.m.): I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

In accordance with the previously an-
nounced Policy of this Government to
amend the Factories and Shops Act to
provide for more flexible trading hours
in recognised tourist resorts in country
districts, we have before us this amend-
ing Hill which is mainly to achieve that
end.
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This innovation is sure to prove most
popular and convenient in holiday and
tourist areas where Persons tend to con-
gregate in large numbers at seasonal times
of the Year, and will add to the enjoyment
of a holiday by lifting the restrictions on
shops in respect of the normal closing
hours at Present experienced.

There will be no compulsion for shops to
open for longer hours in an area once it
is declared a place where extended trading
hours are permitted. In New South Wales,
the 1969 amendments to the Factories,
Shops and Industries Act provided for the
Minister in that State to allow longer trad-
ing hours for shops outside the bigger
cities and metropolis of Sydney, Newcastle,
and Wollongong. It was conditional upon
similar criteria to that contained in the
Bill which requires a place to be in the
category of a holiday resort and in certain
periods of the year to have a holiday po-
pulation Which is larger by comparison
with its normal resident population.

The Procedure to be followed In making
application and determining such applica-
tions will be along lines similar to that
operating in New South Wales.

The local authority of a municipal dist-
rict that has a holiday resort of the nature
mentioned may apply to the Minister for
Labour and Industry for an order to allow
more flexible trading hours over a Period
or Periods of 15 weeks each year. The ex-
tent of support or concurrence of occupiers
of shops in the area or locality will need to
be specified as will the Periods, times,
and classes of goods in which it is desired
to trade. The emphasis will be on assisting
country areas; metropolitan applications
are not to be considered unless special or
exigent circumstances Prevail in. say, some
outer areas.

To allow a wider representative group to
consider applications and make recom-
mendations to the Minister, a holiday
resorts advisory committee will be formed
consisting of the existing Retail Trade Ad-
visory and Control Committee-established
under the Factories and Shops Act-en-
larged by an additional five members.

The present committee of three, as refer-
red to, is composed of the Under-Secretary
for Labour and Industry, as chairman, a
member representing the occupiers of
shops, and a third member representing
consumers. The additional five members to
be appointed by the Governor will repre-
sent-

(a) country local authorities,
(b) the tourist industry,
(c) employers in shops,
(d) employees in shops, and
(e) Purchasers of goods from shops.

The Director of Tourism will be required
to report whether the area subject to the
application is a legitimate holiday resort
fulfilling the criteria mentioned, and the

Minister, who is to be the final arbiter with
the power to make an order, will ensure
that such a report Is obtained and con-
sidered when recommendations are made
to him. The maximum periods to be al-
lotted can cover UP to 15 weeks each year
and once granted, the same periods will
apply each year, until altered or revoked
by order of the Minister.

The effect of these amendments will not
change the present situation under the
Act for certain classes shops, which already
have longer trading hours than the gen-
eral shops under section 85 of the Act and
may even be In the tourist area. These
are-

(a) exempted shops,
(b)
(c)
(d)

privileged shops,
small shops,
motor vehicle shops which have
an additional trading night on
Wednesday, and

(e) garages and service stations with
extraordinary trading hours and
roster trading.

No doubt arguments will be advanced on
this proposal of the impact upon staff,
management, and the inflationary effects
upon retail prices by the payment of pen-
alty rates of pay in accordance with In-
dustrial awards; but public convenience
must be also of paramount importance.
The fact that extended trading will be
optional once approved In tourist areas
should help alleviate difficulty which scme
business proprietors may foresee or anti-
cipate or may even experience after a
reasonable trial of extended hours.

Another important amendment included
In the Bill is to extend the secrecy pro-
visions as they relate to an inspector under
the Act so as to make It an offence to
disclose or use information concerning
manufacturing or commercial secrets or
working processes which has come to his
knowledge in the course of official dluties.
ILO Convention No. 81 (Labour Inspection)
which Australia has ratified, contains an
obligation to bind an Inspector to secrecy,
even after leaving the Public Service.

The Interpretation of section 15 of the
Act does not extend this far and it has
been necessary to rewrite it in the am-
ending Bill to allow this State to conform
to the convention.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr

Harman.

MACHINERY SAFETY BILL
Second Reading

MR GRAYDEN (South Perth-Minister
for Labour and Industry) [8.21 pm.]: I
move-

That thre Bill be now read a second
time.
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This is a Bill to repeal the inspection of
Machinery Act, 1921-1969, and to re-enact
it In a form to meet today's requirements.

With the advancement of technology,
machinery and systems have come into
common use which the current Act ab not
oriented to cover, It Is imperative for
reasons of public safety and protection of
workers that these changes and new con-
cepts be adequately covered by legisla-
tion.

As the long title of the Bill indicates,
the main provisions cover safe design, con-
struction, Installation, and operation of
machinery which in Its broad definition in-
cludes boilers, pressure vessels, cranes,
hoists, lifts, and other mechanical ap-
plances. Another important provision Is
for the inspection of such machinery and
the conditions under which it Is used for
the Protection of workers and the public
generally.

The administration of the Inspection of
Machinery Act was f or many years under
the Mines Department. However, in 1969
the branch was tranferred to the control
of the Department of Labour and Industry
and this transfer was in accord with the
general trend In Departments of Labour
and Industry in other States In Australia
where many facets of Industrial safety were
channeled into one department to avoid
overlapping of duties and multiplicity of
visits by inspectors, and to enable a more
co-ordinated approach to benefit industry,
as well as the safety of workers engaged
therein.

The provisions of this Act will apply
generally on a "mine" as defined in the
Mines Regulation Act or the Coal Mines
Regulation Act, but the Machinery Safety
Act shall not limit or affect the provisions
of those or other Acts administered by the
Minister f or Mines for regulating activities
in mining work. The exemptions given in
certain clauses In this Bill will therefore
allow those other Acts to take precedence.

The Act to be repeated dates from 1921
and had as one of its focal points the
reciprocating steam engine. This type of
machinery was used extensively In those
times In mines, pumping stations, and tim-
ber mills. Very few of such plants remain
in existence today, and the demand for
certificated men to control them is negyli-
gible.

The Bill is divided into 10 main parts
and much of the content was contained In
a similar Bill introduced into this House
in 1973. However, some important altera-
tions to that Bill have taken place and
they concern principally-

(1) Dispensing with a board of exami-
ners to examine and certificate
persons competent In the opera-
tion of various categories of
machinery and delegating such
powers to the Chief Inspector of
Machinery.

(2) Providing a right of appeal to a
board of reference when a person's
certificate of competency is can-
celled or suspended by the chief
Inspector.

(3) Providing a right of appeal to an
arbitrator or board of reference by
a person aggrieved at the order or
direction of an inspector under the
Act.

(4) Providing a right of appeal to a
local court on a question of law
which shall lie from a decision of
an arbitrator or board of refer-
ence.

(5) To exclude rural machinery from
the provisions of the Act except-

(a) for wheeled tractors of a
certain size authority will
be given to prescribe regu-
lations, similar to other
States, for the provision
of certain safety features
such as protective cabs or
frames where considered
necessary and depending
on their use. The provi-
sion of a protective cab or
frame over a driver's seat
on a tractor will be phas-
ed in and for those al-
ready in use a long phas-
ing-in period Is allowed.

(b) Where employees are en-
gaged on rural properties
and are handling certain
machinery, provision is
made f or adequate guard-
ing as a safety measure
where power take-off, fly-
wheels, belts, and chains
are in use. A period of
six months from the com-
Ing Into operation of this
Bill is allowed to enable
guarding requirements to
be complied with.

In other areas the development and Im-
provement of new plants has brought
about conditions that require the close
supervision of an Inspection authority. Such
developments include the extensive use of
high-pressure hot water boilers and pres-
sure vessels used for the transport of
chemicals and volatile gases.

The main features of the Bill are now
referred to.

In Part 1, many definitions are redefined
or added and those which relate to the
boilers, pressure vessels, and machinery
subject to this Bill, have been broadened
to include a range not covered previously.
The term "boiler" now includes these boil-
ers in which water or other liquid is heated
to a pressure above that of the atmosphere
or to a temperature above 990C. Its mean-
ing generally Is in accord with similar legis-
lation in other States and the Code of the
Standards Association of Australia.
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"Pressure vessel" includes many types of
pressure vessels which are exempt under
the present Act. The volume and pressure
limitations have been removed from the
definition, and exemptions previously given
to pressure vessels used for transport and
to vessels under pressure by liquids, in-
cluding static head pressure, have also been
removed.

Anhydrous ammonia and liquid petro-
leum gas are the two products that are
mainly transported in vessels under pres-
sure. The design and construction of these
vessels is covered in the BAA Codes 08.23-
1969 (H) and CB.20-1971 (L.P. Gas).
These vessels were previously exempt and
were therefore never subject to inspection
by departmental officers. The importance
of having the design and construction of
these vessels supervised by a statutory
authority conversant with the particular
requirements needs no emphasis.

Pull flooded hot water boilers which will
now be covered by the Bill have come into
general use as part of the air-conditioning
services installed In modemn high rise
buildings. Hospitals use high temperat-
ture, high-pressure hot water systems for
all heating purposes, such as steam genera-
tion, cooking, heating, sterilising and
laundry services, as well as air-condition-
ing.

Previously no supervision by a statutory
authority in this State has been given to
the designi, construction, and installation
of hot water boilers. Engineering require-
ments for a bailer of this type do not in
any major factor differ from those for a
high-pressure steam boiler. A disaster
resulting from the failure of a high-
pressure hot water boiler could be as great
as one resulting from the failure of a
high-pressure steam boiler.

Part II of this Bill covers briefly admin-
istration clauses. The Chief Inspector of
Machinery will be responsible to the
Under-Secretary for Labour and Industry
who is subject to the direction of the
Minister for Labour and Industry in the
implementation of the Hill.

Part Mf of the Bill is concerned with
the registration and certification of
machinery. It provides that all machinery
to which this Bill applies shall be regis-
tered and that at the time of the first
entry in the register of the particulars of
the machinery it shall be divided into two
groups.

The first group-classified group-will
Include boilers, pressure vessels, cranes,
lifts, escalators, winding engines and
other potentially hazardous machinery
which shall not be used or operated unless
a certificate of inspection, issued by the
Chief Inspector of Machinery, Is in force
authorising use to a specified date. Regis-
tration of this machinery does not need
renewal because Inspection by Inspectors
of machinery will be carried out at regular

Intervals to ensure compliance with safety
requirements and certification as to suit-
ability to use or operate. However, a
certificate must be valid and not beyond
the date of expiry for the machinery to
be lawfully used or operated.

The second group-unclassified group-
will comprise other types of machinery
not included in the classified group which
is situated in premises registered under
the Factories and Shops Act. The nature
of machinery in this group calls for in-
spection at convenient intervals only to
Provide adequate surveillance when direc-
tions can be given to the owner to comply
with requirements considered necessary at
the time.

With the unclassified group machinery,
initial registration will be necessary at the
same time as the registration of the
Premises under the Factories and Shops
Act is being first made or renewed and
subsequently also, renewal of registration
of both machinery and premises can be
done by the occupier at the one time.

In arranging the two groups in this way,
better utilisation of inspectors should be
accomplished and less interruption to in-
dustry should occur by avoidance of over-
lapping on the visits of different inspectors.

It will be an offence for a person to use
and operate machinery subject to this Hill.
which has not been registered, or which
does not carry a current certificate of in-
spection unless he has otherwise been
authorised in writing by the chief inspec-
tor to do so. A certificate of registration
or a certificate of inspection may be
suspended or cancelled by an inspector
where he considers that in the interest
of safety it should be done, and for the
same reason inspections may be carried
out otherwise than at the Prescribed
intervals.

Part IV deals with inspection and it lists
the powers and duties of those inspectors
appointed. Inspectors holding appoint-
ment under the existing Act shall, without
further appointment, be deemed to hold
office under this Bill. Provision is made
for any person who is an inspector under
the Factories and Shops Act, 1963, or the
Construction Safety Act, 1972, to be ap-
pointed by the Minister to be an inspector
of machinery for such a period and to
carry out such duties as assigned to him
by the chief Inspector.

This will result in inspectors of the De-
Partmnent of Labour and Industry having
greater flexibility in their duties and
should minimise duplication of inspections
by allowing, at least many of the lesser
matters to be attended by one person. Of
course, more important or more technical
inspections from which may issue orders
and directions to the owner concerning
defective or dangerous machinery will be
done by properly qualified inspectors.
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The principal functions of an inspector
w ill be to promote the safety of workmen
engaged on machinery, to advise on safe
practices in respect of the operation of
machinery and to ensure compliance by all
concerned with the provisions of the Bill.
He will also be required to investigate
and report on accidents caused by
machinery and to take measures to prevent
or limit the occurrence of such accidents.

The security of trade secrets is safe-
guarded by providing for heavy penalties
for any officer who divulges or uses in-
formation relating to any business that
has been supplied to him or obtained by
him under this Bill. Such information
may be disclosed only in connection with
the execution of his duties in giving effect
to the objects of the Bill or with the prior
consent of the owner of the business to
which the information relates.

Part V of the Hill relates to the issue of
certificates of competency and to the ma&-
chinery which should be under the control
of a certificated operator.

The type of machinery to which this
Part of the Bill will have application is
detailed as well as that machinery which
is excluded from the provisions of certifi-
cated operators.

The categories of certificates of com-
petency are explained together with the
limitations, restrictions, and conditions
which are imposed when applied to various
types of boilers, engines, cranes, etc. While
the formula for determining their limits
has in some Instances been changed due
to the changeover to the metric system
and the adoption of national criteria,
there has been little change in the sizes
and types of machinery that will require
certificated operators.

Those boilers and engines which pre-
viously were not required to be under cer-
tificated control, will, in most instances,
enjoy the same exemptions provided that
safety requirements are fitted as pre-
rcribed.

An internal combustion engine, for ex-
ample, of not more than 1 290 square cen-
timetres cylinder area is exempt but this
same type of engine of bigger size will also
be exempt so long as prescribed auto-
matic controls and fail safe devices are
fitted. This will benefit the many installa-
tions in remote areas where the require-
ments for continual certificated control
cannot be justified and becomes, in fact,
an operational and economic burden on
industry.

It will be an offence for a person to
operate any machinery to which this part
of the Bill applies unless he is the holder
of a certificate of competency issued by
the chief inspector relative to that ma-
chinery. He shall not at any time absent
himself from that machinery, when it Is
under working conditions, unless relieved

by a Person who is competent and auth-
orised under the Bill to do so. New certifi-
cates provided for are-

(I) welder's certificate

(ii) welding supervisor's certificate.

The qualifications for these certificates
will be relative to the boiler and pressure
vestel construction industry and other
special type work, such as cranes I abri-
eated from special steels. Although the Bill
provides that welders be certificated for
this special work it does not mean that the
examination is mandatory for all welders.

Western Australia is the only State
where examination and certification of
welders is not carried out by a statutory
authority- At present the Australian Weld-
ing Institute conducts one examination a
year, largely by the good graces of those
firms which are contributing to it as mem-
bers and sustaining the institute and by
the use of the facilities of a technical
college.

The Standards Association of Australia
Code (CB.14) relevant to the construction
of boilers and Pressure vessels lays down
that welding operations in accordance
wvith the code be carried out by persons
qualified to its standard. Other State
inspecting authorities in Australia conform
to the requirements of the code and it is
intended to put this into more effective
practice in this State.

It Is fitting therefore that this Bill pro-
vides for the Chief Inspector of Machinery
to administer the scheme for certification
of specialist welders and welding super-
visors.

Part VI provides for the right of appeal
by an aggrieved party to the Minister for
Labour and Industry against firstly, the
order or direction given by an inspector,
or secondly, a decision by the chief in-
spector to cancel or suspend a person's
certificate of competency.

The Minister shall refer the appeal first
mentioned to an arbitrator technically
qualified in relation to the matter or to a
board of reference. The appeal concerning
a certificate of competency shall be re-
ferred to a board of reference.

An appeal also lies on the question of
law from any finding of an arbitrator or
board of reference to a magistrate of the
Perth Local Court. but in all other re-
spects the decision is final and shall be
given effect according to its tenor by the
parties to the appeal.

The magistrate at the Local Court hear-
ing an appeal may confirm, vary or set
aside the decision appealed against and
his decision shall be final.

Part VII of the Bill relates to the re-
sponsibilities of owners of machinery so
as to ensure it is maintained in a safe and
serviceable condition and that working
places are kept in a safe and orderly con-
dition. The Provisions to keep the ma-
chinery safe and serviceable are extended
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also to any person, who as a dealer, sells,
leases, or hires machinery, or to any manu-
facturer, installer, or repairer of ma-
chinery when it is in their control and
capable of being used.

Under the existing Act the owner only
is responsible for safety of the machinery
so the new provisions place an onus more
widely on other parties involved in the
interests of safety of the workers, the pub-
lic generally, and users of the machinery.

Provision is made to have every danger-
ous part of any machine adequately fenced
or guarded or made rafe. All fences,
guards, or safety devices shall be sub-
stantially constructed, constantly main-
tained and kept in position while the ma-
chine is in use. A person who wilfully
interferes with any safety device in such
a manner as to render the machine dan-
gerous commits an offence which carries
a heavy penalty.

It is further required that before any
Person can begin any construction, manu-
facture, erection, repair, or modification to
the main structure, safety devices, or other
safeguards of any boiler, pressure vessel,
lift, crane, escalator, hoist or winding en-
gine, written approval must be obtained
from the chief inspector. Before written
approval will be issued, all plans, specifi-
cations, drawings, and design calculations
relevant to the matter concerned must be
submitted to the chief inspector.

Protection equipment is to be provided,
or caused to be provided, by the employer
for each workman engaged on machinery,
where such equipment is prescribed for
that machinery. It will be an offence
for any workman to fail to wear or use
such equipment or fall to carry out, or
render ineffective, any safety measures
provided by his employer as required.

Part VII outlines the obigations of the
owner tn renort accidents that occur, or
arise out of, or in connection with the
installation, working, or motion of
machinery, of any kind whatever. The
requirements for Accident reporting are
based on the specifications of the BAA
Codes CZ.6 for Industrial accidents and
will permit Investigation to determine the
causes of the accident.

Accidents involving damage or breakage
to any vital part of any machinery, boiler,
Pressure vessel, crane, hoist, lift, escala-
tor, or winding engine, must be reported
to the chief inspector whether or not any
person has been killed or injured. No
person is to interfere with the machinery
concerned, in any accident, except to save
life or relieve suffering, to prevent damage
to property or to stop the machinery, un-
less authorised by an Inspector or a mem-
ber of the Police Force.

Part IX of the Bill explains its effect
upon machinery used in the rural indus-
try. Earlier in the Bill In clause 6 a
definition of rural Industry is given and

takes in farms, orchards, vineyards, agri-
cultural and pastoral holdings where per-
sons are engaged for hire or reward.
whether as employees or otherwise.

Exemption is given in regard to regis-
tration of machinery and Its certification
by Inspectors as well as the need for cer-
tificate of competency to operate it. al-
though some aspects of accidents will have
to be reported to the chief inspector.
Machinery used for domestic purposes or
driven by wind or small electric motors
of any motor vehicles will be exempt.

As mentioned previously, for machinery
driven by a prime mover or internal com-
bustion engine or by electricity which in-
volves Power take-off or the use of fly-
wheels, belts, chains, and fans, guarding
Provisions will be applicable to safeguard
employees using such machinery.

Where no employees are engaged on
rural properties all machinery will be
exempt, but the Act provides that certain
sized tractors-this excludes small trac-
tors and those used Inside buildings and
on orchards-will be subject to certain
safety requirements and provision Is made
for the phasing in of safety features when
applied to rural machinery.

Part X of the Bill deals with enforce-
ment of its Provisions, Penalties, and regu-
lation-making powers. The latter is widely
expressed to prepare for the administer-
ig processes, etc., which are quite wide
in implementing procedures to cover
machinery safety.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned for one week,

motion by Mr Harman.
on

BILLS (2): ASSENT
Message from the Lieutenant-Governor

and Administrator received and read noti-
fying assent to the following Bills-

1. Acts Amendment (Judicial Salaries
and Pensions) Bill.

2. Dongara-Eneabba Railway Hill.

BILLS (3): MESSAGES
Appropriations

Messages from the Lieutenant-Governor
received and read recommending appro-
priations for the purposes of the follow-
ing Bills-

1. Superannuation and Family Benefits
Act Amendment Bill.

2. Perth Mint Act Amendment Bill.
3. Machinery Safety Bill.

APPROPRIATION BILL
(CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND)

Second Reading

Debate resumed from the 22nd October.
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MR A. R. TONKIN (Morley) [8.47
p.m.]: I want to deal with a matter which
I believe is of the greatest concern to the
people of Australia and Indeed of the
world, because I consider there is every
indication that fascism could flourish not
only in this country but also In other
countries, and it is up to us to see to It
that we are aware of the dangers in-
volved; aware of what this canker in the
body poittic is like, so that we may combat
it.

I indicate that I am not particularly
fond of discussing this subject, but I will
Quote William Shakespeare who, in King
Lear said-

The weight of this sad time we must
obey:

Speak what we feel, not what we
ought to say.

In dealing with this topic, first of all I
want to deal with the evidence of it In
Australia, and the evidence of it overseas.
Secondly, I want to deal briefly with the
anatomy of fascism, because It needs to
be recognised. Thirdly, I want to indicate
some of the noted methods which such a
totalitarian regime could use to fasten it-
self upon a citizenry.

Finally I want to deal with the political
and social climate which I believe indicates
that such a disease is likely to strike.

I was interested to note the opinion of
Mr Vincent Tllsley, lecturer in politics
at the University of Western Australia.
He indicated that, in his opinion, the
political climate made more likely a para-
military takeover in Australia than in
Britain. He felt that Australia's attitude
of, "It cannot happen here" was some-
thing that made Australians Particularly
complacent. I now quote from an article
that was published in The Sunday Times
of the 1st September in which Mr Vincent
Tllsley Is quoted as saying-

"They seem conditioned-
By "they" he was referring to Australians.
Continuing-

-to being over-governed, with a re-
spect for authoritarianism which could
date from colonial or even convict
days."

He went on to say that politics in Aus-
tralia was well to the right of politics
in the United Kingdom. In addition we
have had overt fascist organisations in
Australia. I want to Indicate later on that
we cannot expect these people to wear
swastikas on their arms and identify
themselves. We need to know the nature
of the beast that is before us.

There have been overt fascist parties
In Australia, and they included the Aus-
tralian Party. I emphasise that this party
has no relationship with the Australia
Party that is now functioning. The overt
fascist parties also included the Australian
National Socialist Party, the National

Socialist Party of Australia, the Hungarist
Movement, and the Australian Nationalist
Workers' Party.

To give an example of the kind of party
propaganda that has been disseminated
by these overt fascist organisations, I draw
attention to the following-

How much do you owe the Jews
in hire-purchase debts?

Australians owe $505 million in
hire-purchase debts.

The second part answers the question in
the first part. Another example of this
type of propaganda is--

How many Australians are unem-
ployed due to the Jewish credit
squeeze?

Over 100 000 Australians are un-
employed.

That was a few years ago.
The fascist organisations of various kinds,

overt and not so overt, were active in
the racist Vietnam War. Arthur Smith,
who was a member of the Australian
National Socialist Party, stated that he
was approached by some Liberals in 1968.
some of whom were branch presidents in
New South Wales. He claimed he was to
use his Press and storm troopers in ex-
change for cash and favours.

His first Job for the Liberals was at a
pro-Rhodesia, anti-British demonstration
outside the British Commercial Offces in
Sydney: and he was also required at a
meeting condeiming Francis James. Smith
claimed he was paid $100, and was as-
sured that bail and fines would be paid.
H-is main function was to swell the num-
bers. He claimed he had 30 members at
a pro-Vietnam rally organised by the
Young Liberals at Rose Bay in New South
Wales.

Smith stated that for this co-operation
he received a number of payments. He
referred to a carefully framed directive
from the New South Wales Government
to the Police Force of that State, which
was in the following terms-

Every political party has the right
to operate openly without interference.

Smith interpreted this order as, "Don't
ride the Nazis too hard".

Smith claimed that his biggest Job was
In June, 1960, which we know was the
height of the disgraceful racist Vietnam
War, when a certain political party gained
a great number of seats out of the hysteria
which was prevalent in Australia at the
time. Smith claimed further that in 1966
a faction of the Liberal Party was trying
to get Harold Holt replaced by Fatrhall.
The Nazis used the Press to print propa-
ganda attacking Bolt and praising Fair-
hall. Smith also spoke at a number of
demonstrations and Public meetings. The
move was still under way when Holt disap-
peared.
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These facts were published in Truth In
1969.

Mr Clarko: That would be a great
source!I

Mr A. R. TONKIN: Yes, but where are
the repudiations? I have looked for them.
In March, 1909, Smith was paid $1 000 to
attack three Jewish members ofl Parlia-
ment. The Nazis were active at the South
African women's basketball match in
Sydney in support of racists and carried
anti-Communist and anti-Jewish slogans.
They were also very active during the
South African cricket tour of 1971.

They compiled a death list, and that
list Included Senator George Georges, Don
Dunstan, and certain Jewish leaders. Com-
Ing to more recent times we witnessed the
overt racist campaign in the Riverina elec-
tion, and this campaign helped to unseat
the then sitting member, Al Grasaby, who
was the Minister for Immigration and was
closely associated with the Labor Party's
Immigration policy.

Mr Clarko: He unseated himself.

Mr A, R, TONflN: That is the opinion
of the honourable member. I know that a
certain political party gained from that
racist campaign, because it was able to
win the seat. A Conservative Immigration
movement pamphlet was quoted during the
Riverina campaign. We remember that in
this State the Conservative immigration
movement campaign tried to get Eric
Langhorn elected to Parliament in 1970.

Mr Young: Could I ask you this?!

Mr A. R. TONKIN: No, because I do not
have the time unless the honourable mem-
ber can guarantee me an extension of time.
I have a lot of material to get through.
I nlow refer to the Immigration Control
Association In New South Wales- The Pre-
sident, Mr W. Robert Clark. was treasurer
of the Australia-Rhodesia Association In
Sydney. This was a racist organisation,
and all through we can see racist over-
tones.

Many members of the Australian
National Socialist Party and the National
Socialist Party of Australia have attended
Australia-Rhodesia Association meetings.
We all know that the Rhodesian regime
under Ian Smith is openly racist. I would
now like to quote from the newspaper of
the Australian National Socialist Party,
Australia Awake-

When Ian Smith declared Rhodesia
to be an Independent State, the race-
mixers of the world went crazy-Today
the Smith Government is stronger
than ever. And rightly so-Austra-
lians should remember that If Rhodesia
is scarificed to the jackals of inter-
nationalism it will be only a short time
before our own nation will be sacri-
ficed.

es)

That Is the opinion of the Australian
National Socialist Party. It is all right for
some people to be facetious about this sub-
ject, but I would point out to them that
I am quoting the opinion of the Austra-
lian National Socialist Party.

Mr Clarko: if one of your history stu-
dents used that source for information you
would be put out.

Mr A. RI. TONKIN: If one of my his-
tory students quoted something from a
Nazi newspaper it would be an impeccable
source to show the ideology of that party.
I have been quoting from the Australia
Awake; in the report the views towards
the Rhodesian regime are set out. If I am
not to believe what the Nazis Indicate Is
their policy in that type of document them
I cannot believe anything. What is wrong
with doing that?

I now turn to the League of Rights.
Doug Anthony describes the league as
having tended to be pro-Nazi and anti-
semitic. Eric Butler, 'who is the league's
national director, is the author of a mag-
azine, The International Jew. Mrs Bjelke-
Petersen was quite proud of the fact
that she subscribed to the league's fort-
nightly newspaper, Ladies Line.

Gibbett, a well known Nazi in the East-
ern States who has appeared on television
and has been quoted in newspaper re-
ports, and so forth, had this to say-

The league is obviously very sym-
pathetic to us, Nazis. The only di-
ference is that at league meetings
there are no flags, no uniforms and
no reference to Adolf Hitler. But we
talk about the same things.

To be fair to the league, it has always
expelled overt Nazis and it has denied any
connection with them, while propagating
many Ideas that are, quite frankly, fas-
cist.

Gibbett, a Queensland Nazi, is a mem-
ber of the Queensland Social Credit
League, and also of the Australian League
of Rights. Coming to more modern times
we have the situation where Michael
Darby of New South Wales has been
proud to announce himself as a leader of
a vigilante army in that State which is
training to prevent a takeover by the
Communists. Darby is the son of a ib-
eral member of Parliament. He was also
the candidate for the Liberal Party con-
testing the seat of Werriwa held by the
Prime Minister. He was a captain In the
Army.

The Bulletin of September, 1974, indi-
cated-

Mr Clarko: You are getting better.
Mr A. S. TONKIN: -that Darby was,

in fact, training a vigilante army in New
South Wales. To quote the flatly News of
the 12th September-I am not sure
whether I am getting better-
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Mr Clarko: You said that, had been elected In 1972. once again the
Mr A. Rt. TONKIN: The Daily News of

the 12th September refused to deny any-
thing. In August of this year the New
South Wales branch of the RSL said that
members would be armed, uniformed, and
trained. If that does not indicate the
danger of fascism then I would like to
know what It does!I That was reported in
the Daily News of the 10th September of
this year.

Under fascism there are usually armed
mobs in conjunction with the iron heel of
the State; and we have seen the Iron heel
of the State In Western Australia with
the fuel Bill. This was also designed to
Stop Communism and was frankly aimed
against trade unionism.

I would remind members that the num-
ber In the New Guard in New South Wales
in 1932 reached 50 000. Consequently it is
not realistic to say that these things
cannot happen here because in 1932 in our
country that was quite overtly fascist.
Those in the New Guard wore uniforms
and were responsible for violence and for
breaking the laws of the land.

I believe that those on the "Right" -and
especially the extreme "Right-say, "We
believe in democracy", but they add sotto
voce, "if we win!" Those on the "Right"
believe in democracy if they win. In Chile,
Allende was democratically elected, but
he was overthrown by the Army, and the
Army and the extreme "Right" In Chile
were Prepared to accept elections until a
Marxist was elected and then of course
they destroyed the Allende Government.

We saw this situation between 19'?1 and
1974 in this State when the Liberal and
Country Parties said, "We believe in dem-
ocracy and we believe we should have an
election", but when Labor won they used
the Legislative Council to see to it that the
Government did not get too much legisla-
tion through. So once again the "Right"
said, "Yes, have an election by all means,
but if You win you will get nowhere."

Mr Clarke: That Is a grave distortion.
Mr A. Rt. TONKIN: We have seen this

In 1974 when the Liberal Party Is not pre-
pared to accept the Australian people's
decision which was to give the majority
vote to the Australian Labor Party, because
it will not allow the Federal Government
to develop its policies. Jim Killen, a man
In the Liberal Party whom one can res-
pect, would agree that it would be a
danger to the democratic system if the
Senate uses the power which it was never
intended the Senate should have.

Mr Young: Do you know what Jim K11-
len was called? He was called the little
Hitler.

Mr A. R. TONKIN: That may be so.
but he believes that the use of the Senate
to bring down the Government is a wrong
use of its constitutional Power, but we saw
that happen in 1974 after a Government

"Right' wing said, "We will have an elec-
tion, but if the other side wins, we will
make sure the Government will not be
able to govern." The "Right" does not
really believe in democrary, but uses it as
a facade. It pretends It believes in demo-
cracy to ingratiate itself in people's minds,
but it will not allow democracy to work.

Only a few days ago a group calling It-
self Freedom from Unions Liberaionists
bombed the Trades Hall in Adelaide. Once
again we saw the great hatred directed
against trade unions and 'we saw the ex-
treme "Right" in action in the bombing of
the Trades Hall. Consequently there is
every reason to believe that fascism is a
danger In Australia.

If we look overseas at so-canled
democratic countries we see further evid-
ence and we cannot go far past Senator
Joe McCarthy. No demagogue in American
history had a surer or safer access to the
dark areas of the American mind. He
seemed to be able to plumb those depths
and became the real ruler of the United
States, as I will indicate. Truman and
Eisenhower were held captive by him and
did not dare do things which otherwise
they would have done.

In 1953. when Eisenhower had negotiated
the Korean armistice, Truman said, "I
would not have dared to negotiate or stop
a war" -ln which thousands of American
lives were being lost-"because McCarthy
would have had me." That was a state-
ment by Truman who indicated he would
not have been able to do it because hie was
a Democrat and McCarthy, of course, was
a Republican, and It would have been fur-
ther "proof" of softness towards Commun-
Ism. This gives an idea of the tremendous
hysteria which the extreme "night" can
invoke.

Dean Acheson and General George
Marshall, both Secretaries of State, said
they would never consider recognition of
China or support Its admission to the
United Nations Organisation. I remember
that when I was a student of the 'Uni-
versity of Western Australia in 1952 or
1953, an American professor visited us and
at that time I thought that a professor
from the United States might be an acad-
emic in the true sense of the word and
somehow might be a little above party
politics, so I asked him how long It would
be before he could see a recognition of
China by the American Government; and
he said, "I cannot see it. I just cannot see
it ever happening. I cannot see it being
debated." He did not see anything wrong
with that. He did not comment on his
country's stupidity or hysteria.

As I said, Dean Acheson and General
George Marshall both said they would never
consider recognition of China or support
its admission to the UNO. They further
said that the question had never been dis-
cussed in the State Department, and that
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was an utter untruth. These matters had
been discussed in the State Department,
but so powerful was Joe McCarthy that
they were not brave enough to dare admit
that they had ever discussed the matter
In the State Department. They further
said that the United States would never
-and I emphasise the word "never" -
recognise China, They were in no position
to promise in perpetuity what the Ameri-
can Government would do in the future,
but this is what they said and they were
generated by fear- Pear of McCarthy
penetrated into both parties and this Is a
terrible indictment.

Eisenhower's proudest boast after his
first four months of office was that 1 456
Federal workers had been sacked. After
four months In office Eisenhower Indicated
that that was his achievement-he had
sacked 1 456 Federal workers. instead of
repudiating such a measure of achieve-
ment, the Democrats Indicated they would
have done better than that; yet not one
of those people had been a member of the
Communist Party. This gives an Idea of
the way In which the extreme "Right" can
whip up hysteria; and, as I will mention
later when I talk about the anatomy of
fascism, they are Irrational. That is the
difference between the right and the left
--one Is rational and the other is irra-
tional.

Joe McCarthy did not use Jews as ascapegoat. Other people took the part of
scapegoats which irrational people must
have because If they are irrational and are
not prepared to look at problems ration-
ally they have to have someone to blame.
Hitler blamed the Jews and McCarthy
blamed the liberal Intelligentsia. In that
role he was supported by compulsive
haters In the same way as were those
following fascism in the 1O30s and 1940s.
In this State we see the same hatred of
Canberra and the unions.

Many respectable Republicans realised
that McCarthy was a scoundrel and a liar.
Nevertheless, they used him because they
saw McCarthy as a way by which the
Democrats could be unhorsed. We have
seen People in this State flirting with
secession, not because they believe In It,
but because they see it as a way to
denigrate the Australian Government. Mc-
Carthy sent up such vast and billowing
clouds of smoke that many people decided
there must be a fire underneath. He was
popular amongst Texas oilmen who
showered him with gifts such as Cadillacs
and baubles of various kinds.

In 1954 a poll was taken of the American
people. Fifty per cent of Americans had
a favourable opinion of McCarthy; 21 per
cent bad no opinion; and 29 per cent had
an unfavourable opinion of him. This Is
something which Is forgotten about dema-
gogues and something which is forgotten
about dictators: they are tremendousily
popular.

The Chief Justice of the United States,
at the time, said that if the Bill of Rights
was put to the vote it would be lost. That
was the effect of McCarthyism: If the Bill
of Rights was put to the vote it would be
lost. That was a terrible period of history.
The Chief of 02, which was the Army
intelligence, Corliss Lamnont, was removed
from offce by the President. Why? He was
removed because his name was In a biblio-
graphical citation in a study of Siberian
folkways which he had never seen. But his
name was mentioned in a bibliography as
being an authority on Siberia and for that
reason, Siberia being behind the iron cur-
tain, he was removed from office. Jobs
were lost because on the shelves of the
International Information Administration
were detective stories written by pro-
Communist authors.

I mention these matters to give some
idea of the hysteria which cant exist. We
have seen examples of this hysteria almost
every time the Premier gets up to answer
a question. In an hysterical manner he
talks about the Australian Government.

Mr Ridge: The Federal Government.

Mr A. R. TONKIN: McCarthy, like
Napoleon, saw power as a violin and some-
thing upon which to play. What is re-
markable about McCarthy, I suggest, is
that like many demagogues he was ohiefly
armed with the timidity of his opponents.
People were prepared to be stampeded
into foolish and irrational hysteria.. He
believcd in the expression, "The fault, dear
Brutus, is not in our stars but in our-
selves."

I see signs, as many other people do.
of a resurgence of McCarthyism in Aus-
tralia, and elsewhere. Coming now to more
modern times, we observed William Calley,
who was responsible for the deaths of
over 100 men, women, and children at My
Lai, being pardoned by the President of
the United States. Germans were hanged
for doing just that so quite obviously it
seems to be a case of if the Germans do
something they will be punished, because
we won the war, but William Calley is a
hero. Hie has had folk songs written about
him.

Hundreds of letters have poured Into
the White House asking the President to
pardon that man, so we have that act
against humanity being condoned.

Mr Young: The member does not think
that is typical of the American attitude
towards Calley, does he?

Mr A. R. TONKIN: Does the member
opposite realise that the number of letters
written in support of Calley outnumber by
hundreds those written against him?

Mr Young: But the lunatic fringe
minority do that sort of thing. It is not
typical of the average American.
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Mr A. R. TONKIN: I can only answer against the President's decision and Galley
that on the basis of the evidence that the
President is in the game of politics. Why
would the President fly in the face of the
American people to Pardon him? Why
would he do everything in his power to
let Galley off the hook?

Mr Davies: They lost the war.
Mr A. R. TONKIN: I will mention the

incident of the Kent State University
where the students were asking for an end
to the war. They were unarmed but four
of them were shot down by the National
Guard. I believe that two of the victims
were girls. That is the kind of force which
the "Right" uses. We read history books,
written by biased people about the reign
of terror during the French revolution in
1794, and about the terror of the civil war
in 1870-71. The latter, which was
reactionary terror, claimed more lives. The
reactionary right has shown its capacity to
destroy to a shocking extent, and recently
we saw an example in Chile.

In the United Kingdom-which is re-
garded by many People as the home of
democracy-Colonel David Stirling has an
army which he calls GB7S.

Mr Sibson: That sounds like a radio
station.

Mr Hartrey: Or like a racehorse.
Mr A. R. TONKIN: People with the in-

telligence of the member opposite would
not be able to decide where fascism ap-
plied. How some creatures are able to
get into this place and represent people
is an absolute scandal.

General Sir Walter Walker has formed
an army called Unison, and he is prepar-
Ing to march. So we see here two organisa-
tions--quite unofficial private armies-
preparing to take over. An article ap-
peared in the journal of the "Right Wing
Monday Club Group" stating that the
Army distrusted the Labor Government
and was prepared to disobey Its orders.
That was stated in The West Australian
of the 5th September, 1974.

Students of history will know the im-
portance of the Army when Hitler took
over in Germany. Although he was demo-
cratically elected, without the cognisance
of the Army he would never have become
Chancellor. We cannot expect fascists to
wear an arm band so that we can recognise
them.

I wanted to speak on the anatomy of
fascism because it is important for all
Australians to recognise It.

Mr Young: Before the member proceeds,
could he tell us when Galley was pardoned?

Mr A. Rt. TONKIN: Calley has been par-
doned to the extent that the American
President directed that he be taken
out of the normal compound and put under
house arrest. He may not have been tech-
nically pardoned. The Army appealed

had to report each day. The member op-
posite can check on that. The President
has gone as far as possible.

Mr Young: Can the member say for an
absolute fact that the President approved
the original court martial?

Mr A. Rt. TONKIN: That was one of the
last acts of President Nixon. The member
opposite can do some research for him-
self. I think he will find that in essence
I am right although technically I may not
be completely accurate.

Mr Sibson:
of fascism in
per cent or 10

What is the percentage
Australia today? Is it 1
per cent?

Mr Hartrey: About 15 per cent.
Mr A. Rt. TONKIN: That is a relevant

question.
Mr Young: That would make about half

the Labor Party supporters fascists.
Mr A. Rt. TONKIN: We are in a dynamic

situation,' and at present the support is very
low. But given the impotence of a Gov-
ernment, mass depression, various attacks
upon standards of living and the right
Political climate, the percentage could in-
crease.

When one looks at the history of Ger-
many, which is supposedly the classic case,
one notes the support Hitler received in
1930, when he seemed to be a spent force
and many Nazi leaders were prepared to
give the game away. Goebbels says in his
diary that they were on the downgrade In
1930: yet in 1933 Hitler became Chancellor.

We are in a dynamic situation. I do
not know what the support Is now, but
if one walked up to many people in the
street and ascertained the way they think
and the premises underlying their political
Judgment, one could see potential fascists,
given the right political climate.

I would now like to speak about what I
call the anatomy of fascism. it is Irratio-
nalism or anti-intellectualism. Rational
thought is replaced by inspiration, Intui-
tion, force, or will. Mussolini said, "My
Programme is action not thought." On an-
other occasion he said, "No dogma: dis-
cipline will suffice." The word "discipline"
occurred over and over again in fascist
ideology. Hitler's famous comment was,
"We think with our blood.".

The National Socialist Bulletin of April,
1971, said-

Many on the fringes want to join
us but within them there is ranging a
tug of war between rationalism and
Instinct but in the end instinct will
triumph.

Irrationalism, leads to the use of scape-
goats. One has to find someone to blame.
If one does not use rational thought-by
which man has Progresed-to find out
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what Is wrong with things, it Is conve-
nient to blame someone, and it Is prefer-
able if that someone Is defeniceless and one
can lay one's bands upon him with im-
punity. In Germany it was the Jew, and
in the United States of America It was
the Negro. We know about the Ku Klux
Klan, the fascist organisation which has
murdered hundreds of American Negroes.
frratlonalism leads to racism.

A 19th century satire entitled "The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion" mentioned
the "sinister real purpose of underground
railways". The new underground railways
were seen to be part of a Jewish plot.
but as more and more of them were built
that idea was discarded. inconsistency
is no Problem to the irrationalist. "The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion" was re-
quired reading in Nazi Germany, The
anti-Jewish Henry Ford spend a great
deal of his fortune distributing It in the
USA, and Eric Butler of the Australian
League of Rights has propagated It in the
subtitle of his book The international Jew,
which is "The Truth About the Protocols
of Zion".

I would like to quote from an article
by Tom Graham, a Queensland Nazi. The
article Is entitled "A Guide to Racial Phy-
sique". It might have been very funny
before Belsen and Auschwitz, but today
we do not find anything funny in It.
He wrote-

The Jews: They are a people bound
together by religion and made up of
a mixture of races, mostly all bad:
well and truly a racial mixture of
the worst order and a grave danger
to the world, a living example of the
tragic dangers of niongrelisatlon. Fish
eyes, therefore bulging eyes; this is
Jew or Jew strain. Body bird-shaped,
therefore chest out, stomach in and
behind sticking out- Steely bluish
look on face of a person denotes Jew
or nigger strain; this look can be
noticed especially when they have
just finished shaving. Thick ankles
in women, this denotes Jewess. When
looking a person full in the face, if
they have the look of a koala bear
or teddy bear this denotes Jew. Jew-
ish humour Is always sexual perversity.
If one sees a person of Mongolian fea-
tures in a country where there are no
Mongolians. this denotes Jew; Jews
got their broad noses from the Mon-
golians. People who waddle like a
duck, this is Jew, If , when smiling, top
lip Is pointed downwards like a mouse.
this is Jew. Surrealist art Is Jewish,
being the cult of the ugly. The mental
make-up of the Jew is of enclosed
space. Jews practise child murder as
a, religious rite. Jews who are ex-
tremely small are of the pygmy strain.
Stomach that points downwards is
Jew. Hooded eyelids is also Jewish.

That was written by an Australian within
the last 10 years and it was published
In Australia.

Mr Clarko: The chief persecuters of the
Jews are socialists, whether national
socialists or Russian socialists.

Mr A. 'U. TONKIN:, The ideology of the
fascist is a harking back to the Past,
usually a mythical past. Hitler believed
he was the Heilich Kaiser who would
rescue Germany-a kind of King Arthur
legend, only he took it rather seriously.
The function of a myth is mass inspira-
tion and it Is not subject to scientific
analysis or rational discussion, We have
a very good example in Himniler, Hitler's
Chief of Police, who at midnight on every
anniversary of the death of Henry the
Fowler, a 10th century king, would go to
the crypt of Quedlinburg Cathedral and
there renew his vow to carr on Henry
the Fowler's anti-Slav Crusade.

The SPEAKER: The honourable mem-
ber has five minutes more.

Mr A. R, TONKIN: Thank you. Mr
Speaker. Another feature of fascism is
absolutism, with the emphasis on the
supremacy of the leader; hence an em-
phasis on discipline. It Is an authori-
tarian attitude based on military disci-
pline and a belief In the virtues of
responsibility and obedience. As the
leader Is the source of the law he is
above the law. The standards of conduct
demanded of the citizen are not expected
of the leader.

Another feature of fascist ideology is
organlcism--a belief that the state is more
important than the Individual.

Mr Clarko: That Is socialism.
Mr A. R. TONKIN: The Nazi concept

of legality was--
All means, even if they are not in

conformity with existing laws and
precedents, are legal If they subserve
the will of the Fuehrer.

That was what Hitler said In October,
1938. No appeals were possible against
Gestapo directives, and courts were de-
barred from setting them aside or revis-
ing them. This reminds me of the recently
passed Fuel, Energy and Power Resources
Act Amendment Bill, which contains no
provision for appeal to the courts. Under
Adolf Hitler labour was deprived of its
Independent role, trade unions were abol-
ished, and the leaders were gaoled.

It is very Interesting to note the attitude
of the Nazis. The Department of Social
Work of the UniversIty of Sydney put a
questionnaire to Nazis and a similar num-
ber of students as a control group.

The SPEAKER: Would the member for
Ascot try to avoid getting between the
Speaker and the member who is speaking.
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Mr A. R. TONKIN: The question they
were asked was, "Which political party
would you prefer?" The result was-

Students control group-
Australia Party I
Liberal Party 2
ALP ... .3
Country Party 4
DLP 5
Communist Party 6

Nazis-
Liberal Party I
DLP 2
Country Party 3
Australia Party 4
ALP 5
Communist Party - .. 6

The student control group was asked the
most preferred Australians, and it answered
as follows-

Don flunstan
Bill Peach
Evonne Goolagong
Jim Cairns ..
Sir Robert Mvenzies

The Nazi group replied as follows-

2
3
4

Sir Robert Menzies ... 1
John Gorton .. ... 2
William McMahon 3
Santainaria ... 4
Sir Henry Bolte ... 5

Mr Clarko: What happened to Evonne
Goolagong?

Mr A. R. TONKIN: The Nazis do flat
think much of her-she is black, remem-
ber?

When asked the most preferred overseas
persons, the students said-

Indira Gandhi1
U. Thant-2
Rudolf Nuryev 3
Pierre Trudeau ... 4
Daniel Ellsberg .. 5

And the Nazi group replied-
Ian Smith _. .. 1
John Wayne - . 2
Enoch Powell -. 3
Ian Paisley 4
Richard Nixon 5
Spiro Agnew5

The students and the Nazis were asked,
"What would you do with extremist groups?
Would you permit them to carry on their
activities without hindrance?" Of the
student group, 45 per cent answered "Yes",
but not one Nazi answered "Yes."

The groups were then asked, "Would you
place the extremists under surveillance
where necessary, but otherwise leave them
alone?" Of the students who were asked
this question. 38 per cent said "Yes", and
21 per cent of the Nazis said "Yes."

The next question asked was, "Should
the extremists be under surveillance. but
be denied publicity, and their public acti-
vities controlled?" Twelve per cent of the
students answered "Yes", and 21 Per cent
of the Nazi group answered "Yes."

When asked, "Should they be banned
completely?" 25 per cent of the students
answered "Yes", and 58 per cent of the
Nazis answered "Yes."

When asked questions about other
issues, the replies were as follows--

Students Nazis

Less Censorship 71i 31
Increased Penalties

for Marihuana Use 12 90
Sympathy for Wom-

en's Lib .. 51 3
Legalisation Homo-

sexual Relations
Between Consent-
ing Adults

The Retention of
Death Penalty
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The SPEAKER: Order! The member's

time has expired.

MRt SIBSON (Bunbury) [9.33 pan.): I
rise to support the Bill before the House.
I have prepared certain notes, but before
I turn to these I would like to comment
on the speech made by the member for
Morley. I f all to see how the gabble we
heard in the last 45 minutes has anything
to do with the Budget.

Mr A. R. Tonkin: You look at Standing
Order 130. Why don't you read your
Standing Orders?

Mr SIBSON: I thought tonight we
would hear-

Mr A. R. Tonkin: You don't want to
think! You want to read your Standing
Orders.

Mr SIB3SON: -a discussion about the
problems of the State. As the member
for Morley was a member of the educa-
tion profession, I thought he would have
said something a little more important
than the gobbledygook we heard tonight.

Government members: Hear, hear!
Mr Taylor: Not a bad introduction-you

read It again.
Mr SIBSON-: Every time the member

for Morley gets to his feet, and every time
he interjects, we hear this gobbledygook.
He showed his prowess earlier in the even-
ing by showing a film. He would have
made a much better speech had he criti-
cised constructively the education policy
of our Government. However, all We
heard was how we are being over-
governed by fascists, as I think he called
them. For my part I believe we are be-
ing over-governed at the moment, but by
the Federal Government. I do not think
the members of the Federal Government
are fascists.

The member for Morley blamed our
unemployment situation on the Jews. I
pose this question to him: What about the
Whitlam Government? What about its
contribution to the unemployment situa-
tion?
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Mr may: What about the Court Gov-
ernment?

Mr SIBSON: Once again the member
for Morley carried on about the fuel and
energy legislation, but I fall to see what
that has to do with the Budget.

Mr Bertram: It has a lot to do with It.

Mr SIBSON: As far as the fuel and
energy legislation is concerned, I am quite
certain that the rank and file members
of every respectable union will never cre-
ate a state of emergency.

Mr May: You have got your head in
the clouds.

Mr Skidmore: When you speak of "res-
pectable unions" you cast a slur on many
people in this State. They are all res-
pectable.

Mr SmBSON: If that is so, the member
for Swan need have no fears whatever.

The member for Morley looked across
to this side of the House and said we were
secessionist. That Is not true; we fight
against secession. The only time we would
even consider secession would be if the
going gets so tough that Western Aus-
tralia cannot carry on as part of the Com-
monwealth. I hope that time will never
come.

The member for Morley spoke a lot
about hysteria. I do not think I have
ever seen a better display of hysteria than
we saw here tonight.

Mr Davies: You mean the Minister for
Labour and Industry?

Mr SIBSON: The honourable member
told us all the things the terrible fascists
were doing. I asked him what was the
percentage of these people In our country.
He deftly avoided answering the question.
The sort of drivel we heard here tonight
was very unparliamentary, and the refer-
ence to creatures who come to this place
was quite unnecessary. I sincerely hope
that the member for Morley never loses
his seat in this House because I am afraid
he may end up teaching one of my child-
ren. The ridiculous facts and figures he
told us about in the last three minutes
of his speech have no place in this House,
and they certainly do not refer to the
Bill before us. With those few remarks
I willi leave that Particular subject.

Mr Bertram: Hear, hear!
Mr SIBSON: I would like to congratu-

late the Treasurer and the Cabinet on
the Budget. It is a very good Budget
despite the hardships confronting the
State Government at the moment. The
Opposition Is well aware of the difficulties,
because it referred to them many times
in it last 12 or 18 months in office.

Mr May: They didn't blame the Com-
monwealth Government all the time,
though.

Mr O'Neil: Not until after the last ee-
tion!1

Mr SIEBSON: The Government is to be
congratulated on the manner in which it
has looked at the problems of our finian-
cial situation.

Mr Bertram: What has it done about
them? It is no good looking at them;
you have looked at them for six months.

Mr SIBSON: That question will be well
and truly answered in the next 2t years.
I well remember when I first entered this
House, the Tonkin Government had been
In power for 12 to 18 months, and it was
saying then that in the next 18 months
it would do all the things it promised to
do. So I do not think that after six
months our Government can be castigated
for not having solved all our problems.

Mr Davies: But your leader said six
months was long enough for him.

Mr S1TBSON: I would like to say a few
words about our education policies. It
appears to me that the Opposition Is hit-
ting below the belt with its criticism about
the large amount of money which we in-
tend to Inject into the education system,
I believe our policy needs a little clarifi-
cation.

Mr Hf. D. Evans: It sure does!

Mr SIBSON: The expenditure on edu-
cation for the year has risen by 31 per
cent to $152 million, and I am aware that
inflation will swallow up a large amount
of the Increase. However, the Interesting
point is that salaries and wages will rise
-there is no question about that as the
State Government Intends to bring an
extra 1 014 teachers Into the system. It
is interesting to note that the Opposition
says wke are wasting money and our Bud-
get is way beyond all reasonable thinking.
Yet the actual salaries and wages will ab-
sorb, according to the Budget, $120 million
out of the total of $152 million for edu-
cation. As the Opposition is criticising
the amount of money to be spent on edu-
cation. I could presume it is saying actu-
anly that the salaries and wages of teach-
ers should be cut drastically. However,
I cannot see that Opposition members
would agree with that argument in the
final analysis.

I commend the Government for its policy
In connection with aid for independent
schools. I believe it is essential that at all
times we encourage the development and
expansion of independent schools so that
we have a choice In education, because it
is our policy to have a choice. I do not
think it would be right under any Govern-
ment or under any system to have only
one source of education. For that reason
alone I support the move to extend help
to independent schools.

I believe the reduction by the Federal
Government of the Income tax deduction
for education expenses from $400 to $150
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will affect not only the private schools but of another town of a similar size which is
also all people in both education systems,
because here again families with two, three,
or four children at school will be the hard-
est hit. Invariably such families are in the
average to low income bracket. There-
fore it is absolutely essential that every-
thing Possible be done to provide education
at a low cost to such People, and I feel
the State Government is justified in in-
creasing expenditure in this area.

The cost of buildings alone has increased
out of all proportion. We are being told
today that a school building which was
budgeted for at $250 000 some 12 to 15
months ago costs now in the vicinity of
$400 000.

Mr Skidnmore: We need a Royal Com-
mission into building.

Mr SISSON: I think we have heard
enough about Royal Commissions tonight.
We should get on with the job of govern-
Ing and stop talking about appointing
Royal Commissions. We have a Job to do
and we should get on with It. I think 90
per cent of the time the answers are
known well before they are produced by
a Royal Commission.

Mr Bertram: Tell us a little about in-
flation.

Mr SIBiSON: I thought I had Just out-
lined the inflation issue.

Mr Bertram: What have you done about
It in the Budget?

Mr Sodeman: Hawke Put a submission
to Whitlam.

Mr SIBSON: I would like now to refer to
my electorate of Bunbury. It appears,
according to the Australian Grants Com-
mission, that the town of Bunbury is being
run too efficiently. In keeping with
the present attitude of the Federal Govern-
ment that only those authorities which are
inefficient and showing a loss will receive
money, Bunbury did not receive a grant. I
quote from the South Western Times of
the 22nd of this month under the
heading of, "Why Bunbury got nothing'.
The article states--

THE Australian Grants Commission
considered that Bunbury had the capa-
city to raise sufficient revenue to
finance whatever expenditure disabili-
ties the town might encounter.

Mr T. D. Evans: You are trying to equate
capacity with efficiency. They are not
necessarily the same things at all. The
article referred to capacity to raise revenue,
but you were referring to efficiency.

Mr BIBS ON: I presume to have the
capacity one must be efficient, and to be
efficient one must have the capacity.

mr T. D). Evans: They are not one and
the same thing.

Mr 8185011: That is my estimation in
relation to matters of finance. The news-
paper article states that Sunbury's rate is
3.09c in the dollar, compared with the rate

currently 6.25c In the dollar. The article
goes on to state-

"We have a very good road system,
Parks, gardens and reserves are high
class and health and sanitation ser-
vices are good.

"The Impact of the library has been
Provided for in this year's rate and
the aquatic centre is being provided
for."

Mr Usher added: "It is difficult to
see what other places are providing
that we are not.

"There must be some truth in the
cleam that we are more efficient than
some other authorities.

"It is sad to think that we are being
penalised for efficiency."

That is exactly what is happening.
Mr Taylor: The City of Stirling is get-

ting a very large sum; you cannot have
It both ways.

Mr Clarko: For a very good reason.
Mr SIBSON: if members have finished

their conversation across the floor, I will
continue.

Mr Taylor: I am just correcting you.
Mr SISSON: I have said in this House

Previously, and I repeat it, that Bunbury,
like many other port towns, has a unique
responsibility to provide facilities not only
for its own ratepayers and the people who
live In the town, but also for those who
live in surrounding areas. It must pro-
vide facilities such as a library and swim-
ming pool, parks and gardens, and aquatic
necescities such as boat ramps, etc. not
only for the 20 000 people who live In Bun-
bury, but also for the other 30 000 to
40 000 people who live in surrounding
areas: and we are very grateful that these
People come to our town and support It.
Nevertheless, the Bunbury Town Council is
faced with the problem of trying to provide
facilities for all those people and for the
tourists who visit the town, and yet it re-
ceives from the Federal Government the
sort of treatment referred to in the news-
Paper article. I do not think that treat-
ment is good enough for a town which
has proved it can keep its finances in a.
tidy situation.

Mr Harman; Did Bunbury apply for any
grants from the Grants Commission?

Mr SISSON: Of course it did.
Mr Harmnan: Are you sure?
Mr SIBSON: The newspaper article con-

tains a statement by the Mayor of Bun-
bury in relation to the Grants Commission
allocations; and I have never found him
out in a lie in all the years I have known
him.

I would like to speak briefly about the
downturn in the rural industries and the
effect it is having on the town of Bunbury.
I know some members from time to time
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ask what rural industries have to do with
mue because I represent an Industrial and
commercial area.

However, it is a known fact that approx-
imately 50 per cent of the retail income
derived within the township of EunbufY
comes from outside the town. This comes
in the main from people in the rural
sector who are either involved directly in
farming or who live in the towns within
the region which are supported by the
rural sector. It is also a known fact that
the income from rural products has a
very important function in the commun-
ity because it is a very liquid form of in-
come. In other words, money earned by
the rural sector is spent quickly on pro-
viding necessities to run and maintain
farms and on extending and increasing
production. The smaller towns in the re-
gion-and Bunbury, of course, is supported
to a large extent by all these areas--reap
the benefits of increased production.

The downturn in the rural industries is
having a bad effect on Bunbury. I would
say one of the main enterprises which
will be affected is the CSBP works at
Picton, which produces superphosphate
for the whole of the region. If the super-
phosphate subsidy is removed-and it is
becoming apparent that it will be-the cost
of fertiliser will be increased to such an
extent that farmers will be forced to re-
duce the tonnages they use. This will have
the effect of reducing the output of the
CSBP plant which, in turn. will lead to a
reduction of the labour employed by the
company. This in itself-leaving aside the
fact that farmers will have less money
to spend as a result of the removal of the
subsidy-will have the effect of interfering
with the wages structure in the town.
Another industry which has been affected
greatly is the Pitulel tank making firm
which in the main produces tanks for
farmers.

This company manufactures fibreglass
tanks in Bunbury and distributes them
throughout the State. Not very long ago,
that company had about 1 150 orders on its
books representing a value of about
$170 000 or $180 000. However, with the
general downturn in the economy and
with the farming community running Into
trouble, almost all those orders have been
cancelled. The company receives letters
daily cancelling orders because the far-
mers are not in a position to go ahead
with the purchases. Instead of employing
eight or nine staff, this business now em-
ploys only three people and, In fact, is
battling to keep that number employed.
This is just another small Indication of
what the downturn in rural areas means
to the town of Bunbury.

When talking to machinery and vehicle
salesmen. I find that they are complaining
bitterly that people from rural areas are
not coming to Bunbury to purchase macbin-
er and motor vehicles-whether private or
commercial-to the same extent as they

were previously. The farmers, particularly
in the area around Bunbury, say they have
had to tighten their budgets.

Prices being received for beef are causing
great concern. One would need to go back
many years to find a time when beef
fetched a price as low as it dges today.
If we considered the effect inflation has
on the value of money, we would need to
go back to the 1930s to find an equivalent
beef price to that which is being received
at the moment. I believe this is creating
a situation where the rural community is
in a state of flux. Farmers do not have
any Incentive to go ahead and improve
their farms and to create more production
and employment.

In fact, what they are doing today is
finding a way in which they can make a
living for the immediate family, which in-
volves no extra expenditure whatever.
This in turn Is bad for the community,
Particularly in my electorate because we
rely so much on the rural sector in the
region around Bunbury.

Another aspect of the economic down-
turn is the difficulties being experienced
by real estate agents. Land and house
sales are at an all time low.

In Bunbury, we have always had farmers
retiring to the town and, very often, their
sons and daughters get married and they
want to buy additional houses. Purely and
simply from a real estate Point of view,
we have found that the parents have left
the family homestead and purchased a
home In the town; or, perhaps, a son or a
daughter has come to work In the town.
This has created a lot of activity In land
and house sales, Most of the people who
have been involved in the real estate busi-
ness for many years have told me that the
economic downturn is having a direct, ad-
verse effect on their industry. This industry
employs many people, both directly and In-
directly, throughout the entire district.

A further problem created by the econo-
mic downturn in the rural sector is the
unemployment being created In the town-
ship. People already living in the town
are finding it increasingly difficult to obtain
employment. It Is not unusual to tele-
phone the employment office and be told
categorically that they have nothing.
When they say they have nothing, they
mean nothing! I was once told that they
could offer only three Positions to prospec-
tive workers; this is something that has
been unknown for a long time. However,
the problem arises not Only because less
work Is available within the town itself;
the hardships being experienced in the
rural industries are also creating Unem-
ployment. To add to the downturn, we
find that in many cases farmers are either
having to leave their farms or perhaps
some members of their families must leave
to find employment elsewhere. In many
cases, married sons and others previously
employed In the rural sector move into
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Donnybrook, Bridge town, or Busselton to
try to find employment and, ever.4ually, are
forced to move to Bunbury because, being
a larger town, more work normally would
be available.

Mr Taylor: Before you leave that point,
did the Australian Government recently
make a contribution to the BunburY Town
Council? Can you tell me the amount?

Mr SISSON: That Is Irrelevant to the
point I am making.

Mr Taylor: You are talking about em-
ployment.

Mr SIBSON: I am talking about the
effect of the economic downturn on the
rural industry.

Mr Taylor: Do you know the amount the
Australian Government provided?

Mr SIBSOW No, I do not. In other
words, the effect of the downturn in the
rural Industry Is that people are being
forced to move into the towns to find
employment. People are being forced to
go onto social services and to look for
subsidised rents and are finding themselves
drifting into the town: this creates a
further problem. It brings more people
into the town who are not able to be em-
ployed. So, we have a situation in which
the rural sector, of which Bunbury basic-
ally is not a part but technically is very
much a part, Is being affected in every way.

Another area to be affected Is the family
business. I consider Bunbury to be built
around the family business-those small
businesses employing members of the
family and perhaps three or four other
people. These concerns are at a stage
where they cannot expand and take on
extra labour as normally they would do.
I know of one person Who installs hot water
systems and heating equipment of all types
who previously employed four or five people
but who Is now employing only one man,
apart from himself. The situation has
arisen simply because he has had to find
ways of making his business pay and, under
the conditions confronting him and with
the Problems he Is facing, he is unable to
meet the high cost of labour and of run-
ning his business. He must also take into
account the taxation problems he faces.

The tragedy, of course, Is that this means
less work for the working man. He Is the
person I have always believed we should
consider. I believe It should be the aim
of all Governments to consider the work-
Ing man and endeavour at all times to keep
him employed.

There was not a lot In the Budget about
which the people of Bunbury could get
excited. The people of the town have read
the Budget and they realise the problems
faced by the State Government in trying
to bring down a Budget with which it Could
live financially. When we consider the
cost increases which are occurring, It just
Is not Possible to do many things we would
like to do, Particularly In my electorate,
and still balance the Budget.

Before concluding I should like to refer
to the proposal for a single traffic author-
ity. Bunbury is one of the arenas that still
runs its own affairs In this area;, one of
the reasons for that is that the council
has held out for a single authority. Trhe
Bunbury Town Council is in accord with
the Bill; at the moment it is examining
the measure to ensure that it is the way
its members envisaged it would be. The
Minister for Traffic has been down to
Bunbury and discussed with the local
authority the implications and intentions
of the legislation. In the main, our town
supports the proposal for a single traffic
authority. I support this concept because
I believe that anything that can be done
to implement a better traffic control and
to reduce the road toll-of course,
Bunbury has done its share in this respect
because it has one of the lowest road tolls
in the State-is worth while and will bring
about a better, uniform traffic control
overall.

We are extremely pleased that the Min-
ister has agreed to our keeping our "BY"P
number plates. In fact, I think most couni-
try towns are pleased about this decision.
because it is a tradition with which we
have grown up, and it facilitates our
recognising, from the various number
plates, to which district a vehicle belongs.
To some People this may seem only a
minor matter, but to country people it
constitutes a fairly Important part of their
lives. For example, in many shires we
often find a, situation where the No.
1 registration plate has remained in
the family since the day it was first
Issued. An example of that can be found
In the Shire of Augusta-Margaret River.
The member for Vasse represents that
area, and the No. 1 registration plate has
remained with the Willxnott. family ever
since the inception of the shire.

I therefore commend the Minister for
his thought In regard to this matter, be-
cause on a Previous occasion we were told
that we could not retain our number
plates which indicated the shire in which
the vehicle was registered. The reason
given was that it was impracticable for
this to be done on the computer. I am
theref ore pleased that the Minister has
been able to make the necessary adjust-
ments with the computer to enable us to
retain our country registration plates.

Despite a great deal of criticism about
a single road traffic authority, with all
due regard I think such an authority will
effect a great deal of saving of expend-
iture. Since the Minister has assumed the
portfolio of Traffic Safety he has made an
all-out effort to reduce the road toll. Fig-
ures published In the Press today prove
the results of the efforts the Minister has
made. I realise that the Minister, as a
single person, Is not wholly responsible
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for this reduction in the road toll, but his
enthusiasm and the encouragement he has
given to the officers in his department
to ensure that the carnage on the roads
is dealt a severe blow have proved to be
quite successful.

I do not think there Is much else I can
say. One could go on all evening making
comments on the Budget. I just wish to
reiterate that this Budget which has been
brought down, all things considered, will
prove that the Government has the ability
to emerge from this financial year with a
deficit that is not too great and, at the
same time, will be able to expand and im-
prove all the various public facilities to
the best of Its ability. I believe the Treas-
urer has Indicated this by his bringing
down of this Budget.

MR FLETCHER (Fremantie) tl0,03
p.m.]: In making my contribution to the
Budget I will, briefly, deal firstly with
education. The Press closely covered what
the Treasurer had to say in regard to the
various items when he introduced the
Budget. The first aspect of the Budget I
wish to deal with relates to finance for
the provision of library-resource centres
and improvement to the administration
facilities which are the key features of the
school improvement programme. Basically,
that Is the comment which appeared both
in the Press and in Mansard at page 2224
of Proof No. 11 and is part of the Treas-
urer's speech which he made on Thursday,
the 10th October.

Whilst the Treasurer has placed em-
phasis on this matter, he has not placed
emphasis on the source from which this
finance emanated. I take exception to
what is going on at the moment. The
Minister for Education is travelling from
school to school making no reference
whatsoever to the source from which this
finance emanates. In opening library-
resource centres he makes no reference
to the fact that this finance has emanated
from the Commonwealth Government. I
therefore hope the Minister in this Cham-
ber who represents the Minister for Edu-
cation in another place realises there Is
an obligation to make known publicly the
source from whence this money comes, and
instead of denigrating the Commonwealth
Government in many ways, let the Minis-
ter on the other side of the House be
honest and at least make reference to the
source from whence finance for library-
resource centres is provided.

Even allowing for the current rate of
inflation there is something like four times
more money available for education today
than was ever spent by the previous Gov-
ernment composed of those parties who
now sit on the other side of the Chamber.
I will not quote figures, because these are
printed repeatedly, and it Is a well-known
fact that well in excess of $1 400

million Is available for education today
and the greatest amount that I can ever
recall that was made available for educa-
tion in the past was $400 million. That
was made available by the previous Corn-
monwealth Government to State Govern-
ments for education.

I now wish to deal with the subject of
health. Again, on page 2225 of Mansard
of Thursday, the 10th October, 1974, refer-
ence is made by the Treasurer to the
subject of hospitals and health services.
I do not say that this is deliberate mis-
representation, but It Is certainly mis-
representation, because the Government Is
taking credit for the construction of build-
ings that were commenced by my Govern-
ment when it was in office after it had
approved the improvements to be under-
taken at Fremantle Hospital.

However, when I read the Treasurer's
speech I noticed that credit is taken by
the present Government for the money
that is now being expended in the Fre-
mantle area. The relevant comment on
page 2225 of the current Hansard reads--

Although no major new works are
set down for commencement this
year, funds have been provided to en-
able accelerated progress to be made
on the many projects currently under
construction.

High priority has been given to
work in progress at the Fremantle
Hospital where a total of $3.1 million
is to be spent on a new 60-bed ward
block and a new kitchen and cafeteria.
Funds have also been provided to en-
able design work to Proceed on the
stage 1 extensions, laboratories, and
outpatient clinic for that hospital.

Let me Inform the House that those facili-
ties and a 60-bed ward are now well on
the way to completion. That is as a result
of the wonderful administration of the
former Premier (the Ron. J. TF. Tonkin).
It was our Government that was respon-
sible for that work being commenced and
for which the present Government is now
taking credit. I take extreme exception
to this, because even if It is not deliberate
misrepresentation It is certainly mis-
representation of the true situation and
I want to put the record straight in that
respect.

For the sake of attempting to be brief,
I will not read my questions in their
entirety. They relate to bed shortages.
Firstly, however, I think I will pay a
tribute to a member on the other side of
the House, the member for Subiaco, who
did show a degree of Impartiality in mak-
ing reference to the disabilities suffered at
Fremantle Hospital. During the Address-
in-Reply debate on the 6th August, 1974, at
page 304 of Mansard he is on record as
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having made reference to expenditure in
different hospitals as follows-

King Edward Memorial Hospital re-
quires $13 million In capital expendi-
ture and the Princess Margaret Hos-
pital requires $14 million. Poor old
Fremantle Hospital! As the member
for Fremantle would know, the Fre-
mantle Hospital is 'wallowing around
down there with the few million dol-
lars which has been handed to It.
Fremantle Hospital always seems to
suffer. If we are in Government, we
cannot win the seat of Fremantle
anyway and we do nothing. If mem-
bers opposite are in Government they
have won Fremnantle and, once again,
they give the hospital nothing.

The only respect in which I differ from
the honourable member Is that the pre-
vious Labor Administration expended, and
was committed to expending the finance
associated with the buildings that are well
under construction: and some have been
completed. This Ls due to the efforts of
the previous Minister for Health and the
previous Government: no thanks are due
to the Liberal-Country Party Government
in the previous 12 years it was in office.
That was a period in which I took deputa-
tions to you, Mr Speaker, when you were
the Minister for Health; and also to the
gentleman who subsequently took over that
portfolio. Over the years I took deputations
of doctors to the Minister for Health com-
plaining of the neglect of Fremantle Hos-
pital.

To outline the position I sha refer to
some of my questions which were asked in
the House In order to get the message
across to members opposite. On the 28th
August last I asked the following question
of the Minister representing the Minister
for Health in relation to beds at Fremantle
Hospital. The first part of the question
was_-

(1) What is the hospital bed as to
patient ratio In the metropoiitan
area-
(a) north of the Swan River;
(b) south of the Swan River?

The answer was--
()(a) 7.1 beds per 1 000 population.

(b) 3.4 beds per 1 000 population.
The second part of my question was-

(2) Is the Minister aware that at the
Fremantle Hospital a statistical
report shows--
(a) there were 15 bed refusals

to males and 10 refusals to
female patients In the month
of July 1974;

Adding the 15 to the 10 gives a total of
25; that means 25 potential patients are
turned away from Fremantle Hospital be-
cause there are no beds for them to oc-
cupy. it is deplorable for such a situation

to exist in this day and age. However. I
thank the member for Subiaco for drawing
the attention of members to this matter,
and for joining with me In promoting this
worthi-while objective. I wish that more of
this ecumenical attitude were demons-
trated by members on both sides of the
House in respect of Issues that are really
important.

I also asked other relevant questions on
the same subject. On the 3rd September
I asked a further question of the Min-
ister representing the Minister for Health
relating to beds at Fremantle Hospital. My
question was--

Adverting to the Minister's reply to
my question 13 of 28th August. 1974.
requesting the hospital bed ratio per
thousand of population in the metro-
politan area, as the reply reveals that
there exists more than twice as many
hospital beds north of the river as
south of the river, and as the Min-
ister is also aware of the past and
Present number of bed refusals at Fre-
mantle Hospital, will the Minister re-
quest the Government to give priority
to that hospital, by advancing the
commencement and completion date of
the first 150-bed wing planned as part
of the ultimate 300-bed expansion at
Premantle Hospital?

The reply of the Minister was--
Fremantle Hospital's needs are re-

cognised and a 60 bed ward block Is
under construction.

I have explained that aspect, and indicated
who was responsible for that. To continue
with the answer-

Preparation of contract documents
will take some time. Providing funds
are available, tenders will be called as
soon as documentation is complete.

I had heard that for years. You yourself,
Mr Speaker, were on the board of that
hospital. I have no doubt the plans were
witnessed by yourself, because they were
there for years and also at the time when
I took the deputations to you and to the
Minister in another place. What a way
to try to fob off a member, when the
statistics reveal the neglect that exists!

I am also grateful to the member for
Subiaco who on the 15th October asked
the following question of the Minister re-
presenting the Minister for Health In rela-
tion to beds at teaching hospitals. The first
part of the question was--

(1) What Is the cost per bed per day
in each of the teaching hospitals
for September 1974?

The reply of the Minister indicated that
the cost at Fremantle Hospital was $79.02
per bed per day; $89.41 per bed per day
at the Royal Perth Hospital; and $85.98
per bed per day at Sir Charles Gairdner
Hospital.
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So, there is a difference of something like
$10 between the cost at Fremantle Hlos-
vital, and the cost at the other two hos-
pitals mentioned. The next part of the
question was--

(2) What is the average stay per
In-patient in each of the teaching
hospitals for the year 1973-74?

The reply was--
Fremantle Hospital-7.9 days
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital-itS5

days
There Is a great difference; In one case the
average bed stay Is approximately eight
days, and In the other it Is 13.5 days. The
third part of the question was--

(3) What is the cost per out-patient
service in each of the teaching
hospitals for the year 1973-74?

The answer was-
Fremantle Hospltal-$9.55
Royal Perth Hospital-$14.27
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospltal-$ 15.96

I seem to be wearying members with stat-
istics, but I do that very proudly, because
in respect of the three parts of the ques-
tion asked by the member for Sublaco the
answer reveals that Fremantle Hospital Is
twice as well off In comparison with the
other two hospitals.

Mr Thompson: Could it not be that Sir
Charles Gairdner Hospital provides for
long-term treatment?

Mr FLETCHER: The honourable member
can find excuses if he looks for them, but I
know the situation at Frernantle Hospital.
I san a member of the board of that hos-
pital, but I am not taking advantage of
my position. Fremantle Hospital accepts
all types of patients from all parts of the
State. Anyone who has need of hospital
treatment will find that Fremantle Hos-
pital is the place for him to receive It;
that is, if he can get a bed there. The cost
is $10 less per day, and the patient is
cured sooner than in the other hospitals.
Furthermore, the patient has expert and
friendly staff to care for him.

After that commercial I shall get back
to the topic I was dealing with. I have
explained the disadvantage that Is suffer-
ed in the areas south of the Swan River.
Let me make the point that patients from
the far north of the State, such as Cocka-
too island and Paraburdoo, other areas in
the north as well as from ships come to
F'remantle Hospital to receive treatment. I
do know that patients bypass other hospi-
tals. Patients bypass Pinjarra Hospital and
Bunbury Hospital. I1 know they do that be-
cause I see their records; and the records
reveal that the patients come from all
parts of the State. I do not blame them.
Fremantle Hospital is a beautiful Institu-
tion, but it Is short of beds. On the other
hand it has all the required staff, and
splendid sophisticated equipment.

I thank the member for Subiaco for his
help in this cause. I also thank the previous
Premier for having tried to alleviate the
neglect which existed over the years In
regard to my electorate, In particular In re-
gard to Fremnantle Hospital. As I have
pointed out, my campaign over the years
has been aimed at trying to improve the
situation in that area. I have mentioned
the deputations I took to the Ministers,
and of the dissatisfaction of doctors In that
locality. There was reason for dissatisfac-
tion, because at one stage they could not
get patients admitted into the operating
theatres at Fremantle Hospital.

Dissatisfaction exists because medicos In
the area have been unable to get beds
when necessary. I have sent copies of my
questions to various complaining doctors
who have received them favourably. My
Government did everything it possibly
could to relieve the situation and all I
ask of the Premier is that he give priority
to my area and try to expedite the com-
mencement date of the 150-bed ward
which has been on paper-and on paper
only-for Years, I want to see some bricks
and mortar on the site.

There is no need for me to recapitulate
the splendid contribution made the other
evening by the member for Mt. Haw-
thorn in respect of the various areas in
which Federal finance Is now made avail-
able to this State. He indicated that West-
ern Australia had never been better off in
respect of assistance from Federal sources.
Statistics will substantiate that statement,
but there has been such a rubbisbing
campaign from those on the other side of
the House who blame the Federal Govern-
ment for everything, that I do ask them
please for a little more sincerity.

I admit we all play politics; but there
Is a saying, "Fair go Aussie", which I
think members on the other side of the
House should keep in mind. I try to
adopt that philosophy and to give credit
where it is due. I admit that occasionally
I hear a comment fromn someone on the
other side of the House and I realise I
have not thought of that aspect.

Mr Watt: But you are one of the few
who does,

Mr FLETCHER: I ask for reciprocal
treatment in that respect and, while on
the theme, I would lie to say that many
of the interjections we hear do not do
credit to those on either side of the House.
I do not Intend my remarks to be taken
as a lecture, although I am old enough to
lecture some of the Young ones. I ask
members not to be so vicious and vindic-
tive If they hold a Point of view differ-
ent from the Point of view held by others.
They should not try to shout each other
down because this is no help to the
Speaker or to our image. It is not nice for
People to sit In the gallery and watch
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some of the performances we have wit-
nessed here. I am not directing my re-
marks at any particular side of the House.
I believe there should be some dignity
and decorum in this Chamber.

I do not want members to accept my
remarks as being a lecture. I have spoken
as I have in good faith and on behalf of
us all, the staff, and the Speaker himself.
I do know that from time to time the
Speaker condones interjections which
might be helpful. I have no objection to
an interjection If it helps me, particularly
if I can score from it!

I have referred to the disbursement of
finance which has come from Federal
sources and, as the member for Mt. Haw-
thorn said, we are well off in that res-
pect. The effect of the money has been
reflected elsewhere, in local government
as the Minister knows, and as revealed by
the question asked by the member for
Maylands the other evening. I will not
quote the Information again, but I com-
mend the member for Maylands for hav-
Ing asked such an Intelligent question
through which was revealed the amounts
made available to the various areas, and
the humanitarian attitude of the Federal
Government in respect of the needs of
local government.

While on this theme I wish to Indicate
that I knew at least one cauncillor who re-
ceived correspondence over the signature
of the Premier who told each Individual
councillor in this State the dangers as-
sociated with the acceptance of finance
from Federal sources when it has alleged
strings attached to it. This was lust another
action In the poisonous campaign to deni-
grate the Federal Government which Is
prepared to help local government In this
State. If given the opportunity, It would
do so. Personally, I see nothing wrong in
country local authorities sharing a swim-
ming pool or any other facility if this
could benefit a district as a whole. How-
ever, for some reason or other the Prem-
ier believes that the Federal Government
has some ulterior motive in advocating
such a worth-while policy.

Sir Charles Court: Hasn't it?
Mr FLETCHER: Irrespective of the

Premier's attitude the Federal Govern-
ment has adopted a humanitarian policy,
but an entirely wilong construction Is
Placed on its generosity in respect of the
item I have outlined.

Mr Blaikie: While on that point, can
you explain why Bunbury was Ignored by
the Commonwealth Grants Commission
for assistance?

Mr FLETCHER: I am no authority on
local government, and why Bunbury has
been overlooked I do not know. if I knew
as much about that subject as I know
about Fremnantle, I could give an Intelli-
gent answer, but quite frankly I cannot.

I will concede that I am not a. genius
in respect of the subject of economics, but
that is not necessary.

Mr Clarko: Then you and Frank Crean
are aL pair.

Mr FLETCHER: I wish I enjoyed his
status although he is in a very difficult
position as he is in the hot seat at the
moment.

Mr Blaikie: Not for very much longer,
though.

Mr FLETCHER: I believe the Prime
Minister Is a brave man for taking the
remedial action he took. Money was too
freely available and was too cheap. Many
people in my electorate have been hurt as
a consequence of the measures he had to
take. Because money was so cheap every-
one had it and the sky was the limit for
everything from lavatory seats to any sort
of hardware and a shortage was created as
a consequence of the demand. The fires
of inflation had to be dampened down and
it takes a brave man to attempt this, thus
incurring the wrath and hostility of the
People of Australia by the imposition of
such unpopular measures. It must have
been a very difficult decision for him to
make. I say that for the benefit of the
member who Interjected in respect of Mr
Crean.

Interest rates had to be increased be-
cause, as I said, everyone had money and
the brakes had to be applied. Because of
the shortages which naturally ensued as a
consequence of the tremendous demand,
and because everyone could pay anything
for anything, who got the blame? The
unions! Our opponents claim the union-
Ists must work harder to produce more,
but as fast as they worked to produce the
Items, those items were gobbled up by
the building industry. We have only
to look down St. George's Terrace to
see where a great deal of hardware
went. Acres of floor space are available
for rental and even more will be available
when those buildings which are still in
the Process of erection are completed. That
Is where the building materials and much
of the hardware went as well as into many
of the Jerry-built homes referred to here
tonight.

As I mentioned, the unionists were
blamed for not producing sufficient
material. However, the brakes have been
applied and many people have been hurt
for which I am sorry and for which I
am sure the Prime Minister and his Cabi-
net are sorry.

The member for Sublaco would agree
that if a person is sick, it is sometimes
necessary for his doctor to administer un-
palatable and unpopular medicine to cure
the ailment with which the patient is af-
flicted.

Mr Blale: However, a patient does not
mind an unpalatable cure If he knows he
will get better.
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Mr FL.ETCHER: I am trying to develop
my theme without any assistance from the
member for Vanse. Just as a doctor has to
administer unpalatable medicine and un-
pleasant treatment to cure hunan mala-
dies, so a Prime Minister and his Treasury
must do likewise to cure the nation's
economic ills.

My objective is to show that we are
not lonely in this respect and with your
Indulgence, Mr Speaker. I want to demon-
strate the situation overseas by referring
to my brief records. I will mention several
headWines and make miscellaneous and
brief comments to reveal that the Prime
Minister, and the Australian Government,
are victims of a world situation. I do
not have to rely on Press cuttings in
order to make a speech; I am sure mem-
bers are aware I can make a speech with-
out that kind of assistance. However.
one has to find evidence to support one's
argument. In The West AustTralian of the
5th August, 1974, an article appeared
under the heading, "She'll be right policy
in U.S.', as follows-

Laissez-f aire economnics-the idea
that the best economic policy for
governments is the policy of doing
nothing-is still alive and kicking In
the United States.

The article continues-
"Laissez-faire, with all its sweet

18th Century charm, is still the fav-
ourite doctrine of much of big busi-
ness except where bail-outs are con-
cerned," the Times commented.

It continues--
An intellectually bankrupt adminis-

tration seems to have no better course
than to hope that with a little bit of
luck this storm will soon blow itself
out-just the way the last serious
world-wide economic storm did not.

Right alongside of that article appeared
another with the heading, "World-wide
recession fears grow". The article states-

The persistent fall In share prices
on all the major world stock markets
has strengthened fears that the inter-
national economy has already entered
the most serious recession since the
World War.

Mr Hartrey: Since the 1914 war.

Mr PLETCHER: That is so. The article
continues--

Not only is the London stock mar-
ket at its lowest point for 15 years,
but share prices on Wall Street and
major exchanges in Europe and Japan
also show major falls on the levels of
a year ago.

Economic forecasts that the world
is already embarked upon a 12 or 18-
month recession have helped to push
share prices still lower In London,
Paris, Amsterdam and Brussels.

In London, the Guardian reported
that share dealers were making no
attempt to disguise the extent of their
alarm about the size of the market
collapse.

They say it is relatively greater than
the share debacle that preceded the
slump of 1931.

I am not trying to frighten people; I am
reading worldwide opinions. I1 ask .nem-
bers opposite: Did that awful scoundrel
Whitlam do this to the rest of the world?
Despite the way members opposite talk,
we are not alone in this world depression.
I ask those members to be more Austra-
lian and more reasonable. They should
try to share the load. If we were at war
we would all be in it together. The world
is in economic trouble and we want help.
We do not want unjustified and unfair
criticism.

I have some more classic examples to
Support my contention that we are the
victims of a worldwide situation; a world
economic crisis.

Sir Charles Court: What makes the
honourable member say that?

Mr FLETCHER: I also read the eco-
nomic pages in the Press and watch them
very carefully.

Sir Charles Court: What makes you say
that? We start off with cheaper food in
Australia than in other countries.

Mr FLETCHER: Thanks to the Federal
Government.

Sir Charles Court: Thanks to the farm-
ers of this country; that is the very basis
of a cheaper economy.

Mr FLETCHER: In the Press of the
10th October, 1974, an article appeared
under the headline, "Big American bank
fails". The article, in part, was as fol-
low--

The 20th biggest bank In the U.S.,
the Franklin National Bank, was de-
clared insolvent yesterday in the big-
gest bank failure in American history.

So, Mainline, Cambridge Credit, Landalls.
and the others involved need not feel
lonely because financial empires in
America also crash.

Another article appeared in the Press
under the heading, "Fear of world slump
grows'. If I were to read this article it
would only confirm what I have already
read out, under the heading, "World-wide
recession fears grow". However, I have
further material to support my contention
and I will quote an article which appeared
in the Daily News on Wednesday, the 2nd
October, as follows--

The foreign and finance ministers
of the United States, Britain, West
Germany, France and Japan have been
meeting privately at the State Depart-
ment in Washington to discuss the
world economic crisis.
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The world economic crisis! That was 'not
caused by Whitlamn so the State Govern-
ment should get off his back, and also get
off the back of the Australian Government.

Sir Charles Court: I wish the member
would get off our back.

Mr FLETCHER: To continue, another
paragraph reads-

Earlier this year they were dealing
with this critical Problem separately,
and fussing with one another about
how to analyse what everybody agreed
was a world-wide crisis.

Another article is headed "Ford puts up
his inflation remedy", and reads as fol-
lows-

President Ford yesterday warned
that the United States was In danger
of being destroyed by inflation unless
urgent counter-measures were taken.

President Ford did not say anything about
destroying Mr Whitlam in an effort to try
to improve the position. I know the mem-
ber for South Perth does not like the argu-
ments I am putting forward simply because
they are somebody else's arguments.

Let me go on and advise the Premier
of an exercise In futility. In The West
Australian of the 15th October, 1974, a
Press comment by the Premier appeared
Under the heading, "Financial problems
deliberate".

Sir Charles Court, They are. What has
been done In Canberra has been deliberate.
It Is to achieve an ideological ending.

Mr FLETCHERt: I would like to continue
my speech. The Premier had an oppor-
tunity to get his own headlines. Let me
say that the reply from the Leader of the
Opposition to the nonsense which appeared
under the last heading appeared on page
30 of the paper amongst the miscellaneous
and rather unconsequential articles. It was
a rather important reply but its position
in the paper demonstrates the partiality
of the Press, and the favouritism extended
to the other side of the House. The nonsense
which appeared under the heading 'Finan-
cial problems deliberate" was, in part, as
follows-

If we fail to halt the centralist and
socialist policies of Canberra, they can
be expected to move in for the kill an~d
destroy the States and private enter-
prise.

Mr Grayden: They are doing that al-
ready.

Mr FLETCHER: That Is the sort of
dramatic claptrap so often repeated which
I would now prefer the Treasurer to put
to music. He would then be able to whistle
the tune in an attempt to be more enter-
taining, and it would be easier to listen
to for a change.

Mr Hartrey:* I would like to hear him
blowing his own trumpet.

Mr FLETCH1ER: Let us now se0 the re-
action of the business interests of Austra-
lia as a consequence of the inflation which
is occurring. On the Mt October, 1974, an
article appeared in The West Australian
under the heading, "Warning to prices
tribunal on Profits". The article, in part,
reads-

The Prices Justification Tribunal
was rapidly assuming the role of a
judge on the size of company profits,
the chairman of the Melbourne Stock
Exchange, Mr J. Campbell Johnston,
said yesterday.

That gentleman will condone control of
wages but no control must be exercised
on profits. He goes on to say-

Clearly this can result only in a re-
duced rate of profit.

What a frightful thing! I say unreservedly
that I have no objection to reasonable
profits being made by private enterprise:
they are healthy for the enterprise, the
employment they create, and the State.
But there must be a tribunal to say whether
or not profits are reasonable, and I take
exception to a business tycoon saying the
public has not a right to say what con-
stitutes reasonable profits.

Mr Kurt Waldheim, the Secretary-Gen-
eral of the United Nations, is quoted In
The West Australian of Monday, the 7th
October, 1974, under the headline, "Infla-
tion hitting U.N.-Waldheim". The report
says--

Worldwide inflation and the failure
of the dollar to regain enough strength
against hard European currencies have
created serious difficulties for the
United Nations, according to the U.N.
Secretary-General, Mr Kurt Waldheim.

I could quote a multiplicity of reports to
support our contention that It is not the
Federal Government's fault.

Mr Grayden: What is the rate of in-
flation in the United States and West
Germany?

Mr FLETCHER: I know that what I am
saying will go no further than these four
walls or the shelves of Hansard, but when
I am not here people can read what I had
to say about an emergency. Someone will
subsequently read it-

The SPEAKER: The honourable mem-
ber has five minutes left.

Mr FLETCHER: Thank you, Mr Speaker.
Let me make this point during my last
five minutes-not on this earth but in this
speech. These are the signs of the times.
This Is relevant to what I had to say about
Mr J. Campbell Johnson. There was a
headline on page 10 of The West Austra-
lian recently-I do not know on what date.
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The headline was, "Workers offered Pay
cut. .. or sack'. That is the grisly alter-
native-a gun at their heads. It goes on
to say-

Employees at Pilklngton ACI's glass
plant in Dandenong have been asked
to accept a cut in pay to keep their
jobs.

The company said yesterday that
the newly opened float glass plant
would close for at least eight weeks
and possibly 10 weeks.

Further on it says-

He said: "We have talked to mne
unions in terms of less take-home pay
for all by reduction of over-award
payments, as opposed to no work for
some."

A company official said last night
that if this offer was rejected, at least
100 and possibly as many as 200 em-
ployees would have to be laid off. The
total work force at the plant Is 490.

The official said that the company
was expecting a reply from the unions
this morning.

As soon as there is an economic downturn,
who is expected to pay for it? The un-
fortunate working man. Working men are
human beings, after all, and they deserve
better treatment than that.

Mr Sodeman: A chance to exhibit true
socialism. I will explain It for you. Their
mates would not have been) out of work.

Mr FLETCHER: The honourabie mem-
ber might not have been in the Chamber
when I referred to some of the new ar-
rivals who make rather vindictive com-
ments. I suggest members keep their cool
and do not take things so seriously but
listen to the sensible comments from this
side of the House.

Mr Sodeman: I was also here when You
said you did not mind interjections as
long as you could capitalise on them.

Mr FLETCHER: As usual, I have five
times more material than I can use in the
time available to me, but I hope I have
made the point to the other side of the
House that Australia is in trouble, 'The
Federal Government is not finding it easy.
It is taking remedial and unpopular meas-
ures. I also say that if an election were
held now It is conceivable that we would
be defeated unless the population of Aus-
tralia took into account the grisly alter-
native of having the Leader of the Liberal
Party as a Prime Minister and a querulous
schoolboy representing the Country Party.
What prospect Would Australia have in a
situation like this?

While there is economic trouble or a
war, Labor will be there to try to pull the
country out of it; and as soon as the crisis

has passed the same old crowd will come
back to exploit and create a situation such
as the one we have now inherited.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Dr
Dadour.

Howse adjourned at 10.47 p.m.

?Lifalati (ihunt1rit
Thursday, the 24th October, 1974

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. A. F.
Griffith) took the Chair at 2.30 p.m., and
read prayers.

QUESTIONS (5): ON NOTICE
1. EXMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL

Fourth-year Classes
The Hon. S. J, DELLAR, to the Min-
ister for Education:
(1) Further to my question of the 17th

September, 1974, has a decision
been made for the provision of
fourth-year Classes at the Ex-
mouth school for the commnence-
ment of the 1975 school year?

(2) If the answer to (1) is "No", will
the Minister treat this matter as
urgent in view of the uncertainty
which exists for parents who will
have to make alternative arrange-
ments?

The Hon. 0. C. MacRINNON replied:
(1) No.
(2) Yes.

2. TOWN PLANKING
Whit lords Shopping Development

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON, to the
Minister for Justice:

Would the Minister advise the
reasons why the Metropolitan
Region Planning Authority re-
jected the Proposed shopping and
community centre at Whitfords
as reported in The West Aus-
tnslian on the 23rd October, 1914?

The Hon. N. McNEIL replied:
The Metropolitan Region Plan-
ning Authority advises it has not
rejected the concept of a town
centre at Whitfords. In this con-
text, under the Provisions of the
metropolitan region scheme, the
MRPA can consider only the
matter of retail shopping space.
The other elements in this pro-
posal-commercial, community, re -
creational. etc. facilities--are not
matters requiring decision by the
authority.
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